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Summary

Collaborative Provenance for Workflow-Driven Science
and Engineering

İlkay Altıntaş, January 2011

As the scientific knowledge grows and the number of studies that require access to knowl-
edge from multiple scientific disciplines increases, the complexity of systematic scientific re-
search is significantly intensified. In order to answer “grand challenge” scientific questions,
scientists use computational methods that are evolving almost daily. The basic scientific
method, however, remains the same, but is continuously being transformed with the advances
in computer science and technology in the last few decades. These changes in computer
science and technology resulted in a set of middleware tools and systems specifically devel-
oped for making the automation of scientific process more efficient and faster. These tools
and systems aim at helping scientists to simplify the design and execution of subsequent and
coherent computing tasks, now called “scientific workflows”.

Since the initiation of the scientific workflows in the late 1990s and the initial scientific
workflow applications for solving visualization challenges, there have been significant devel-
opments in computing technology. Scientific workflows evolved to satisfy different scientific
requirements, computational technologies and scientific approaches that have transformed
the scientific method into a computationally heavy process. Moreover, as scientists learn
more about efficient ways to design and execute scientific workflows, it becomes imperative
to keep track of how and when specific scientific information has been obtained within the
computational scientific process, i.e., to track provenance information.

Provenance tracking is a very important feature of scientific workflow systems as it helps
track the origin of scientific end products, validate and repeat experimental processes that
were used to derive these scientific products. Scientific workflow provenance collection starts
with workflow design and execution and the collected information must have the ability to
create and maintain associations between workflow inputs, workflow outputs, workflow def-
initions, and intermediate data products. The provenance of a data product contains infor-
mation about how the product was derived, and is crucial for enabling scientists to easily
understand, reproduce, and verify scientific results. Currently, most provenance models are
designed to capture the provenance related to a single run, and mostly executed by a single
user. However, a scientific discovery is often the result of methodical execution of many
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scientific workflows with many datasets produced at different times by one or more users.
To promote and facilitate exchange of information between multiple workflow systems sup-
porting provenance, the Open Provenance Model (OPM) has been proposed by the scientific
workflow community. Standards like OPM open the possibility of linking provenance in-
formation for scientific workflow executions performed in different systems. This ability to
link workflow executions leads to a notion of implicit collaboration between the users who
designed and executed those workflows.

In the area of workflow-driven science and engineering, this thesis presents four main
contributions for modeling and querying collaborative provenance. Firstly, it presents an
overview of the effects of the scientific workflows on how scientific research is conducted
with a focus on provenance tracking as a specific advantage of scientific workflows. Sec-
ondly, it provides a definition for collaborative provenance for inferring dependencies across
multiple workflow runs and understanding user collaborations based on scientific workflow
runs within an online community platform. Thirdly, it describes a new query model that
captures these implicit user collaborations, shows how this model maps to OPM and helps
to answer collaborative queries, e.g., identifying combined workflows and contributions of
users collaborating on a project based on the records of previous workflow executions. The
adoption of and extensions to the high-level Query Language for Provenance (QLP) with
additional constructs allows non-expert users to express collaborative provenance queries
against this model easily and concisely. Finally, the thesis provides a data model that is
effective in capturing collaborative provenance scenarios, and shows how this data model
can be used to answer collaborative provenance views queries, e.g., identifying combined
data, workflow executions, and contributions of users collaborating on a project based on the
records of previous workflow executions.

As a conclusion, the main collaborative provenance contributions within this thesis lead
to development of systems that increase interoperability and reusability of workflow results,
enhancing efficiency in modern collaborative research. This is also demonstrated through
scientific usecase scenarios for establishing and understanding collaborative studies through
interoperable workflow provenance in this thesis. Specifically, the Virolab scenario, Prove-
nance Challenge 1 and 3 workflows, and various community workflows from the CAMERA
project are adopted as collaborative and interoperable usecases, where different stages of the
workflow are executed as different workflows, potentially also in different workflows envi-
ronments.
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1
Background and Problem Formulation

“If science is an unfinished project, the next stage will be about reconnecting and
integrating the rigor of scientific method with the richness of direct experience
to produce a science that will serve to connect us to one another, ourselves and
the world.”

– Presence: An Exploration of Profound Change in People, Organizations, and
Society, Pg. 212 by Peter M. Senge, C. Otto Scharmer, Joseph Jaworski, and
Betty Sue Flowers

1.1 Scientific Method and The Influence of Technology

Science is Collaborative. Science is the systematic knowledge of the physical or material
world gained through observation, identification, description, experimental investigation, and
theoretical explanation of phenomena. Using the basic scientific method (Carey 2003, Wil-
son Jr. 1991), scientists still start with a set of questions then observe phenomena, gather
data, develop hypotheses, perform tests, negate or modify hypotheses, reiterate the process
with various data, and finally come up with a new set of questions, theories, or laws. A scien-
tific study is a set of such activities applied to accumulate scientific knowledge on an object
of inquiry or a specific scientific domain. For centuries, scientific studies have been often
carried out by teams building upon the existing breadth of knowledge. Scientific articles are
mostly co-written by a number of scientists working together reporting on a scientific discov-
ery as a product of a scientific collaboration. However, the scientific method evolved in time
by the influence of technological advances, especially recently (Djorgovski 2005). Today,
scientists need to collaborate more than ever. Due to the increasing number and sophistica-
tion of data acquisition technologies, the amount of raw data acquired has vastly increased
over the last couple of decades (Berman 2008). This explosion of scientific data and knowl-
edge along with the increase in the number of studies that require access to knowledge from
multiple scientific disciplines amplify the complexity of scientific problems, often requiring
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large teams to work together. In order to answer these grand challenge scientific questions,
scientists use computational, data and collaborative technologies that are evolving almost
daily. The requirements for these technologies share a common goal to enable collaborative
studies serving one or more scientific themes or domains. These requirements include:

• Computational Experimental Infrastructure: Users should be able to launch com-
putations, e.g., scientific simulation and visualization codes.

• Data Sharing, Publication and Preservation: Users should be able to publish, re-
trieve and transform data.

• Common User Interface: Users should be able to interact with other users, access and
publish data, use other middleware through a unified interface.

Collaborative e-Science Technologies. Community portals (Altintas et al. 2010a), vir-
tual laboratories (Zhao et al. 2006c), and Web2.0-based social networking and sharing en-
vironments (Roure et al. 2007) are popular technologies and platforms that emerged as a
response to the above-mentioned collaborative requirements of science. These environments
establish a common infrastructure where community members may access and contribute
to data, middleware and computational tools, launch computations and projects through their
user spaces under generic governance rules, keep a personal account, become part of an inter-
est group, and even blog their findings. Computations use data from external data resources
and the scientific outputs are saved in data repositories, optionally along with intermediate
results and information on how results were captured. Computational tools could be exe-
cuted multiple times by one or more scientists, potentially from an end-user interface at times
requiring repeatable aggregates of multiple tools.

Scientific Workflows. The gradual shift from manual process execution to automation
of repeatable patterns and the need to use a variety of technologies resulted in the cre-
ation of scientific workflow systems (Ludäscher and Goble 2005, Taylor et al. 2007, Gil
et al. 2007, Deelman et al. 2009). Workflow systems are useful for the way computational
scientists conduct studies by making technological advances more approachable through in-
tegrative interfaces and abstractions for underlying computing and data resources. Since the
initiation of the scientific workflows in the late 1990s and the initial scientific workflow ap-
plications for solving visualization challenges, there have been significant developments in
technology. Scientific workflows evolved to satisfy different scientific and computational
requirements, technologies and visions that transform the scientific method. Moreover, as
we learn more about efficient ways to design and execute them, they matured from art to
commodity, enabling and impacting scientific studies with a number of advantages including
provenance support.

Provenance. Provenance tracking (Simmhan et al. 2005) is a very important feature of
scientific workflow systems as it helps to track the origin of scientific end products, validate
and repeat experimental processes that were used to derive these scientific products. Scientific
workflows are repeatable patterns of computational activities, typically designed iteratively
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by a user and run multiple times by one or more users. Thus, information on data collection,
data usage, and, especially, the computational outcome of a scientific workflow provides a
rich source for conducting similar future scientific studies (Freire et al. 2008, Davidson et
al. 2007, Bowers et al. 2008b). Scientific workflow provenance collection starts with work-
flow design and execution and the collected information must have the ability to create and
maintain associations between workflow inputs, workflow outputs, workflow definitions, and
intermediate data products. The provenance of a data product contains information about how
the product was derived, and is crucial for enabling scientists to easily understand, reproduce,
and verify scientific results. However, this is still only a partial solution to the modern scien-
tific process that relies on multi-disciplinary collaborative teams working on different parts
of scientific studies.

1.2 The Need for Collaboration

Currently, most provenance models are designed to capture the provenance related to a single
run, and mostly executed by a single user. On the other hand, the computational scientific pro-
cess often involves design and execution of multiple workflows (Bowers et al. 2007) where
different members of a team make their scientific workflows available through a common
infrastructure. A scientific discovery is the result of methodical execution of many of these
scientific workflows with many datasets at different times by one or more users. Through col-
laborative platforms, workflows could be executed multiple times by one or more scientists,
potentially from an end-user interface that combines several workflows such as the interface
provided by Utopia (Pettifer et al. 2007). In addition, the executed workflows use data from
external data resources and the scientific outputs are saved in data repositories. The interme-
diate results can optionally be saved in data archives along with the process provenance.

A typical set of components for such an infrastructure is illustrated in Figure 1.1, where
the system components are implemented behind a common user interface, e.g., a portal, and
conform to a common security and governance model. The User Spaces are where the user
actions are performed in the system. The user actions include search for data and workflows,
upload of data and workflows, publication of data, workflows and workflow run products,
monitoring of active runs, review of completed runs, and exploring provenance graphs for
past studies. Through the Project Spaces, users can share their work with a set of other users
and conduct joint research without making the information on the artifacts like workflows,
data and runs they use publicly available. Such project spaces are generally logical to enable
group-based collaboration and are governed by the system through an authentication system.
Users share scientific data, metadata and provenance data through common data stores de-
picted by Shared Data Store and Provenance Store in Figure 1.1. Workflow definitions are
shared through potentially multiple Workflow Repositories that are linked to the infrastructure
and ran through Workflow Engines that the system allows. In Chapter 4, we will review some
of the existing collaborative systems that are similar to this architectural model.

The requirement for workflow sharing and execution interoperability is further supported
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Figure 1.1: Typical components in a collaborative e-Science project (Not shown are the in-
formation flow, external data, service and computational infrastructure.)

with the introduction of environments like myExperiment (Roure et al. 2007) where work-
flows developed in many workflow management systems can be uploaded to the same Web2.0
site and the concept of Scientific Research Objects (called packs on myExperiment) (Goble et
al. 2010) that allow users to publish a collection of references to the workflows and additional
resources. The uploaded workflows become available to scientists who might be interested in
running a number of existing published workflows to create complex scientific experiments,
increasing the sharing and re-usability across the scientific community. To promote and fa-
cilitate exchange of information between multiple workflow systems supporting provenance,
the Open Provenance Model (OPM) (Moreau et al. 2010) has been proposed by the scientific
workflow community.

1.3 Problem Statement and Research Contributions

1.3.1 Problem Definition

This thesis addresses the following research question:
“How can the provenance information collected for execution of workflows using shared

data and workflows in a collaborative e-Science environment be used to analyze the nature
and strength of implicit connections between users, potentially leading to an analysis of user
networks based on system observables for data publishing, workflow publishing and workflow
runs?”

Starting with this question, this thesis focuses on collaborative provenance, collaborative
views over provenance data accumulated in a collaborative environment driven by publication
and execution of scientific workflows. As shown in Figure 1.1, we assume an environment
that provides system components to establish user spaces, project spaces, unified access to
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multiple workflow engines, shared data and provenance stores, and shared workflow reposito-
ries. We also assume that the actions performed by users get recorded as an added knowledge
within the system, e.g., information on workflow sharing, workflow execution, data publish,
and workflow run provenance sharing. As a result of the user actions and interactions with
the system, a collaborative knowledge accumulates. This knowledge can be analyzed to in-
fer nature and strength of implicit user collaborations based on system observables for data
publishing, workflow publishing and workflow runs.

Based on this question, assumptions and goals, the next subsection describes the actual
contributions of the thesis.

1.3.2 Contributions

In this thesis, we define a new collaborative provenance model which addresses the need for
inferring dependencies across multiple workflow runs and analyzing user collaborations. Our
proposed collaborative provenance model allows to establish the attributes for the nature of
user collaborations, the strength of collaborations and self collaborations. We also provide
some example collaborative provenance scenarios and collaborative provenance queries.

After defining collaborative provenance and understanding its potential usage, we de-
scribe a data model to capture and query collaborative provenance. This model supports col-
laborative provenance attributes for determining the nature (or type) and strength (or weight)
of collaboration between multiple users and analysis of a researchers independent work (i.e.,
their “self collaborations”). We show how our data model is effective for answering both
standard provenance queries as well as queries over the collaborative provenance attributes
for determining the nature of collaborations, their strength, and for finding self relationships.

Using the defined data model, we investigate the implicit user collaborations in a Query
Language for Provenance (QLP)-based (Anand et al. 2009c) query model that maps to the
Open Provenance Model (OPM) (Moreau et al. 2010) using observables in an e-Science in-
frastructure (as seen in Figure 1.1) and for generating views on top of them. This approach
links OPM graphs for workflow runs that have an input or output data dependency and helps
to answer queries such as identifying data connections between workflow runs and contribu-
tions of users collaborating on a project based on the records of past executions. We adopt and
extend a high-level query language for provenance called QLP, to express complex collabo-
rative provenance queries. We also establish a mapping between the presented collaborative
provenance model and OPM.

Furthermore, through example and real life application scenarios, we demonstrate the
feasibility of how our approach will lead to development of systems that increase interoper-
ability and reusability of workflow results by integrating provenance coming out of different
workflow systems and, in turn, enhancing efficiency in modern collaborative research. These
examples include the Provenance Challenges1 1 and 3 usecase scenarios, a real-world bioin-
formatics usecase scenario from the CAMERA (Sun et al. 2010) project, and a drug ranking

1Provenance Challenges website: http://twiki.ipaw.info/bin/view/Challenge/
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usecase scenario from the ViroLab (Sloot et al. 2009) project.
In addition, we discuss the optimization challenges in modeling and querying interoper-

able collaborative provenance, describe our initial assessment of how the collaborative con-
cepts apply to social networking analysis and provide a roadmap for future work.

1.3.3 Research Roadmap

The results of the thesis were described in the following publications:

• Definition of Collaborative Provenance and Its Attributes: Collaborative Prove-
nance for Workflow-Driven Science - A Position Paper (Altintas et al. 2010e)

• Description of a Relational Data Model for Collaborative Provenance: A Data
Model for Analyzing User Collaborations in Workflow-Driven eScience (Altintas et
al. 2010f)

• High-Level Querying Constructs for Interoperable Collaborative Provenance:
Understanding Collaborative Studies Through Interoperable Workflow Provenance
(Altintas et al. 2010d)

Additionally, the applications of collaborative provenance in the context of CAMERA
project were published in:

• CAMERA 2.0: A Data-Centric Metagenomics Community Infrastructure Driven by
Scientific Workflows (Altintas et al. 2010a)

• Extending the Data Model for Data-Centric Metagenomics Analysis using Scientific
Workflows in CAMERA (Altintas et al. 2010c)

This thesis also builds on the author’s work2 on scientific workflows, provenance and
e-Science infrastructures. In particular, Altintas has been involved in the research and de-
velopment of the Kepler scientific workflow environment since its early days and worked
on challenges related scientific workflow design and execution, e.g., distributed execution.
Altintas has designed and lead the development of the Kepler provenance framework, partici-
pated in the Provenance Challenges that led to the improvements of the framework for OPM,
and worked with various scientific communities, e.g., fusion and metagenomics, to use the
data collected by the provenance recorder. Altintas also worked as a workflow lead within
a number of eScience infrastructure projects that inspired her point of view on collaborative
workflow-driven science that is presented as a part of this thesis. Some of these studies are
described in the following publications:

• Accelerating the scientific exploration process with scientific workflows (Altintas et
al. 2006b)

2A full list of publications by the author is listed on pages 147 through 152.
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• Scientific Workflow Management and the Kepler System (Ludäscher et al. 2006)

• Kepler: An Extensible System for Design and Execution of Scientific Workflows
(Altintas et al. 2004b)

• A Modeling and Execution Environment for Distributed Scientific Workflows (Altintas
et al. 2003)

• Lifecycle of Scientific Workflows and their Provenance: A Usage Perspective (Altintas
2008)

• A Provenance-Based Fault Tolerance Mechanism for Scientific Workflows (Crawl and
Altintas 2008)

• From computation models to models of provenance: the RWS approach (Ludäscher et
al. 2008)

• Provenance Collection Support in the Kepler Scientific Workflow System (Altintas et
al. 2006a)

• From Molecule to Man: Decision Support in Individualized E-Health (Sloot et
al. November 2006),

• A Three Tier Architecture Applied to LiDAR Processing and Monitoring (Jaeger-Frank
et al. 2006a)

• Linking Multiple Workflow Provenance Traces for Interoperable Collaborative Science
(Missier et al. 2010a)

We will describe the parts of the above-mentioned research throughout the rest of this
book, and conclude with plans for future directions.

1.4 Overview of the Thesis

In the area of workflow-driven science and engineering, this thesis presents four main contri-
butions for modeling and querying collaborative provenance. Firstly, it presents an overview
of the effects of the scientic workflows on how scientic research is conducted with a focus
on provenance tracking as a specific advantage of scientific workflows. Secondly, it provides
a definition for collaborative provenance for inferring dependencies across multiple work-
flow runs and understanding user collaborations based on scientific workflow runs within an
online community platform. Thirdly, it describes new data and query model that capture
these implicit user collaborations, shows how this model maps to OPM and helps to answer
collaborative queries, e.g., identifying combined workflows and contributions of users col-
laborating on a project based on the records of previous workflow executions. The adoption
of and extensions to the high-level Query Language for Provenance (QLP) with additional
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constructs allows non-expert users to express collaborative provenance queries against this
model easily and concisely. Finally, the thesis provides a data model that is effective to cap-
ture collaborative provenance scenarios. We show how this data model can be used to answer
collaborative provenance views queries, e.g., identifying combined data, workflow execu-
tions, and contributions of users collaborating on a project based on the records of previous
workflow executions.

As a conclusion, the main collaborative provenance contributions within this thesis lead
to development of systems that increase interoperability and reusability of workflow results,
enhancing efficiency in modern collaborative research. This is also demonstrated through
scientic usecase scenarios for establishing and understanding collaborative studies through
interoperable workflow provenance. Specifically, the Provenance Challenge 1 and 3 work-
flows and various community workflows from the CAMERA project are adopted as collab-
orative and interoperable usecases, where different stages of the workflow are executed as
different scientific workflows, potentially also in different scientific workflow management
environments.

First chapter has been used to give a brief overview on the developments in the research
areas of scientific workflows and provenance for e-Science, with the aim to formulate the
contribution and problem formulation of this thesis.

Chapters 2 through 4 are used to present some of the concepts related to scientific work-
flows, provenance and collaborative e-Science infrastructures needed in this thesis. Based
on this overview and using the concepts presented, Chapters 5 through 9 are devoted to the
presentation of the main framework of this thesis along with application usecases that demon-
strate the contributions. A formal definition of collaborative provenance and the contributions
of the thesis on modeling and querying collaborative provenance are also explained. In par-
ticular, Chapter 5 is concerned with the definition of the notion of collaborative provenance.
Subsequently, Chapter 6 discusses a data model and a querying approach for the defined col-
laborative provenance. Chapter 7 is reserved for the practical application of the collaborative
provenance data modeling and querying approach presented. Chapter 8 explains the imple-
mentation of the collaborative provenance schema in Postgres and provides an evaluation of
runtime effects of collaborative provenance queries. Chapter 9 is dedicated to the discus-
sion of the interoperability challenges for collaborative provenance coming out of different
scientific workflow environments and our approach for tackling these challenges.

Finally, Chapter 10 is used to end this thesis and contains the main conclusions and addi-
tional remarks, pointing to the possibilities of ensuing future research.
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2
Scientific Workflows

“It is unworthy of excellent men to lose hours like slaves in the labor of calcula-
tion which could be relegated to anyone else if machines were used.”

– Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibnitz, German philosopher and mathematician

Current technology significantly accelerates the scientific problem solving process by
allowing scientists to access data remotely, distribute job execution across remote parallel re-
sources, efficiently manage data, and even perform observations in remote environments via
technologies like sensor networks and cameras. The simplest examples of the transformation
from manual science to automated science are the usage of personal computers to record sci-
entific activity and the way scientists publish and search papers on online databases. A few
more advanced technologies within the scientific process include sensor-based observatories
to collect data in real-time, supercomputers to run simulations, domain-specific data archives
that gives access to heterogeneous data and online interfaces to distribute computational ex-
periments and monitor resources. As simulations and experiments move into the petascale
regime, the orchestration of long-running data and compute intensive tasks is becoming a
major requirement for the successful steering and completion of scientific investigations.

Although an increasing amount of middleware has emerged in the last few years to
achieve remote data access, distributed job execution, and data management, orchestrating
these technologies with minimal overhead still remains a difficult task for scientists. This
push by the complexity of todays scientific problems and state-of-the-art computer science
and technology, resulted in a group of technologies developed for making the automation
of scientific process more efficient and faster, with a goal to help scientists via easier uti-
lization of technology, now called scientific workflows, a.k.a., problem solving environments
(Altintas et al. 2006b). A scientific workflow is the process of combining data and processes

0This chapter is based on (Altintas et al. 2004b), (Ludäscher et al. 2006), (Altintas et al. 2006b), (Altintas et
al. 2004c), (Baldridge et al. 2005), (Sudholt et al. 2006), (Jaeger-Frank et al. 2006a), (Vouk et al. 2007), (Wang et
al. 2009b), (Ludäscher et al. 2009), (Barseghian et al. 2010) and (Altintas et al. 2010b) co-authored by Altintas.
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into a configurable, structured set of steps that implement semi-automated computational
solutions of a scientific problem.

Scientific workflow management systems are useful for conducting computational studies
today by making technological advances more approachable through integrative interfaces
and providing appropriate abstractions of the usage of the necessary underlying resources
to help scientists to focus on their research. Scientific workflow systems promote scientific
discovery by providing tools and methods to generate scientific workflows via extensible
and customizable graphical user interfaces for scientists from different scientific domains.
They support computational experiment creation, execution, sharing, reuse and provenance
tracking. Some scientific workflow systems provide efficient ways to connect to the existing
data and integrate heterogeneous data from multiple resources. Shortly, scientific workflow
systems allow scientists to develop formal, customizable, reusable and extensible definitions
of all or part of a scientific process and execute them efficiently.

Since the initiation of the scientific workflows in the late 1990s and their initial appli-
cations, especially for solving visualization challenges, there have been significant develop-
ments in technology (Ludäscher and Goble 2005, Taylor et al. 2007). Followed by the World
Wide Web and new advances in network and data research, we have witnessed the intro-
duction of component-oriented frameworks, data and computational grids, Service-oriented
architecture and Web Services, semantic data models and tools to increase domain-specificity,
virtual organizations, peer-to-peer networks, virtualization and cloud computing, portals and
social networks, just to name a few. Scientific workflows have evolved to satisfy different
scientific requirements, computational technologies and scientific approaches that transform
the scientific method. Moreover, as we learn more about efficient ways to design and execute
them, they mature from art to commodity, enabling and impacting scientific studies with a
number of advantages.

2.1 Example: Sea Surface Temperature MatchUp Workflow

Sea Surface Temperatures (SSTs) are important resources for many oceanographic, biolog-
ical, and ecological analyses. Many types of SSTs datasets are available, from buoys and
shipboard sensors to satellite-borne instruments. To facilitate the integration and comparison
of these heterogeneous data sources, the Real-time Environment for Analytical Processing
project, or REAP, has developed two Kepler-based (Ludäscher et al. 2006) scientific work-
flows to retrieve and perform statistical analyses on SSTs (Barseghian et al. 2010), which
together are named the SSTs MatchUp Workflow.

SSTs datasets are very large and stored at many different organizations, so only small sub-
sets may be compared. To facilitate the analysis of these subsets, a Match Up database can be
created to store the individual measurements from differet data sets with corresponding tem-
poral and spatial locations. The workflow in Figure 2.1(a) builds a Match Up database based
on user-supplied parameters including which SSTs datasets to use, the number of samples
(i.e., size of the subset) and the timespan and region of ocean. For each sample, the work-
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 2.1: Parts of the SST MatchUp Workflow: (a) The Build Match Up workflow; (b) The
Analysis workflow, (c) Viewing the results in Google Earth.

flow randomly chooses a time and location within the user-supplied ranges, and downloads
the corresponding SST measurements from each data set into the database. Many SST data
sets are stored in OPeNDAP1 servers, which the workflow accesses through an OPeNDAP
Actor in Kepler. Actors are the data processing elements in Kepler and they communicate
with each other through well-defined data interfaces called Tokens. Additionally, RDBMS
actors write data to the Match Up database. Once a Match Up database has been created, the
Analysis workflow (shown in Figure 2.1(b)) creates a Keyhole Markup Language (KML)2

file for Google Earth that displays each samples location and time along with the average and
standard deviation of the temperatures between the datasets (shown in Figure 2.1(c)). This
workflow performs these calculations using R and Python actors.

2.2 Requirements for Scientific Workflows

Scientific workflows vary in their requirements and the technologies they use as we switch
between disciplines. In spite of the fact that the development in scientific workflows is moti-
vated by application pull from different scientific disciplines and projects, and the disciplines
have their own wish lists and technical requirements, it is possible to unify these require-

1Open-source Project for a Network Data Access Protocol (OPeNDAP) website: http://opendap.org/
2Google’s KML Documentation: http://code.google.com/apis/kml/documentation/

http://opendap.org/
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ment and come up with a set of common requirements useful for multiple disciplines. Con-
sider, e.g., the Cyberinfrastructure desiderata of a geoscientist and a computational chemist.
A geoscientists wish list might involve online data acquisition and access, managing large
databases, indexing data on spatial and temporal attributes, quick subsetting operations on
the databases, large scale resource sharing and management, collaborative and distributed
applications, parallel gridding algorithms on large data sets using high performance comput-
ing, integrating data with other related data sets, e.g., geologic maps and hydrology models,
and easy-to-use user interfaces from portals and scientific workflow environments (Altintas
et al. 2010b). A computational chemist’s wish list is comprised of performing synchronously
many embarrassingly parallel calculations with different molecules, configurations, methods
and/or other parameters, using existing data, codes, procedures, and resources with the usual
sophistication and accuracy, letting different programs seamlessly communicate with each
other, integrating computational experiment preparation and analysis steps, distributing jobs
automatically onto a computational grid, having interfaces to database infrastructures to ob-
tain starting structures and to allow data mining of results, and tools and scientific workflow
environments that are as easy-to-use, general, flexible, manageable and reusable as possible
(Sudholt et al. 2006). While these requirements have different focuses, their fundamental
requirements are similar, i.e., querying and integrating data sets, execution of domain spe-
cific codes and algorithms, using different tools through easy-to-use unified interfaces. When
these requirements are extended to the other sciences, a list of requirements that are generi-
cally applicable to different disciplines via customization and domain-knowledge integration
emerge.

The following requirements are a summary based on the interactions with a variety of sci-
entists from scientific disciplines involving molecular biology, ecology, astrophysics, fusion,
geosciences, oceanography, computational chemistry and phylogeny:

• Design tools that are scalable and especially helpful to non-technical users (Bowers
and Ludäscher 2005)

• Easy to use, fairly simple user interfaces having more complex features hidden in the
background (Ngu et al. 2008)

• Hierarchical component and service composition (Altintas et al. 2004c) to reduce com-
plexity and enhance design reusability

• Reusable features that are generic enough to serve different communities but customiz-
able enough to serve one scientific domain

• Extensibility for the expert user

• Registration, publication and provenance of data and process products (Altintas 2008)

• Seamless access to and dynamic plug-in of data and processes from reg-
istries/repositories (Abramson et al. 2005)
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Figure 2.2: Steps in the life-cycle of workflow design, execution and experimentation.

• Distributed (Altintas et al. 2004a) and detached (Jaeger-Frank et al. 2006b) workflow
execution, e.g., Web, Grid and Cloud awareness)

• Semantics awareness (Bowers and Ludäscher 2004) using ontologies and domain
knowledge

• Execution monitoring, failure recovery (Crawl and Altintas 2008, Mouallem et
al. 2010), smart re-runs (Altintas et al. 2006a) and interactive user steering

2.3 Life-cycle of Scientific Workflows

The various phases and steps associated with developing, deploying and executing scientific
workflows form a scientific workflow life-cycle. (Deelman and Gil 2006), (Gil et al. 2007)
and (Ludäscher et al. 2009) summarize different aspects of this life-cycle. The steps shown
in build and run phases in Figure 2.2 are largely supported by existing workflow systems, al-
though often using different approaches and techniques. Share and learn phases often include
a larger infrastructure containing workflows, thus may or may not depend on the scientific
workflow system being used other than their dependency on the provenance and data associ-
ated to build and run steps.

• BUILD: Scientific workflow building involves composition of process flows out of
lower-level components either from scratch or by extending an existing workflow. This
phase often involves a graphical user interface that allow placing, customizing and
linking scientific workflow components, e.g., (Ludäscher et al. 2006, Oinn et al. 2006,
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Callahan et al. 2006), based on a conceptual workflow specification. The designed
workflow can then be saved and reopened in an exchange format, e.g., SCUFL (Oinn
et al. 2006) and MoML (Ludäscher et al. 2006), or as a script, e.g., Python. In addition
to this visual programming model, some workflow systems, e.g., Pegasus (Deelman et
al. 2004), use scripting to build scientific workflows more in line with the traditional
programming.

• SHARE: Once designed and saved, scientific workflows can be published through
public repositories or shared with a group of colleagues who can then run, extend or
validate the design of a workflow. Some repositories allow for searching for work-
flows or provide capabilities to share workflows with a limited social network (Goble
et al. 2010). Deploying, i.e., packaging and publishing, workflows through e-Science
infrastructures or a repository can be provided by the workflow system or can be done
manually. Sharing of workflows (and the results of workflow runs) helps the continuity
of the scientific workflow life-cycle by increasing reuse and extensibility.

• RUN: Ability to run scientific workflow is supported by all scientific workflow man-
agement systems at different levels. As a first step, this phase includes scheduling and
execution planning, e.g., resource planning, allocation, data staging, functions. Once
workflow execution is planned, it can be executed. The execution step is managed by a
workflow engine that uses one or more models of computation as a basis, e.g., dataflow,
and includes provenance tracking, fault tolerance and other execution related function-
ality depending on the workflow system. Most systems also provide a way to monitor
the progress of execution workflows and data flowing through the workflow execution
in the run phase.

• LEARN: An important phase of the workflow life-cycle is learning from previous
workflow executions. This phase often includes reviewing of the results of previous
runs, browsing and analyzing the accumulated provenance information and reporting of
workflow execution results. When provided by a workflow system, this phase enhances
the exploratory process and leads to future studies based on existing workflow-driven
research.

2.4 Advantages and Limitations of Scientific Workflows

Workflows enormously improve data analysis, especially when data is obtained from multiple
sources and generated by computations on distributed resources and various analysis tools.
These advances in systematic analysis of scientific information made possible by workflows
have unleashed a growing need for automated data-driven applications that also provide sci-
entists with interfaces to design, create, execute, share, reuse scientific workflows, and col-
lect and manage the provenance of the data and processes with little overhead. The scientific
workflow approach offers a number of advantages:
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• Scientific workflows formalize the scientific process.
A scientific workflow provides a structured definition of one or more steps towards
solving a scientific problem. At its simplest, this definition is either textual, a formal
representation of tasks and dependencies, or visual, a graph of tasks and dependencies.
This formal definition is akin to the code of a computer program (or scripts) and it
is an important step for achieving collaborative work as well as to maximize reuse of
existing work. It can then be executed, shared, customized, extended and published as
shown in Figure 2.2.

• Scientific workflows are easier to share, deploy under different platforms, cus-
tomize and rerun, extend and reuse compared to the traditional computing ap-
proaches.
Scientific workflows document processes being performed in scientific studies. A sci-
entific workflow definition resembles a recipe (workflow) based on a set of ingredients
(data) and cooking process (computations). Similar to the execution of a workflow, a
cook starts with ingredients and parameters, e.g., number of servings, and applies the
recipe transforming the initial ingredients with new ones and coming up with a final
product, in this case, a meal for number of servings. Some intermediate products could
be prepared and used in the process. Similarly, once a scientific workflow is built, it
can be reused to execute with different datasets or customized through its on-the-fly
updateable parameters. Each time a workflow is shared, it can be fully or partially
reused, extended or re-run. Sharing increases the possibility of reuse of a workflow
and the collaborative performance of the scientists using it.

• Scientific workflows can help with management of complexity and usability of
scientific processes.
Most scientific workflows allow for hierarchical composition of tasks by conceptually
grouping sets of components as conceptual steps. These hierarchal units are akin to
procedures in programing languages. The conceptual groups, i.e., sub-workflows, also
help to translate from the low-level programming concepts to the higher-level scientific
concepts, bridging the gap between the workflow developer and the workflow user.

• Scientific workflows provide interfaces to different technologies from a unified in-
terface and allow for interaction with multiple tools and resources simultaneously.
Scientific workflows often provide a one-stop-shop interface that encapsulates multiple
technologies. They consolidate the usage of similar technologies under a conceptual
abstraction, e.g., a data transfer component that provide data transfer using GridFTP,
scp and SRB based on users credentials and parameter selections.

• Scientific workflows can be annotated with domain-knowledge.
Some scientific workflows allow for semantic annotations to data and actor schemas
(Bowers and Ludäscher 2005) using conceptual information from shared ontologies.
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These semantic annotations can then be used to support scientific workflow design,
discovery, reuse, and validation in the presence of thousands of potentially useful actors
and datasets.

• Scientific workflows make it possible to track provenance of the data and pro-
cesses.
Provenance information is useful in scientific workflows in a variety of ways. The
collected information could be used for evaluation of the results as well as for mining
different patterns during workflow design, keeping the association of results to pro-
cesses, making it it easier to validate/regenerate results and processes, and comparing
different workflow versions. How provenance information is used depends on the par-
ticular user as different workflow users need information about different phases of the
workflow.

• Scientific workflows can help with execution monitoring, fault tolerance and
smart re-running of a computational experiment. Capturing provenance informa-
tion in scientific workflows is not only useful for determining data dependencies, but
also for a wide range of queries including fault tolerance and usage statistics. It is not
uncommon for a scientific workflow builder to query provenance logs to analyze the
history of the runs of a workflow or to recover from a system failure. As collabora-
tive scientific workflow environments provide users with reusable shared workflows,
collection and usage of provenance information in a generic way that could serve mul-
tiple data and computational models become vital. Scientific workflows can provide
efficient improved reusability and maintenance of workflows and components (actors),
automated provenance management, “smart” re-running of different versions of work-
flow instances, monitoring of long running tasks, and support for fault-tolerance and
recovery from failures.

Of all the listed advantages, provenance tracking is a very important feature of scientific
workflow systems as it helps track the origin of scientific end products, validate and repeat
experimental processes that were used to derive these scientific products. The lifecycle of sci-
entific workflow provenance starts with workflow design and execution. Provenance collec-
tion for scientific workflows must have the ability to create and maintain associations between
workflow inputs, workflow outputs, workflow definitions, and intermediate data products. We
will revisit scientific workflow provenance in the next chapter and throughout this thesis as a
basis for the presented research.

Limitations of Scientific Workflows. Although the scientific workflows provide a signifi-
cant set of advantages as listed above, they also have several limitations which affects their
adoption by the computational scientists. First of all, scientific workflows are dependent on
third-party applications and toolkits they wrap and orchestrate. The ability to link commodity
applications is a benefit, but it also poses some problems. Like any programming-in-the-large
(DeRemer and Kron 1975) product, changes to workflows can become difficult, since these
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components are generally not designed to be integrated with other tools and scientific work-
flow tools treat them as black boxes. The versioning and packaging of third party applica-
tions, components and services is often not managed by scientific workflow systems, which
in turn has effects on the sustainability and backwards compatibility of a scientific workflow
as a scientific artifact. The interfaces for the components that are required to run a work-
flow might change over time, the standards, exchange languages (e.g., Web Service Resource
Framework (Czajkowski et al. 2004)) and technologies (e.g., Java version) that a workflow
system supports might evolve making the third party tools not functional under new versions
of the system.

The goal to assemble external components that are not necessarily designed to fit, e.g.,
syntactically or semantically incompatible, also creates a need for building extra components
for data transformation, called shims. (Lin et al. 2009b) reported that 30% of the tasks within
the 560 workflows in myExperiment (Goble et al. 2010) were shim services. Shims are not
always available, requiring the users to first build shims, which can be difficult. The fre-
quent use of shims result in workflows that are cluttered and harder to reuse. There are,
however, some existing efforts to overcome this limitation, e.g., (Zinn et al. 2009) develop
a Process Networks-based (Lee and Parks 1995) model of computation in which actors are
more configurable through scope expressions that replace some of the shims by high-level
actor configurations. Secondly, although scientific workflow system can be regarded as vi-
sual programming tools, they still require users to learn a new language, i.e., the workflow
language offered by the system they choose to adopt. Each scientific workflow system comes
with its own language and engine, requiring users to think in a certain way, mostly in a
variation of the dataflow programming paradigm, e.g., (Kahn 1974). Many current scien-
tific workflow systems also have limited or no support for debugging, exception handling,
and fault-tolerance. Other useful capabilities for scientific workflows include transparent,
reliable, high-throughput data transport or the seamless use of cluster and Cloud resources.
Unfortunately, current systems usually require the workflow developer to explicitly code such
capabilities into the workflow, i.e., they are not built into the workflow engine.

2.5 Scientific Workflow Systems

Numerous scientific workflow systems exist today for scientific computing. In this section
we’ll give an overview of some of these scientific workflow management systems, review
Kepler in detail and discuss the common components of the reviewed systems.

The open-source Taverna workbench (Oinn et al. 2006, Hull et al. 2006, Tan et al. 2010)
for design and execution of scientific workflows is developed by the myGrid3 Team. Used
primarily by bioinformatics, computational chemistry, medical imaging, social science and
astronomy communities, Taverna offers an intuitive graphical user interface that guides the
computational scientists with the help of domain specific information. The Taverna scientific

3myGrid website: http://www.mygrid.org.uk/

http://www.mygrid.org.uk/
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workflow graphs consist of linked processors. Processors represent Web Services, command
line tools, and other data processing and transformation components. In addition, the system
allows for plug-in processors by the user community. The workflow are saved in an XML
form using SCUFL (Oinn et al. 2006) and executed using a computational model based on
based on the lambda calculus. Provenance tracking is an important feature of Taverna fo-
cusing on collecting and persistently storing information during workflow runs, and querying
the collected information to answer the scientists questions regarding the provenance of their
data.

The open-source Triana problem solving environment (Taylor 2006) is developed at
Cardiff University. Triana also provides an intuitive visual interface to design and execute
workflows by dragging and dropping a variety of data analysis tools that are built-in and in-
tegrated by users. The environment has been used in a range of tasks, such as signal, text
and image processing. Once designed, Triana workflows can be imported from or saved in a
variety of forms, mainly the Web Service Flow Language(WSFL) (Leymann 2001). Triana
supports distributed execution of parts of a workflow on a peer-to-peer network.

Pegasus (Deelman et al. 2004) is a framework for mapping scientific workflows onto
distributed resources including Grid and Cloud-based systems. It allows users to customize
various aspects of the system including the target execution system, resource definition and
selection, task clustering, data staging and data fetching. Based on an abstract workflow
defined by the end user, Pegasus finds a mapping of the available resources to execute the
defined workflow on distributed resources. The framework uses the allows for partition-level
fault recovery. Abstract workflows saved in Pegasus is saved in DAX format which is the
execution independent XML representation of a directed acyclic graph.

Vistrails (Callahan et al. 2006) is an open-source scientific workflow system mainly tar-
geted at supporting data exploration and visualization. A distinguishing feature of Vistrails is
its comprehensive provenance infrastructure for rapidly-evolving and explorative workflows.
The system allows users to navigate through the provenance archives in XML or relational
form via an intuitive user interface.

WS-VLAM (Korkhov et al. 2007) is a Grid-enabled workflow management system fol-
lowing the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) (Foster et al. 2002) and Web Service
Resource Framework (WSRF) (Czajkowski et al. 2004) standards. The WS-VLAM engine
supports the monitoring and interactive runtime control of the application workflows with
ability to disconnect from a long running workflow without stopping it.

Askalon (Fahringer et al. 2007) programming environment for Grid computing is de-
signed for the design, execution and optimization of applications that can harness the power
of Grid computing. The environment build upon a service-oriented architecture using ser-
vices for resource management, discovery, workflow scheduling and execution, and perfor-
mance prediction and analysis. Askalon workflows are saved using Abstract Grid Workflow
Language (AGWL) that describes Grid workflow applications at a high level of abstraction.

Swift (Wilde et al. 2009) is a scientific workflow system for specification, execution, and
management of large-scale science workflows, e.g., to analyze large quantities of data or per-
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form parameter studies. It combines a scripting language to define high-level computations
and data mapper to access different data formats. Swift users span the physical sciences,
biological sciences, social sciences, humanities, computer science, and education.

KNIME (The Konstanz information miner) (Berthold et al. 2009) is an open source data
analytics, reporting and integration platform for machine learning and data mining. It is built
upon the modular data pipelining concept, and provides a graphical user interface based on
Eclipse for assembly of nodes for data preprocessing, namely for extraction, transformation
and loading. KNIME is primarily used in pharmaceutical research with applications in other
areas like customer data analysis, business intelligence and financial data analysis.

The LONI pipeline (Rex et al. 2003) is a workflow system primarily aimed at neuroimag-
ing community for assembly of available neuroimaging tools. The LONI pipeline workflow
are built based solely on external stand-alone applications or services, whose interface meth-
ods are then described in the Pipeline XML language.

P-GRADE Grid Portal (Kacsuk and Sipos 2006) is a web based environment for develop-
ing, executing and monitoring workflows and workflow based parameter study applications
using various Grid middleware technologies. P-GRADE Workflow Editor enables workflow
creation and modification through the portal while the portal provides support for manage-
ment of Grid environments, Grid certificates, and workflow execution and monitoring.

DiscoveryNet (Rowe et al. 2003) is another visual component integration-based workflow
system that provides a graphical user interface to build workflows out of existing third-party
tools and services. It also allows for service providers to publish their software components
for data analysis and mining. The developed workflows are saved in an XML-based format
called Discovery Markup Language (DPML). DiscoveryNet technology and system was later
commercialized as a series of products through InforSense4.

Pipeline Pilot is another commercial tool built by Accelrys5 for scientific data analysis and
integration using scientific workflows. Pipeline Pilot provides a large set of domain-specific
component libraries including bioinformatics and computational chemistry. In addition to a
graphical workflow building interface, Pipeline Pilot allows users to visualize the data at each
step of the process and directly view scientific data.

2.5.1 Kepler Scientific Workflow Environment

The Kepler scientific workflow system is developed by a cross-project collaboration to
serve scientists from different disciplines, and is currently coordinated by the Kepler/CORE
project. A large number of large-scale projects and individual researchers encompassing mul-
tiple disciplines have used Kepler to manage, process and analyze this increasing amount of
scientific data. For example, in the CAMERA project (Seshadri et al. 2007, Sun et al. 2010),
Kepler scientific workflows are used to create, deploy and execute applications based on anal-

4InforSense website: http://www.inforsense.com/
5Accelrys website: http://accelrys.com and Pipeline Pilot product website: http://accelrys.com/products/pipeline-

pilot
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Figure 2.3: (a) The configurable Kepler Provenance Recorder acts as a recording component
of the Kepler Provenance Architecture. (b) Kepler Provenance Architecture is designed to
collect provenance information in different formats in to a provenance store and provides
querying API for accessing the collected information.
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Figure 2.4: The reporting and workflow run manager modules in Kepler use the provenance
information through a common querying API in Kepler.

ysis of metagenomics data using community provided tools (Altintas et al. 2010a). Inherited
from Ptolemy II, Kepler adopts the actor-oriented modeling paradigm for scientific workflow
design and execution.

Kepler provides a graphical user interface for designing workflows composed of a linked
set of components called Actors that may execute under different Models of Computation
(MoCs) (Goderis et al. 2009). Actors are the implementation of specific functions that need
to be performed and communication between actors takes place via tokens that contain both
data and messages. MoCs specify what flows as tokens between the actors; how the com-
munication between the actors is achieved; when actors execute (a.k.a. fire); and when the
overall workflow can stop execution. The support for multiple MoCs in Kepler is provided
by components called Directors. The designed workflows can then be executed through the
same user interface or in batch mode from other applications.

Kepler provides an intuitive graphical user interface and an execution engine to help sci-
entists edit and manage scientific workflows, collect provenance information related to the
developed workflows, and generate reports on their executions over time. The execution en-
gine can be separated from the graphical user interface enabling the execution of existing
workflows in batch mode in a centralized or distributed fashion (Sudholt et al. 2006, Wang et
al. 2008). With built-in wizard tools, customized workflow components (actors) can be easily
exported for reuse and sharing locally or publicly through the Kepler actor repository6 .

6Kepler Analytical Component Repository: http://library.kepler-project.org/kepler/

http://library.kepler-project.org/kepler/
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Figure 2.5: Different Distributed Execution Pattern Techniques in Kepler are applied to nu-
merous computational science challenges, including: (a) Map Reduce, and (b) Master-Slave,
used in the Ecology domain for House Finch spatial stochastic birth-death process simulation.

Provenance Tracking in Kepler and Related System Modules

Kepler also provides a provenance framework (Altintas et al. 2006a, Ludäscher et al. 2008,
Crawl and Altintas 2008) that keeps a record of chain of custody for data and derived products
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6: Different Parameter Sweep Execution Techniques in Kepler are applied to nu-
merous computational science challenges, including: (a) Nimrod/K used in the Chemistry
domain for quantum chemical calculations; and (b) SSH tunneling used in the Physics do-
main for plasma fusion simulation.

within workflow design and execution. The Kepler Provenance Recorder (KPR) collects
information about workflow structure and executions to enable users to track data generated
by domain specific programs. As seen in Figure 2.3(a), KPR has plug-in interfaces for new
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data models, metadata formats and storage destinations that were designed to serve the multi-
disciplinary requirements of a broad user community. An architecture (see Figure 2.3(b))
including the KPR, that allows for binding different data models, collecting of application-
specific provenance data and using results through a dashboard has already been created
(Vouk et al. 2007). The center of this architecture is Provenance Store: a database providing
physical storage and an API to access the database. The API has three components: (1)
Kepler, its actors, and external scripts use a Recording API to collect and save provenance
information; (2) a Query API provides different query capabilities for dashboards, and query
actors in Kepler; and (3) a Management API. Three types of provenance information are
collected: the workflow structure, e.g., actor types and parameter values, workflow evolution,
e.g., how parameter values change over time, and workflow execution, e.g., the data products
read and written by actors during execution. The provenance information collected by the
recorder can be stored to multiple data models including an SQL schema. Additionally, a
Query API has been implemented to retrieve provenance information from this schema and
is used by the Kepler Reporting System, as seen in Figure 2.4.

In addition to KPR, Kepler provides a fault-tolerance framework (Mouallem et al. 2010)
in the context of the failures observed in data- and compute-intensive workflow runs such as
parameter-sweep studies. The framework is divided into three major components: (i) a gen-
eral contingency Kepler actor that provides a recovery block functionality at the workflow
level; (ii) an external monitoring module that tracks the underlying workflow components,
and monitors the overall health of the workflow execution; and (iii) a checkpointing mech-
anism that provides smart resume capabilities for cases in which an unrecoverable error oc-
curs. This framework takes advantage of the provenance data collected by the KPR to detect
failures and help in fault-tolerance decision-making.

Distributed Computing in Kepler

Apart from modules for the core, provenance recording, fault tolerance, run management and
reporting, Kepler provides an extensible environment for designing and executing distributed
computational studies.

Kepler provides a number of approaches to distributed computing including web-based
workflow execution, Web Service-based workflow composition (Altintas et al. 2004c),
master-slave distributed execution of workflow instances (Wang et al. 2008, Wang et
al. 2009b), MapReduce-enabled data-intensive execution (Wang et al. 2009a), peer-to-
peer execution (Cuadrado 2008), high-throughput computing using Nimrod/K (Abramson
et al. 2008), Globus (Sudholt et al. 2006, Wang et al. 2010) and specialized actors in Kepler
for this purpose (Podhorszki et al. 2009).

Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 show a set of parameter sweep execution workflows, which
were designed in Kepler: Figure 2.5(a) for MapReduce (Wang et al. 2009a) used in the Ecol-
ogy domain for House Finch spatial stochastic birth-death process simulation; Figure 2.5(b)
for Master-Slave distributed framework (Wang et al. 2008, Wang et al. 2009b) used in
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Figure 2.7: A four-layer reference architecture for scientific workflow management systems.
The User Interaction Layer facilitates the interaction of users with the workflow design,
execution and monitoring interfaces along with the workflow repositories. The Workflow Ex-
ecution Layer consist of workflow engines that support workflow scheduling, execution and
failure management. The Process Layer supports the user interaction and workflow execution
layers with background processes including listeners for provenance, data and task execution
management. The Physical Resource Layer provides interfaces to utilize computational and
data resources.

the Ecology domain for House Finch spatial stochastic birth-death process simulation;
Figure 2.6(a) for Nimrod/K, also called TDA, director (Abramson et al. 2008, Abramson
et al. 2009, Smanchat et al. 2009) used in the Chemistry domain for quantum chemical cal-
culations; and Figure 2.6(b) for Ad-hoc SSH tunneling controlled by Kepler workflows com-
posed of generic Kepler actors and dataflow directors (Podhorszki et al. 2009, Podhorszki et
al. 2007) used in the Physics domain for plasma fusion simulation.
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2.5.2 A Reference Architecture for Scientific Workflow Management Systems

Although a set of major scientific workflow systems were discussed in this section, we rec-
ognize that this list is not a comprehensive list of all the existing systems. This list was
selected based on our interactions with the scientific workflow community as examples to
major trends in scientific workflow development, e.g., workflows for distributed execution on
parallel, Grid and Cloud resources, visual workflow assembly vs. scripting-based workflow
development, and provenance support. Based on the review of the above, this section defines
a reference architecture that pulls together the typical features and components in scientific
workflow systems.

As indicated in the brief descriptions above, each scientific workflow system has a work-
flow language specific to the (set of) engine(s) underlying each system. Workflows are either
described through wiring of components using a graphical user interface or though a scripting
language that then get ingested by the workflow engine for scheduling, resource provisioning
and execution. Different systems optionally provide modules for provenance tracking, Grid
and Cloud management, execution monitoring, reporting, data visualization and reporting.
Figure 2.7 illustrates a typical four-layer architecture that draws on the common components
of existing scientific workflow management systems. Note that the layers for user interac-
tion, workflow run management, process management (for background listeners and helper
processes) are generally a part of the workflow system itself. However, the physical resource
layer depicts the external data and computational resources that the workflow system interacts
during the execution of a workflow.

(Lin et al. 2009a) also discussed a reference architecture for scientific workflows. This
architecture was used as a basis for the design and development of the VIEW SOA Solution
(Lin et al. 2009a) for scientific workflows.

2.6 Usages and Current Challenges

Since the introduction of scientific workflow, they have been used for multiple steps of the
scientific process mainly involving data analysis, integration, visualization and distributed ex-
ecution activities. There have been significant advances in design and execution of scientific
workflows making them a potential commodity for scientific research. However, the research
in this area still faces some challenges to make scientific workflows more efficient and use-
ful in the context of a scientific researchers day-to-day activities. Within these challenges
are access to heterogeneous data and computational resources and link to different domain
knowledge (Gil et al. 2007), ability to interface to multiple analysis tools and workflow sys-
tems (Zhao et al. 2006c, Goble et al. 2010), and comprehensive support for computational
experiment creation, execution, sharing, reuse and provenance that fits the work methods of
scientists while managing complexity, user and process interactivity. In order for workflow-
based research to be fully efficient, the scientific workflow systems should at the minimum
provide extensions for optimize failure recovery, smart re-runs, and more importantly concep-
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tually consolidated file and process transport mechanisms that are technology-independent
from users perspective. The biggest challenge for making scientific workflows useful still re-
mains to be end-to-end support for scientific studies. Scientific workflows have the potential
to be useful in all steps of the scientific process from observation to publication of scientific
data. This requires scientific workflow management systems to have support for not only data
management and analysis, but also interact with networked scientific instruments, research
networks and observatories along with provenance tracking within and across experiments
modeled as workflows beyond the active lifetime of a workflow including citations to it.

Summary

Definition and requirements of scientific workflows and their life-cycle, advantages, and lim-
itations were discussed. A brief review of the features provided by some of the well-known
scientific workflow systems and a typical reference architecture is also included. Next chapter
focuses on challenges related to provenance within the scientific workflow life-cycle.
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3
Provenance Tracking for Scientific Data

and Process

“A process cannot be understood by stopping it. Understanding must move with
the flow of the process, must join it and flow with it.”

– Frank Herbert, Dune (First Law of Mentat)

Provenance can be described in different ways depending on its context (Buneman et
al. 2001, Simmhan et al. 2005, Zhao 2007). In the context of scientific workflows, prove-
nance usually means the lineage and processing history of a data product, and the record
of the process that led to it. Conducting computational experiments as scientific work-
flows provides a unique opportunity to capture and maintain such provenance information
via the workflow environment. In this chapter, we focus on provenance for scientific work-
flows. Note, however, that the database community has also studied provenance exten-
sively, i.e., in the context of database queries (e.g. see (Buneman et al. 2001, Cheney et
al. 2009, Cheney 2010)). Below we will briefly compare with this related but different notion
of provenance in databases.

Within the area of scientific workflows, we can distinguish two kinds of provenance in-
formation: By data provenance (often just ‘provenance’ in the following), we usually mean
lineage and dependency information about a data product, that is, which other data items
contributed to it, and through which “process invocations” (workflow steps). In contrast, by
workflow evolution provenance, we mean the history of changes of a workflow during work-
flow design and development. For example, the Vistrails system (Callahan et al. 2006) has a
particularly well developed system to capture changes during the incremental (exploratory)
design of a workflow, making it easy for the user to jump between different versions of the
workflow, undo design steps, parameter settings, etc.

0This chapter is based on (Altintas et al. 2006a), (Altintas 2008), (Crawl and Altintas 2008), (Ludäscher et
al. 2008), (Moreau et al. 2008), (Mouallem et al. 2010) and (Anand et al. 2010c) co-authored by Altintas.
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Figure 3.1: A simplified taxonomy of provenance system characteristics in scientific work-
flows.

Scientific workflows are repeatable patterns of computational activities, typically de-
signed iteratively by a user and ran multiple times by one or more users. Thus, information on
data collection, data usage, and especially the computational outcome of a scientific work-
flow provides a rich source for conducting similar scientific studies in the future (Miles et
al. 2007). Capturing this provenance information for computational experiments and simula-
tions is therefore a significant advantage of using scientific workflows. Many scientific work-
flow systems today provide provenance recording functionality for this purpose (Davidson
and Freire 2008). A taxonomy of provenance in scientific workflow systems was proposed in
(Serra da Cruz et al. 2009).

Figure 3.1 provides a simplified taxonomy of characteristics of provenance systems
used by scientific workflows based on the taxonomies that were discussed in (Simmhan et
al. 2005, Zhao 2007, Serra da Cruz et al. 2009). The subject branch represents the type of in-
formation that is collected, e.g., granularity and orientation of provenance data during design
or execution of a workflow. Provenance information can be data-oriented where the sys-
tem gathers the lineage metadata explicitly about the data product or process-oriented where
the system gathers metadata about data lineage through deriving processes, e.g., a workflow.
The subject data can then be analyzed and mapped into data models for different systems
as a precondition to provenance information collection, e.g., (Altintas et al. 2006a, Zhao et
al. 2006a, Gil et al. 2006, Simmhan et al. 2006a) and stored in different formats in distributed
or centralized archives. This is captured by the model and storage branch in Figure 3.1. The
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model and storage can be done using the annotation technique marking up existing source
data, or inversion technique (Buneman et al. 2000, Gadang et al. 2008) recreating source data
from collected information. Access branch in Figure 3.1 refers to the usage of the modeled
and stored provenance information to answer different users’ queries on different aspects
of the workflows. Note that provenance information may be accessed via application pro-
gramming and query interfaces, sometimes in combination with browsing a visualization of
the provenance graph (Anand et al. 2010a). The provenance modeling, storage and access in
scientific workflow management systems will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter.

Some provenance architectures focused on efficient and easy querying of the collected
provenance as a part of the provenance support architecture achieving high scalability in
recording and querying provenance through a loosely-coupled publish-subscribe architecture
(Simmhan et al. 2006a) and reproduction of data products, or can be queried with application-
specific semantics (Zhao et al. 2006b). The PrIME methodology (Miles et al. 2009) specifies
a software engineering technique to design provenance-aware software applications that in-
teract with a provenance middleware layer. PASOA/PReServ implements the the Provenance
Recording Protocol (PReP) (Groth et al. 2005) for recording (and querying) provenance.

In the database community, provenance has been studied extensively and notions such
as why-, where-, and how-provenance have been introduced (Buneman et al. 2001). Simi-
lar to scientific workflow provenance, the question in database provenance is also to “trace
back” a result data item to those input data items which have (or could have) “contributed”
to the result. One can view a database query Q (defined e.g. as a composite of relational
operations) as a special “workflow” that takes a database instance D as input, returning an-
swer tuples Q(D) as a result. However, there are also significant differences: In scientific
workflows, individual components are usually treated as “black boxes”, i.e., little or noth-
ing may be known about these operations. A provenance recorder in a scientific workflow
system thus typically records the data items consumed and produced by these black boxes.
Unlike workflows and workflow components, queries and query operators in databases can be
viewed as “white boxes”, i.e., whose semantics is completely known. For this kind of “white-
box provenance”, static analysis and inference techniques can often be applied to infer some
provenance information from a given query Q, database instance D, and the output Q(D),
i.e., without recording runtime provenance information ((Cheney et al. 2009) calls this “lazy
provenance”). In contrast, since little or no semantics is available for black-box components
in scientific workflows, runtime recording of provenance (a.k.a. “eager provenance” in the
terminology of (Cheney et al. 2009)) is inevitable in scientific workflows.

3.1 Life-cycle of Scientific Workflow Provenance

Provenance information related to scientific workflows is acquired and used in a variety of
ways. The life-cycle of provenance information from the collection of provenance infor-
mation to its different usages is shown in Figure 3.2. This life-cycle naturally starts with
scientific workflow design and execution. Different users need different parts of this infor-
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Figure 3.2: Life-cycle of scientific workflow related provenance information from its collec-
tion to the analysis of different usages of the collected information.

mation. Users of provenance data include the workflow developers who might want to record
their exploratory work, workflow users who keep a trace of their runs, scientific dashboards
that help execute and monitor a workflow, and other systems that draw on this data. Different
workflow users need information about different phases of the workflow. In addition, dif-
ferent users have different data models and storage access requirements. To best serve these
different users, provenance recorders need to allow for customized data collection through
parametric interfaces. The collected information could be used for evaluation of the results
as well as for mining different patterns during workflow design. Three main stages of this
life-cycle can be identified as follows:

• Provenance Collection. Since workflow developers often change a workflow while ex-
perimenting with different computational tools and multiple scientific datasets, prove-
nance recording can start during the design phase of the workflow. Capturing these
user actions is important since it records what did and did not work, as well as how
the workflow developer came up with the final workflow. The collection of provenance
information continues during the experiment preparation (parameter binding) and exe-
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cution of the workflow. The information related to design and execution of a workflow
can be categorized (Davidson and Freire 2008) as prospective (workflow definition),
retrospective (workflow products), and user-defined (user annotations on the executed
workflow and its products). The third aspect of collecting scientific workflow prove-
nance information that often gets ignored is collection after the workflow results and
the provenance information are published. It is important for the publisher to know the
citations for the results and statistics on how the collected information was used. Only
after knowing this information, can one verify the scientific impact the workflow has
made. This part of the provenance collection information is depicted by the arrow from
the data usage analysis box to the data collection box in Figure 3.2.

• Provenance Usage. Once the provenance data is collected, it proves to be useful in
many contexts. The collected data could be analyzed to query input and output as-
sociations, to verify results and recover from execution failures. Different types of
provenance information analysis based on the design and one or more runs of the same
workflow are listed in Figure 3.2. The collected information on the workflow design
could be used both to analyze it and to visualize the evolution of the workflow as
demonstrated in the Vistrails system (Freire et al. 2006). In addition, provenance in-
formation on data-dependencies could be used to re-play the previous executions and
perform smart re-runs.

• Provenance Usage Analysis. This step in the life-cycle of scientific workflow prove-
nance relates to how the collected provenance information was used, providing a high-
level view across provenance archives and workflow systems. A requirement for having
such an analysis is achieving interoperability between provenance collection systems
through shared models. Another requirement is development of publication systems
that can provide links to the provenance of published results, even reproducible docu-
ments (Mesirov 2010).

3.2 Modeling and Storing Scientific Workflow Provenance

Several provenance models have been proposed by the scientific workflow community and
were summarized in surveys that have been conducted on the modeling aspect of provenance
data (Bose and Frew 2005, Simmhan et al. 2005, Davidson and Freire 2008). All of these
models support various levels of information related to workflow design and execution. Var-
ious provenance recording and storage systems have been implemented in the recent years
based on these different models.

The Kepler scientific workflow system provides a Provenance Recorder (KPR) (Altintas
et al. 2006a) that records information about workflow definition, inputs and customization pa-
rameter of workflow executions along with the products associated to these executions. KPR
also has a plug-in interface for new data models, metadata formats and storage destinations,
and extension points for supporting workflow evolution provenance. Recorded information
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on executions of a workflow have also been used for a prototype smart re-run system (Altintas
et al. 2006a) and fault-tolerance (Crawl and Altintas 2008) in Kepler, which helps to re-run
a workflow. The Taverna scientific workflow system also allows for recording provenance
information on data, process, knowledge and organization using Semantic Web technologies
(Zhao et al. 2006a, Stevens et al. 2007). In Vistrails, the provenance feature focuses on ex-
periment design as a unique feature (Freire et al. 2006). The Karma provenance model (Cao
et al. 2009) to record execution information and higher level process details was implemented
in a framework (Simmhan et al. 2006b) that uses the publish/subscribe architecture for prop-
agating provenance activities. The Wings-Pegasus system (Kim et al. 2008) uses semantic
representations to describe and map workflows to available computing resources, and tracks
application-level provenance information generated during this process. The Swift system
(Gadelha Jr. et al. 2010) uses an extension of the Virtual Data Language (VDL) (Clifford et
al. 2008) to track the provenance of the computational procedure(s) that must be executed to
materialize the dataset, the runtime logs produced by the execution of the computations, and
optional metadata annotations that associate application semantics with data and procedures.
In (Golbeck and Hendler 2007), the authors present a scientific workflow provenance model
where the processing steps, e.i., services in this case, output RDF files that represent meta-
data about their execution as well as the provenance of the output files. The REDUX system
(Barga and Digiampietri 2008) provides a layered provenance model on top of the Windows
workflow engine where the data stored in the relational database allows navigation from an
abstract model of the experiment to instance data collected during a specific experiment run.

Most of the existing provenance approaches store provenance for a single runs, and do
not capture or maintain associations across runs. These models also don’t capture any collab-
orative relationships that happens during design and execution of workflows. The framework
described in (Bowers et al. 2007) records associations between multiple related workflow
runs. Further work is need based on capturing associations not only across workflow runs,
but also across users, where users play an active role of publishing data, or publishing work-
flows, or executing workflow runs. The collaborative provenance ideas discussed in this thesis
focus on the provenance across scientific workflow executions and systems.

As demonstrated by the diversity of the systems summarized here, many e-Science sys-
tems have provenance tracking capability. This is demonstrated by the provenance chal-
lenges1 and lead to a discussion on how to exchange the provenance information between
multiple workflow systems, resulting in the Open Provenance Model (OPM) (Moreau et
al. 2010).

3.2.1 Open Provenance Model

OPM is a model of provenance that is designed to allow provenance information to be ex-
changed between systems through a shared provenance model. The model encourages the

1Provenance Challenges website: http://twiki.ipaw.info/bin/view/Challenge/
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Definition 3 (Agent). Contextual entity acting as a cat-
alyst of a process, enabling, facilitating, controlling, or af-
fecting its execution.

The Open Provenance Model is a model of artifacts
in the past , explaining how they were derived. Likewise,
processes also occurred in the past, i.e. they have already
completed their execution; in addition, processes can still
be currently running (i.e., they may have not completed
their execution yet). In no case is OPM intended to de-
scribe the state of future artifacts and the activities of
future processes.

To facilitate understanding and promote a shared vi-
sual representation, we introduce a graphical notation for
provenance graphs. Specifically, artifacts are represented
by ellipses; processes are represented graphically by rect-
angles; finally, agents are represented by octagons.

3.2. Dependencies
The Open Provenance Model aims to capture the causal

dependencies between the artifacts, processes, and agents.
Therefore, a provenance graph is defined as a directed
graph, whose nodes are artifacts, processes and agents,
and whose edges belong to one of the following categories
depicted in Figure 1. An edge represents a causal depen-
dency, between its source, denoting the e!ect, and its des-
tination, denoting the cause.

Figure 1: Edges in the Open Provenance Model: sources are e!ects,
and destinations causes

The first two edges express that a process used an arti-
fact and that an artifact was generated by a process. Since
a process may have used several artifacts, it is important
to identify the roles under which these artifacts were used.
(Roles are denoted by letter ‘R’ in Figure 1.) Likewise,
a process may have generated many artifacts, and each
would have a specific role. For instance, the division pro-
cess uses two numbers, with roles dividend and divisor,
and produces two numbers, with roles quotient and rest.

Hence, roles are similar to parameters of a function, ex-
cept that they are used to distinguish inputs and outputs.
Consequently, roles are meaningful only in the context of
the process where they are defined. The meaning of roles
is not defined by OPM but by application domains; OPM
only uses roles syntactically (as “tags”) to distinguish the
involvement of artifacts in processes.

A process is caused by an agent, essentially acting as a
catalyst or controller: this causal dependency is expressed
by the was controlled by edge. Given that a process may
have been controlled by several agents, we also identify
their roles as controllers. We note that the dependency
between an agent and a process represents a control re-
lationship, and not a data derivation relationship. It is
introduced in the model to express easily how a user (or
institution) controlled a process.

Even though an artifact A2 may have been generated
by a process that used some artifacts, this does not tell
us which artifact A2 actually depends upon. Hence, to
make this dependency explicit, it is required to assert that
artifact A2 was derived from another artifact A1. This
edge gives us a dataflow oriented view of provenance.

It is also recognized that we may not be aware of the
exact artifact that a process P2 used, but that there was
some artifact generated by another process P1. Process P2

is then said to have been triggered by P1. In contrast to
edge was derived from, a was triggered by edge allows for
a process oriented view of past executions to be adopted.
(Since these edges summarize some activities for which all
details are not being exposed, it was felt that it was not
necessary to associate a role with them.)

As far as conventions are concerned, we note that causal-
ity edges use past tense to indicate that they refer to past
execution. Causal relationships are defined as follows.

Definition 4 (Causal Relationship). A causal relation-
ship is represented by an arc and denotes the presence of a
causal dependency between the source of the arc (the e!ect)
and the destination of the arc (the cause).

Five causal relationships are recognized: a process used an
artifact, an artifact was generated by a process, a process
was triggered by a process, an artifact was derived from
an artifact, and a process was controlled by an agent. By
means of annotations (see Section 8), we allow edges to be
further subtyped from these five categories.

Multiple notions of causal dependencies were consid-
ered for OPM. A very strong notion of causal dependency
would express that a set of entities was necessary and su"-
cient to explain the existence of another entity. It was felt
that such a notion was not practical, since, with an open
world assumption, one could always argue that additional
factors may have influenced an outcome (e.g. electricity
was used, temperature range allowed computer to work,
etc). It was felt that weaker notions, only expressing neces-
sary dependencies, were more appropriate. However, even
then, one can distinguish data dependencies (e.g. where

3

(a)
4. A process may be controlled by more than one agent.

In this case, each agent might have a distinct control-
ling function, which would be distinguished by roles
associated with the “was controlled by” relations.
For example, boarding the train may be controlled
by the ticket agent (role = “sell ticket”), the gate
agent (role = “take ticket”) and the steward (role =
“guide to seat”).

From an OPM’s perspective, roles have a syntactic na-
ture and are scoped by the process which they are related
to. A role has meaning only within the context of a given
process (and/or agent). For a given process, each “used”,
“was generated by” or “was controlled by” relation has a
role specific to the process, though the roles may have no
meaning outside that process. OPM does not mandate the
uniqueness of roles for a given process. For example, bak-
ing a cake with two eggs, may define each egg as a separate
artifact, and the two used edges might have the identical
role, say, egg. (In such a case, there is nothing that distin-
guishes the involvement of one egg from the other in this
process. )

Roles should always be specified. For inter-operability,
communities should define standard sets of roles with agreed
meanings (by means of profiles, defined in Section 9). In
addition, a reserved value is defined for “undefined”, which
should be used when the role is not known or omitted.

3.4. Examples
An example illustrating all the concepts and a few of

the causal dependencies is displayed in Figure 2. The con-
text of Figure 2 is the first Provenance Challenge [6], where
an fMRI workflow operated on a series of images and head-
ers, and produced an average image according to di!erent
axes. Figure 2 displays a subset of the provenance for one
of the outputs “Atlas X Graphic”, which was generated
by an execution of First Provenance Challenge workflow
using several inputs; the User who controlled this process
was John Doe. Edges of type “used”, “was generated by”,
and “was controlled by” are represented by dotted lines,
annotated with their role in bracket. Data derivations are
explicitly represented by “was derived from” edges, repre-
sented by plain lines. We note that the fact that a process
used an artifact and generated another does not imply the
latter was derived from the former; such relationship needs
to be asserted explicitly.

OPM is in no way limited to digital artifacts and pro-
cesses. In Figure 3, a provenance graph expresses that
John baked a cake with ingredients butter, eggs, sugar
and flour.

While graphs can be constructed by incrementally con-
necting artifacts, processes, and agents with individual
edges, the meaning of the causality relations can be under-
stood in the context of all the used (or wasGeneratedBy)
edges, for each process. By connecting a process to several
artifacts by used edges, we are not just stating the indi-
vidual inputs to the process. We are asserting a causal de-
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Figure 3: Victoria Sponge Cake Provenance

pendency expressing that the process could take place and
complete only because all these artifacts were available.
Likewise, when we express that several artifacts were gen-
erated by a process, we mean that these artifacts would not
have existed if the process had not begun its execution; fur-
thermore, all of them were generated by the process; one
could not have been generated without the others. The
implication is that any single generated artifact is caused
by the process, which itself is caused by the presence of all
the artifacts it used. We will investigate transitive closures
of causality relations in Section 6.

We can see here the crucial di!erence between arti-
facts and the data they represent. For instance, the data
may have existed, but the particular artifact did not. For
example, a BLAST search can be given a DNA sequence
and return a set of “similar” DNA sequences; however,
these returned sequences all existed prior to the process
(BLAST) invocation, but the artifacts are novel.

As illustrated by the two examples above, the enti-
ties and edges introduced in Figure 1 allow us to capture
many of the use cases we have come across in the prove-
nance literature. However, they do not allow us to provide
descriptions at multiple level of abstractions, or from dif-
ferent view points. To support these, we allow multiple
descriptions of a same execution to coexist.

4. Overlapping and Hierarchichal Descriptions

Figure 4 shows two examples of provenance graphs de-
scribing what led the list (3,7) to being as it is. According
to the left-hand graph, the list was generated by a pro-

5

(b)
Figure 3.3: (a) Edges in the Open Provenance Model (OPM) from effects to causes; and (b)
An OPM graph for the “Atlas X Graphic Workflow” implemented for the First Provenance
Challenge.

provenance community to build and share tools that operate on this common provenance
model in a technology-agnostic manner (Moreau et al. 2010).

From a scientific workflow based perspective, the Open Provenance Model allows for
capturing causal dependencies between different entities in a workflow run as a directed graph
consisting of nodes to express artifacts (e.g., digital products), processes (e.g., a series of
actions) and agents that catalyze and control the processes.

The dependencies between the nodes in an OPM graph are captured by relationships to
express, as shown in Figure 3.3(a) (Figure 1 in (Moreau et al. 2010)):
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• which artifacts were used by which processes (used)

• which processes generated which artifacts (was generated by)

• which processes were caused by which agents (wasControlledBy)

• which processes depended on which processes (wasTriggeredBy)

• which artifacts depended on which artifacts (wasDerivedFrom)

Example. Figure 3.3(b) (Figure 2 in (Moreau et al. 2010)) shows an OPM-based prove-
nance graph for an execution of the “Atlas X Graphic” workflow of the First Provenance
Challenge2. This graph demonstrates the OPM nodes at the workflow-execution level along
with the “used”, “wasGeneratedBy” and “wasDerivedFrom” edges between the nodes. In this
example, the process PC1 Workflow wasControlledBy the agent John Doe, and used the arti-
facts Anatomy Image 1, Anatomy Header 1, Reference Header and Reference Image as input.
The artifact Atlas X Graphic wasGeneratedBy the process PC1 Workflow. The “wasDerived-
From” edges between the artifacts are represented explicitly by plain lines in the figure, since
the data dependency relationship cannot be implicitly inferred from an OPM graph.

All the OPM dependency relationships refer to execution that happened in the past and
are causal between the source and destination. These relationships can be extended using
Annotations (part of the OPM specification) that allow edges to be further subtyped. The
latest description of OPM also allows for Profiles to develop further annotations and practices
on top of the top-level representation framework. OPM Profiles are intended to allow for
specializations of OPM consisting of a mandatory unique global identifier for the profile and
an optional controlled vocabulary for annotations.

Current Status of OPM. Although it is designed as a workflow-independent provenance
standard, OPM is a community-effort that has the potential to achieve interoperability of
provenance information between workflows. OPM represents the data products and past
computations that derived these products as a directed acyclic graph. Through the Prove-
nance Challenges, many of the above-mentioned workflow systems either built extensions to
store provenance information in OPM or were able to port their models into OPM. Given the
increased interest in OPM, the W3C established the Provenance Incubator Group3 as part of
the W3C Incubator Activity with a charter to “provide a state-of-the art understanding and de-
velop a roadmap in the area of provenance and possible recommendations for standardization
efforts”. This group recently published their final report4 and the activity was recommended
as a W3C provenance standard working group.

Another provenance model that influenced the discussions of the W3C incubator group
was the Proof Markup Language (PML) (McGuinness et al. 2007, Graves 2010). Through

2First Provenance Challenge website: http://twiki.ipaw.info/bin/view/Challenge/FirstProvenanceChallenge
3W3C Provenance Incubator Group wiki: http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/prov/wiki/Main Page
4W3C Provenance Incubator Group Final Report: http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/prov/XGR-prov-

20101214/
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three ontology modules for provenance (for annotation of processes, data products, etc.), jus-
tification (for annotation of data derivations) and trust (for annotation of trust relationships
between provenance and justification), PML is used to capture workflow provenance in mul-
tiple application areas (Zhenning et al. 2009).

3.3 Querying and Browsing Provenance

In addition to the ability to model and store provenance data efficiently, the existing systems
use different querying techniques based on system specific APIs, logical programming and
standard querying languages. e.g., SQL, XQuery, and SPARQL. However, the existing prove-
nance querying methods are mostly specific to the data model and storage system used by the
provenance systems (Cohen et al. 2006).

Kepler provenance framework (KPR) provides a querying API that allows for querying
any data model that KPR allows for including a SQL-based querying interface for relational
data, a Java API for the data collected in the file system and an XQuery-based interface for
provenance data that conforms to OPM. The REDUX system implements SQL-based query-
ing since the provenance data is stored in a relational system (Barga and Digiampietri 2008).
The Karma provenance framework offers a querying component (Simmhan et al. 2008) based
on based on XQuery (and XPath) to query the XML-based provenance data that is collected
by the system. Taverna provenance is queried through a SPARQL interface specific to this
system (Missier et al. 2010b). Similarly, Wings-Pegasus (Kim et al. 2008) system offers
a SPARQL interface for the RDF-based workflow instantiation interface and, additionally,
provides a SQL-based interface for the relational workflow execution provenance data.

A Prolog-based querying interface for CoMaD (McPhillips et al. 2006) is presented in
(Bowers et al. 2008a). (Zhao and Lu 2008) presents a Frame Logic (Kifer et al. 1995) based
approach to querying based on a set of characteristics across provenance models. Extending
the Lorel query language, PQL (Holland et al. 2008) picks up on where the common solutions
(relational, XML, RDF) fall short and defines a semistructured data and query model for
handling provenance.

In addition, browsing and visualizing provenance have gained interest in the recent cou-
ple of years. (Margo and Seltzer 2009) talks about the case for browsing provenance data in
our increasingly networked world. In this context, provenance is the metadata that captures
the causality and lineage of data obtained via the browser. An example of provenance brows-
ing in the scientific workflow context has been implemented in Kepler (Anand et al. 2010a)
where the users can visualize and navigate through data dependencies and provenance infor-
mation created during a workflow run. Vistrails (Callahan et al. 2006) system also allows
for browsing of provenance data through a graphical user interface including an interactive
display for scientific workflow evolution.
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3.3.1 Query Language for Provenance

Provenance queries often require computing transitive closures over dependency relations,
and expressing such queries using standard approaches is typically done using recursion or
stored procedures (Heinis and Alonso 2008, Anand et al. 2010b). Expressing such queries
is both cumbersome and error-prone, and requires considerable user expertise. High-level
languages such as Query Language for Provenance (QLP) (Anand et al. 2009c) provide a
separation between the logical provenance model and its underlying physical representation,
which allows for the use of different representation schemes and additional optimization tech-
niques.

QLP allows users to formulate provenance queries by providing specialized operators
for expressing both structural, i.e., parent-child, and lineage, i.e., data dependency, queries,
and their combination (“hybrid” queries). QLP queries return sets of nodes that are closed
under lineage relationships where lineage dependencies form provenance subgraphs. These
subgraphs are “provenance preserving”, i.e., result of a provenance lineage graph is a sub-
graph that can be queried further.

Different constructs are used to query distinct dimensions of the flow graph representing:
(i) lineage relations among nodes and invocations; (ii) flow relations among input and output
structures of invocations; and (iii) structural relations among nodes within and across data
structures.

3.4 Comparing Different Scientific Workflow Provenance Approaches

Based on the summary of different provenance modeling, storage and querying approaches
discussed, we present a table of the approaches in different systems in Table 3.1. Although
this table might evolve over time, it show some commonalities and trends between differ-
ent systems. This table confirms that current scientific provenance models are fine-grained,
process-oriented and use the annotation technique. Most systems focus on the execution
phase of a scientific workflow, but a few systems recently started collecting provenance infor-
mation about the design phase of a workflow. While there are different querying approaches,
all of the systems use a query language that fits the format and the model of provenance.

A similar comparison was presented in (Serra da Cruz et al. 2009) along with a detailed
discussion on an extended provenance taxonomy for scientific workflows.

Summary

Developing a framework that allows the gathering of provenance information targeted at
keeping data and the associations of the data products is an area currently being researched
and developed by many in the field. A taxonomy of provenance in scientific workflows, sig-
nificant current efforts in the field, and the techniques and models for capturing and querying
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provenance were summarized in this chapter. Next, we review e-Science infrastructures that
act as gateways for provenance information to be captured throughout the scientific process.
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4
Scientific Research and Collaboration

Environments

“Innovation is fostered by information gathered from new connections; from
insights gained by journeys into other disciplines or places; from active, collegial
networks and fluid, open boundaries. Innovation arises from ongoing circles
of exchange, where information is not just accumulated or stored, but created.
Knowledge is generated anew from connections that werent there before.”

– Margaret J. Wheatley, in her book Leadership and the New Science.

E-Science relies on collaborative efforts of inter-disciplinary research groups requiring
substantial distributed infrastructure including access to networked computational resources,
tools and digital data archives. We often see projects that facilitate construction and utilization
of scientific infrastructure resulting in collaboratories where scientists conduct and participate
in research and communicate with each other. The tasks scientist carry out through such
collaboratories include: (i) publish their digital artifacts including data and analysis artifacts;
(ii) build, run, share and repeat online scientific experiments; (iii) browse for related data and
tools; and (iv) participate in focused collaborative activities.

Over the last decade, a number of e-Science platforms were built with similar goals.
While some of these platforms focus on a particular scientific community or domain, e.g., Vi-
rolab (Malawski et al. 2010), VL-e (Zhao et al. 2006c) and CAMERA (Altintas et al. 2010a),
others focus on enabling communication of scientists (Goble et al. 2010) and dissemination
of e-Science tools to the general scientific community.

This chapter focuses on three different types of collaborative e-Science environments,
namely, virtual laboratories, scientific portals, scientific social networking environments. Vir-
tual laboratories and scientific portals that are explained as examples to single-community ori-
ented platforms, where as the social networking environments have a more broad user base.
These categories were chosen as examples of collaborative platforms where sharing and ex-
ecuting workflows, tracking their provenance and analyzing user collaborations through the
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collected provenance information would add value. We review some of these projects as
examples and a few recent infrastructures for sharing scientific workflows.

4.1 Virtual Laboratories

4.1.1 Virolab

In the ViroLab1 virtual laboratory (Sloot et al. 2009) supports virologists, epidemiologists
and clinicians investigating the HIV virus and the possibilities of treating HIV-positive pa-
tients. Although the ViroLab Virtual Laboratory is being built specifically for this domain
of science, the conceptual solutions and the technology developed could be reused for other
domains. The system is built as a set of integrated components that, used together, form a
distributed and collaborative space for science. Multiple, geographically-dispersed laborato-
ries and institutes use the virtual laboratory to plan, and perform experiments as well as share
their results.

In Virolab, scientific applications are executed as scripts, which invoke distributed ser-
vices wrapped as so-called Grid Objects. Provenance is recorded by collecting events emitted
by the GridSpace engine that executes the experiment scripts (Balis et al. 2008). Events are
next aggregated, translated to an ontology-based provenance model, and stored in a reposi-
tory. Ontologies enable capturing of semantics of data and computations used in an experi-
ment, and visual querying over provenance records (Balis et al. 2009). Provenance of com-
bined scripts can be captured by explicit reuse of results from previous experiments. For this
purpose, the virtual laboratory assigns unique identifiers to experiment results and maintains
a repository in which they are saved. The user can browse the result repository and reuse a
previous result as input for a next experiment. In this way, unique identifiers of data products
are preserved between independent executions, which is regarded as a data dependency.

4.1.2 The Virtual Laboratory for e-Science

The Virtual Laboratory for e-Science (VL-e)2 project was built to decrease the gap between
the technology push of the high performance networking and the Grid and the application
pull of a wide range of scientific experimental applications. It provided functionalities for
e-Science application environments with as experimental infrastructure for the evaluation of
the ideas.

In the context of the VL-e project, the WFBus (Zhao et al. 2006c) focuses on the execu-
tion of workflows developed in various workflow management systems. A number of issues
in workflow management aiming at covering the entire lifecycle of collaborative e-Science
experiments have been addressed: experiment design, mapping, execution, and sharing re-
sults. In e-Science experiments, workflows encode the logic of the experiment processes and

1Virolab website: http://virolab.org/
2VL-e website: http://www.vl-e.nl/

http://virolab.org/
http://www.vl-e.nl/
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become an important resource to promote knowledge transfer among scientists. The aim of
this work was not only on the modeling and composition aspects of workflows, but also on
the validation and reproducibility of results. In VL-e, meta-workflows (VL-e WFBus) (Zhao
et al. 2006c) and execution environments for scheduling and runtime control (WS-VLAM)
(Korkhov et al. 2007) have been developed. A bus-like architecture was designed to aggre-
gate workflows from different systems. The VL-e WFBus provides interfaces to wrap and
integrate legacy scientific workflows. It also provides tools to recognize different workflow
descriptions stored in the system, and describe the Meta information according to the pre-
defined schema. While the VL-e WFBus is concentrating on the execution of workflows
developed in various workflow management systems, the notion of the collaborative prove-
nance covers both the execution and provenance aspects of an aggregate workflow.

4.2 Scientific Portals

In the context of CAMERA3 and GEON4 projects, scientific workflows run through a Grid-
Sphere (Novotny et al. 2004) portal environment. The scientific products used and produced
by the workflow are stored in data repositories that are also accessible through the project
portal or the user’s local computer. The provenance of workflow execution is stored in a data
archive through the workflow execution portlet.

4.2.1 Community Cyberinfrastructure for Advanced Marine Microbial Ecology Re-
search and Analysis

Community Cyberinfrastructure for Advanced Marine Microbial Ecology Research and
Analysis (CAMERA)(Sun et al. 2010) is a Cyberinfrastructure project to enable the mi-
crobial ecology community to manage the challenges of metagenomics (Committee on
Metagenomics: Challenges and Functional Applications 2007) analysis. Now with a
new component-based infrastructure, CAMERA version 2.0 (CAMERA 2.0) (Altintas et
al. 2010a) is available to support semantically-aware data acquisition and access. In CAM-
ERA , scientific workflows enable the use of various community tools in daily science by
a user community of more than 3000 metagenomics researchers in more than 75 countries.
CAMERA also provides scientific workflows that allow users to invoke integrated annota-
tion of genomic datasets and use a wide range of analysis tools, as well as search and sort
information based on metadata (data about data).

The layered and modular software architecture of CAMERA is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
This architecture is designed to serve two purposes: (1) to provide an adequate separation of
concerns (SoC) for different system components including data interfaces; and (2) to allow
external scientific developers to create workflows that can fully utilize software and hardware
resources of CAMERA.

3CAMERA website: http://camera.calit2.net/
4GEON website: http://geongrid.org/

http://camera.calit2.net/
http://geongrid.org/
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Figure 4.1: CAMERA 2.0 Architecture provides an adequate separation of concerns and
allows external scientific developers to create workflows.

The elements and techniques readily incorporated into the architecture of CAMERA in-
clude a user interface that facilitates and enhances the process of collaborative scientific dis-
covery for domain scientists. This end-user interface blends both web-based and traditional
desktop application environments. Primary user interaction is provided via a centralized
open-source Web Portal interface based on GridSphere standards compliant portal frame-
work. Under the portal layer are the data and workflow management components to assist
with assembly of components into useful and more complex scientific discovery tools.

A typical CAMERA workflow for Gamma diversity analysis is shown in Figure 4.2(a).
This workflow predicts overall biodiversity of two or more communities by building models
of possible community structure using a modified Lander-Waterman algorithm to predict the
underlying contig spectrum, shotgun (or 454) DNA sequences obtained from environmental
samples. The input to the workflow is one or more viral metagenomic datasets in FASTA for-
mat. The Gamma diversity workflow integrates Circonspect (calculating contig spectrum),
Average Genome Size (BLAST-based calculation) and PHACCS (Angly et al. 2005) (model-
ing structure of diversity) tools. Users can modify default parameters for it through the portal
interface shown in Figure 4.2(b).

The current infrastructure of CAMERA employs the Kepler scientific workflow system
(Ludäscher et al. 2006) and is also built for extensions to accept workflows from other work-
flow systems. Kepler assists scientists to edit, manage and execute scientific workflows
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: (a) The CAMERA Gamma Diversity Workflow; and (b) The portal interface to
run the CAMERA Gamma Diversity workflow.

through an graphical user interface and an execution engine. The ability to separate Ke-
plers execution engine from its user interface (Vergil) enables the execution of existing work-
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flows in batch mode. Actors (computational units or processors) are dragged and dropped
onto Kepler canvas, where they can be customized, linked and executed. Customized actors,
workflows and provenance of their runs can be easily exported through built-in wizard tools.
The sharing happens locally or publicly through Kepler actor repository, and facilitates reuse.

In this new release of CAMERA, Kepler supports the interaction of automated compu-
tational tools and human inspection and interaction. Kepler provides capabilities to record
the processing history of workflow execution, i.e., provenance. CAMERA enables users
to create and retrieve the provenance of workflows specific to their own experiments. The
enhanced query capabilities allow users to access data via processing tools hosted by CAM-
ERA. A researcher may thus combine local data and information from outside databases
with CAMERA-hosted services and processing tools supported by other groups. With these
significant enhancements, the new CAMERA Cyberinfrastructure is more useful, flexible,
scalable and sustainable. In addition, CAMERA utilizes project-dedicated, area-dedicated
and very large, multi-community shared resources. These resources span computing, storage
and visualization tasks.

4.2.2 The Geosciences Network

The Geosciences Network (GEON)5 was funded by NSF to facilitate collaborative, inter-
disciplinary science efforts. GEON developed an infrastructure that supports advanced
semantic-based discovery and integration of data and tools via portals (the GEON portal
(Youn et al. 2007)), to provide a unified authenticated access to a wide range of resources to
conduct comprehensive analysis using emerging web and grid-based technologies to enable
the next generation of science and education.

One of the challenging problems GEON focused on is distribution, interpolation and anal-
ysis of LiDAR (Light Distance And Ranging) (Carter et al. 2001) point cloud datasets. The
high point density of LiDAR datasets pushes the computational limits of typical data dis-
tribution and processing systems and makes grid interpolation difficult for most geoscience
users who lack computing and software resources necessary to handle these massive data vol-
umes. The geoinformatics approach to LiDAR data processing requires access to distributed
heterogeneous resources for data partitioning, analyzing and visualizing all through a single
interactive environment. A three tier architecture (Jaeger-Frank et al. 2006a) was developed
in GEON that utilizes the GEON portal as a front end user interface, the Kepler workflow sys-
tem as a comprehensive environment for coordinating distributed resources using emerging
Grid technologies, and the Grid infrastructure, to provide efficient and reliable LiDAR data
analysis. This framework was one of the first portal-based infrastructures to utilize a scientific
workflow engine as a middleware behind a portal environment for coordinating distributed
Grid resources and their provenance.

5GEON website: http://geongrid.org/

http://geongrid.org/
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Figure 4.3: myExperiment enables researchers build social networks and share workflows.

4.3 Social Networking and Sharing Environments

4.3.1 myExperiment

myExperiment6 (Goble et al. 2010) is an online research environment that supports the so-
cial sharing of scientific workflows. Since its release in 2007, myExperiment currently has
over 3500 registered users and contains more than 1000 workflows, demonstrating the sup-
port from the scientific community for the notion of such collaborations. The myExperiment
repository provides public and private user spaces, allowing for discovery, reuse and repur-
posing of scientific workflows. Through this repository, scientific workflow developers share
their workflows in a secure manner and participate in virtual communities bound together by a
common interest or research project. The workflows are rated by these communities through
a feedback and credit mechanism. Figure 4.3 shows a typical user space in myExperiment
showing available workflows when workflow tab is enabled.

An interesting opportunity for collaborative provenance management arises from the sup-
port for Scientific Research Objects (SROs) by myExperiment. Currently, myExperiment im-

6myExperiment: http://www.myexperiment.org

http://www.myexperiment.org
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plements this concept through packs in which workflow references can be combined, but also
any URL referring to data that is associated with the experiment, including other packs. For
the collection of so-called Scientific Discourse data, myExperiment follows RDF-encoded
models emerging from the Semantic Web community, such as those explored by the Semantic
Web Applications in Neuromedicine (SWAN) project (Gao et al. 2006). An RDF interface
allows users to access experiment-associated metadata, including the provenance of com-
bined workflows. Applications such as portal environments can deploy the content of SROs
in new ways. myExperiment already provides a SPARQL endpoint to its current content
(http://rdf.myexperiment.org). An obvious application would be where the aforementioned
workflow bus makes use of the workflows combined in SROs on myExperiment.

4.3.2 crowdLabs

crowdLabs7 is a social visualization repository that is built on the social Web paradigm. It
is primarily built for sharing visualization pipelines built using the Vistrails (Callahan et al.
2006) scientific workflow management system. It provides an infrastructure to for scientists
to collaboratively analyze and visualize data.

crowdLabs is built to support the needs of computational scientists, including the ability
to access high-performance computers and manipulate large volumes of data, while foster-
ing collaborations. In addition, it allows publishing data and workflows and use of analysis
pipelines, providing a potentially ideal platform for collaborative provenance usecases de-
scribed throughout this thesis.

Summary

Examples to e-Science frameworks that utilize scientific workflows and their provenance
were presented. These infrastructures are examples to where collaborative provenance notion
presented in the paper could be used as a plug in to analyze user collaborations, impact of the
developed infrastructure and its links to scientific results. Next, we will describe collaborative
provenance along with a data model that can be deployed on top of these infrastructures.

7crowdLabs: http://www.crowdlabs.org/

http://www.crowdlabs.org/
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5
Collaborative Provenance: A Definition

“Great discoveries and improvements invariably involve the cooperation of
many minds. I may be given credit for having blazed the trail, but when I look at
the subsequent developments I feel the credit is due to others rather than myself.”

– Alexander Graham Bell

The lifecycle of scientific workflows—which includes the design, execution, sharing, and
management of data and provenance products—depends not only on the workflow itself, but
also the overall scientific research infrastructure and scientific collaborations within which
scientists use these workflows. Without this thinking, we cannot expect the real users, i.e.,
scientists, to adopt scientific workflows as a solution for problem solving. To completely
benefit from scientific workflows, environments that support workflow-based research must
be in tune with the way researchers work and collaborate.

5.1 Collaborative Provenance

Within their daily process, scientists who work with workflows run multiple workflows us-
ing datasets from various resources. They often download workflows in their private space
online or offline, experiment with it, change a workflow or its parameters, and publish their
results when they are ready to share the workflow or its outputs. When running workflows,
researchers check the status of their workflows, resubmit workflows to try new data and pa-
rameters, and create reports of past workflow runs they have conducted. They validate and
share the results by linking to online or local archives. In reality, sharing occurs between
closed groups of collaborators until the results of the study are mature enough to be pub-
lished for public access. Once a workflow product is published, more workflows can use it as
input data. This creates a chain of custody for scientific data that is beyond the execution of a

0This chapter is based on (Altintas et al. 2010e) co-authored by Altintas.
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single workflow that can be linked using the information within provenance information col-
lected through a collaborative platform. In this chapter, we define a collaborative provenance
notion which is based on three of the above-mentioned user actions, namely, users publishing
data, users publishing workflows, and users running workflows. A goal of this approach is to
extend the current single-workflow and single-user targeted provenance approach to a num-
ber of workflow runs within a controlled environment such as a website community portal for
sharing data and workflows. This new approach puts user actions and collaborations in the
center of the conducted research independent of computational technologies used to generate
results.

Underlying assumptions in such a system for the goals of this thesis are:

• All information, i.e., data, workflows and information related to workflow runs, is pub-
lic. Information privacy is out of the scope of this thesis.

• Data and workflows within the system are globally identified by a common namespace
and identifier throughout the system or through a network of cooperating repositories.

• Model of provenance is shared between different workflow systems and conforms to a
global repository of data artifact identifiers, i.e., an artifact produced by one workflow
system and consumed by another can be uniquely identified through the provenance
repository.

Run Interoperability. A scientific discovery can be the result of executions of many
workflows which might be created and executed in different workflow systems. In such
cases, the provenance information related to workflows executing in different systems might
be recorded in different provenance models, which might not conform to each other. Also, if
the execution of a workflow depends on the data produced by the execution of previous work-
flow runs executed in different system, then we need a mechanism where the provenance of
one system can talk to the provenance of the other system. To promote and facilitate ex-
change of information between multiple workflow systems supporting provenance, the Open
Provenance Model (OPM) has been proposed by the scientific workflow community. Further,
a query mechanism to access provenance information related to multiple inter-related work-
flow executions is also required for addressing interoperability. In (Altintas et al. 2010d), we
presented an architecture that seeks to overcome this issue through a querying engine. We
will revisit the interoperability issue in Chapter 9.

5.2 Collaborative Scenario

Figure 5.1 shows different observables of shared data, workflows and workflow executions
(runs) in a typical scientific research project, where all (or part of) the output of workflow runs
can be used as input to subsequent runs. Figure 5.1(a) shows that data {d1, d2, d3, d7} are
published by users {u3, u5, u6} in a shared data store, where u3 published d2, u6 published
{d1, d3} and u5 published d7. Figure 5.1(b) shows workflows {wf1 . . . wf5} being published
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Figure 5.1: Different observables of shared data, workflows and workflow executions (runs)
in a typical scientific research project, where all (or part of ) the output of workflow runs can
be used as input to subsequent runs: (a) data {d1, d2, d3, d7} published by users {u3, u5, u6};
(b) workflows {wf1 . . . wf5} published by users {u2, u4, u5}; and (c) flow graph for work-
flow runs (customized through their parameters) and related provenance data {d1 . . . d8} in
user space {u1, u2, u3}.

by users {u2, u4, u5} in a workflow repository. Figure 5.1(c) shows a flow graph for workflow
runs (customized through their parameters) and related provenance data {d1 . . . d8} in user
space {u1, u2, u3}. Here, user u1 performs a run r1 of workflow wf1 with parameter settings
param1 and input dataset d1. Run r1 produces data d4 as its output, and dependencies
between the outputs and inputs of run r1 is shown with dashed link. Similarly, user u2

performs a run r2 of workflow wf2 with parameter settings param1 and input dataset d2 and
d3. Run r2 produces data d5 and d6 as its outputs, and dependencies between the outputs
and inputs of run r2 is shown with dashed link. Here, d5 depends on d2, and d6 depends
on d3. User u3 performs a run r3 of workflow wf5 with parameter settings param1. Run
r3 uses data from previous runs d4 from r1 and d5, and d6 from run r2, along with other
published data d7. Run r3 produces d8 as its output, where d8 depends on d4, d5, d6, d7.
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Figure 5.2: Various collaborative provenance views: (a) data dependency view; (b) run de-
pendency view; and (c) user collaboration view (based on Figure 5.1).

In Figure 5.1(c), a run node identifies the provenance of a previous workflow run and the
data dependencies between inputs and outputs of workflow execution are shown by dashed
links between data nodes. One can identify the flow of workflow executions leading to a data
artifact that is published as a “scientific discovery” by chaining together the interrelated runs
(where outputs of runs can be used as inputs to other runs). The provenance information
related to all these activities is captured in the common provenance store (see Figure 1.1).

Users who performed the workflow runs or used published data start a collaboration with
those users who published these entities. This collaboration could be “implicit”, i.e., the user
who published the workflows might not know that his public workflow or data is being used
by other users, or “explicit”, i.e., the user who published the data or workflows is informed of
their usage by other users in advance. One can identify the exact flow of workflow executions
leading to a data artifact that is published as a scientific discovery by chaining together the
interrelated runs performed by users. Using the runs as a connector in a three- dimensional
space of users, workflows and data, we can generate collaborative provenance views based
on the provenance of workflow runs.
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5.3 Building Collaborative Provenance Views

The history of workflow runs in different user spaces {u1, u2, u3} is depicted in Figure 5.1(c)
which shows the usage of published data in Figure 5.1(a) and published workflows in
Figure 5.1(b). Using this extended information, we can generate views of data depen-
dency, run (workflow execution) dependency and user collaboration, as seen in Figure 5.2(a),
Figure 5.2(b), and Figure 5.2(c) respectively. Also, note that while data dependency view
and run dependency view are directed and transitive, user dependency view is directed and
non-transitive.

A data dependency view shows dependencies between outputs and inputs of workflow
runs, which may span across multiple related workflow runs. Figure 5.2(a), shows the data
dependency view for workflow execution scenario as shown in Figure 5.1(c). Here, d8 which
is the result of execution of run r3 depends on its input dataset d4, d5, d6 and d7. d4 is the
result of execution of r1 which depends on input data d1. d5 and d6 are the result of execution
of run r2 which depends on input dataset d2 and d3 respectively. Combining together the
entire chain of dependency gives us the complete data dependency view, spanning across
data of multiple related workflow runs.

A run dependency view shows dependencies between runs depending on whether the runs
used the output of previous runs as their inputs. Figure 5.2(b), shows the run dependency view
for workflow execution scenario as shown in Figure 5.1(c). Here, run r3 used the output data
of runs r1 (d4) and r2 (d5 and d6) as part of its input dataset, resulting in a run dependency
view where r3 depends on r1 and r2.

A user collaboration view shows whether users used entities (data, and workflows) pub-
lished by other users during workflow executions. Figure 5.2(c), shows the user collaboration
view for published data, published workflow and workflow execution based on the scenario
as shown in Figure 5.1. User u3 performs run r3 where he executes workflow wf5 with input
dataset d4, d5, d6, and d7. Figure 5.2(c), shows that u3 has three collaborative dependencies
with users u1, u2, and u5. He depends on: (i) u1 as he used d4 that was generated by r1,
which was executed by u1; (ii) u2 as he used d5 and d6 that were generated by r2, which was
executed by u2; and (iii) u5 since he used workflow wf5 which was published by u5, also
he used d7 as input which was published by u5. User u1 performs run r1 where he executes
workflow wf1 with input data d1. User u1 has two collaborative dependencies with users u4,
and u6. He depends on:(i) u4 as he used workflow wf1 which was published by u4; and (ii)
u6 as he used d1 as input during his workflow run r1. User u2 performs run r2 where he exe-
cutes workflow wf2 with input data d2, and d3. User u2 has two collaborative dependencies
with users u3, and u6. He depends on:(i) u3 as he used d2, which was published by u3; and
(ii) u6 as he used d3, which was published by u6. Note that there could be cycles, i.e., mutual
dependency relationships, in a user collaboration view, but not all of these are true cycles.
However, in the context of a collaboration that leads to a data artifact, user dependencies
could really cycle. In the scenario shown in in Figure 5.1, to generate d8, u3 depends on a
run by u2 that depended on a data published by u3. This creates a cyclic dependency between
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Figure 5.3: A collaborative provenance model where a user can share collaborations with
other users when he performs a workflow execution and uses data and workflow published
by other users (collaborations are shown with directed dashed lines).

two users.

5.4 Analyzing User Collaborations

Until now, we concentrated on a simpler form of collaborative provenance user views as a
non-transitive directed graph with edges that shows the direction of collaborations between
users (Altintas et al. 2010d). Below, we explain collaborative provenance attributes that can
be used to provide more explicit information about these collaborations. Before we describe
these specific attributes, in Figure 5.3, we present a model that shows all the collaborative
relationships that a user can share with other users based on a workflow run, where he uses
the data and workflow published by other users. Although, it is possible to identify other
relationships in a collaborative environment, these relationships capture workflow publishing,
data publishing and workflow execution related actions, and will serve as the basis of our
model and examples throughout this thesis. A type of relationship that relates to workflow
design is workflow attributions in the case that users extend and publish a dependent of a
workflow or use sub-workflows from other users. Since we limit our provenance information
only to workflow runs and don’t have provenance information related to workflow design,
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we left this relationship out of the model. We also assume that a workflow or data artifact
is designed by a single user. The model can be extended to add more users and co-working
relationships.

In Figure 5.3, a workflow collaboration (WF) is established between two users whenever
the first user (ua) executes a workflow (wfx) that is published by the second user (ud). A data
collaboration (Data) is established between two users whenever the first user (ua) performs
a run (ri) in which the input of the run (dk) that is published by the second user (ub). The
third rule states that a run collaboration (Run) is established between two users whenever
the first user (ua) performs a run (ri) in which the input of the run was generated by a run
(rj) performed by the second user (uc). Please note that users collaborate with each other
only when they execute a workflow with datasets, where either the workflow or datasets
(or both) have been published by other users. In addition, there exists a special case of
self-collaboration when a user uses his/her previous datasets or workflows. Based on this
collaborative provenance model, we introduce three attributes, nature, weight and self, on top
of the simple user collaboration view depicted in Figure 5.2(c). These attributes enable us to
explore and analyze the user collaborations more deeply.

5.4.1 Nature of Collaboration

As shown in Figure 5.2(c), all the collaborations from a user to another user are reduced to
a single directed edge, represented by a dashed arrow. This edge may represent multiple
collaborations between the same set of users which might be based on WF, Run, and Data
collaborations. We label the collaboration edges to explicitly denote the nature of collabora-
tion between user nodes. Figure 5.4(a) shows such a user collaboration graph where the edges
are labeled to denote the nature of collaboration, WF, Run and Data, e.g., collaboration edge
between u2 and u3 is labelled as Run. Also, collaboration edge between u2 and u6 is labelled
as Run. When there are multiple collaborative activities from one user to the other, the labels
are separated with a colon “:” to explicitly denote all the collaborations between them, e.g.,
collaboration edge between u3 and u5 is labelled as WF:Data to denote that u3 shares both
WF and Data collaborations with u5. We denote such a user collaboration graph where the
edges are explicitly labelled with the nature of collaboration as CN .

5.4.2 Weight of Collaboration

Each user collaboration edge can be assigned a weight which shows the strength of collabo-
rations between two users based on the number of collaborative dependencies from one user
to another. Each collaboration is assigned a value “1” irrespective of the nature of collabora-
tion. Thus, the weight of the dependency between ux to uy is proportional to the number of
collaborations between them. Figure 5.4(b) shows such a user collaboration graph where the
edges are labeled to denote the weight of collaboration, e.g., edge from u3 to u2 has weight
“2” based on the Data collaborations caused by dependency of d8 to d5 and d6, where both
d5 and d6 are published by u2 (see Figure 5.2). Similarly, the weight of the edge from u3
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Figure 5.4: Different user collaboration graph where attributes and edges show the direc-
tion and (a) nature (CN ); (b) weight (CW ); and (c) self-collaboration (CS) aspect, of user
collaborations based on the observables in Figure 5.1.
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to u5 is “2” based on the Data collaboration caused by dependency of d8 to d7, where d7

was published by u5, and WF collaboration, as u3 ran workflow wf5 published by u5 (see
Figure 5.2). We denote such a user collaboration graph where the edges are explicitly labelled
with the weight of collaboration as CW .

5.4.3 Self Collaboration

A self collaboration is a special case of collaboration where a user uses a self-published
dataset, a self-published workflow or a data item that was generated by one of his previous
runs, in other words, when the user establishes a collaboration relationship with himself, as
he is using his own published data and workflows. Figure 5.4(c) shows such a user collabora-
tion graph where there is “loop” on the user to denote self collaboration, e.g., u2 has a “loop”
on himself, as he uses his own published workflow wf2 during execution of r2. Self collab-
oration is by default disabled in a collaborative graph and can be activated to keep track of a
user’s independent research or to show how much a user made use of the workflows and data
published by himself. We denote such a user collaboration graph where self collaboration is
explicit as CS .

5.5 Combining User Collaborations Attributes

The section above describes various user collaboration graphs with explicit attributes: na-
ture (CN ), weight (CW ), and self collaboration (CS) (see Figure 5.4). These distinct user
collaboration graphs are more informative than that was shown in Figure 5.2(c), where the
attributes of collaborations between users are not considered. However, the user collabora-
tion graph can be even more informative when these attributes are combined in the same user
collaboration graph. Figure 5.5 shows a bottom up view from the least informed (Altintas et
al. 2010d) to most informed user dependency views. In Figure 5.5(a) N stands for the exis-
tence of the nature of collaboration attribute. Similarly, W represents the strength (weight)
of collaboration attribute and S represents the self collaboration attribute. Here weight stands
for the number of specific collaborations between two users per nature type when combined
with the nature attribute and the sum of counts of all collaboration types when the nature
attribute is disabled. Ñ , W̃ and S̃ are used to denote the lack of these attributes respectively.
NWS denotes a user collaboration graph which has all the three attributes (nature, weight,
self) in the same graph, which is the most informative. Similarly, ÑW̃ S̃ denotes a user col-
laboration graph which has neither of these three attributes (nature, weight, self) in the same
graph. Such a graph looks like as shown in Figure 5.2(c), which is the least informative. The
arrows in this figure show collaboration view transitions to add more information by enabling
one more attribute. Transitions that require more than one attribute change, e.g., ÑW̃S and
NWS̃, are not shown for simplicity, but such collaborative provenance queries are possible
as shown in Figure 5.5(b). Likewise, transitions between the nodes at the same level of the
graph, e.g., ÑWS̃ and ÑW̃S, are not shown with arrows since these nodes are considered
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Figure 5.5: (a) A bottom up view over collaborative provenance attribute combinations from
least informative to most informative. (b) Detailed views of possible collaborations between
two users.
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Figure 5.6: A collaboration graph where all the attributes of user collaborations are shown
based on the observables for the scenario in Figure 5.1.

as equally informative containing information on an equal number of attributes.
We use Figure 5.5(b) to illustrate the feature of combining attributes of user collabora-

tions further. Different singleton figures in Figure 5.5(b) map to corresponding positions to
that of Figure 5.5(a). ÑW̃ S̃ corresponds to (viii) where u1 collaborates with u2 and vice-
versa. ÑW̃S corresponds to (v) where it is as informative as (viii), in addition it shows self
collaboration, i.e., both u1 and u2 collaborates with self. NW̃S̃ corresponds to (vi) which is
as informative as (viii), in addition it shows the nature of collaboration, i.e. both u1 and u2

collaborate with each other as WF:Run:Data. ÑWS̃ corresponds to (vii) which is as infor-
mative as (viii), in addition it shows the weight of collaboration, i.e., x1 + y1 + z1 as weight
from u1 to u2, and x2 + y2 + z2 as weight from u2 to u1, where xi is the number of WF col-
laborations, yi is number of Run collaborations, and zi is the number of Data collaborations.
ÑWS corresponds to (ii) which is as informative as (v), in addition it shows the weight for
each collaboration as xi + yi + zi. NW̃S corresponds to (iii) which is as informative as (vi),
in addition it shows the self collaboration. NWS̃ corresponds to (iv) which is as informa-
tive as (vii), in addition it shows the nature for each collaboration along with weight as WF
(xi):Run (yi):Data (zi). Finally, NWS corresponds to (i), which is as informative as any of
any of (ii), (iii), and (iv), and is basically union of (ii), (iii), and (iv). Note that Figure 5.5(b)
shows all the attributes that will have an important role in the application of the proposed
model, where each sub-model covers a specific area of the collaborative provenance query
space, and thus making it much easier to answer such queries.

Figure 5.6 shows a CNWS user collaboration graph, where all the attributes of user col-
laborations are shown. For instance, edge between u3 and u5 is labeled as WF(1):Data(1) to
denote that u3 shares one workflow and one data collaboration with u5. Similarly, u2 shares
a self collaboration of type workflow with weight one. Figure 5.6 also shows a Run collabo-
ration from u3 to u2 with weight 2 to indicate that two of the inputs to workflow runs of u3

was generated by workflow runs by u2.
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Table 5.1: Example queries across workflow executions and collaborations
Q1 Which data artifacts were used explicilty or implicitly to generate data artifact d?

Q2 What is the data dependency graph that led to data artifact d?

Q3 Which runs were used in the generation of a data artifact d?

Q4 What is the run dependency graph that led to data artifact d?

Q5 If data artifact d is detected to be faulty, which runs were affected by d?

Q6 Which users depended on data artifact d?

Q7
Which user collaborations were involved in the derivation of artifact d2 from
artifact d1?

Q8 Who are the potential acknowledgements for a publication of a data artifact d?

5.6 Example Collaborative Query Usecases

There are multiple scenarios and related provenance queries that collaborative provenance
model makes possible to answer. These include standard provenance queries as well as
queries that involve user collaborations. A number of scenarios shown in Table 5.1 were
explained in detail in (Altintas et al. 2010d). In this section, we discuss the following two
example scenarios in detail.

5.6.1 Acknowledgement List for Collaborators

The first example usecase is the acknowledgement of a scientific result, i..e., data artifact,
coming out of a workflow run before it’s publication in a scientific paper. Figure 5.7 shows
a scenario for how an acknowledgement map for a specific data product can be generated
based on WF, Data and Run collaborations. In this example, we assume that u2 is interested
in publishing the results of his run, r2, and he is querying for the users he collaborated with
in order to potentially acknowledge them in his paper. When he performs this query, e.g.
through a collaborative provenance browser in the platform he’s on, he gets back the user view
on top that shows all the users that {u2} depended on to generate {d5} (See Figure 5.7(a)). In
this case, we assume that CNWS is enabled. Based on this user view, u2 can already have a
good idea about how much and in what context he worked with u3 and u6, and that he used a
workflow of his own. If u2 needs more information about each of these dependencies, he can
explore the provenance views further. For example, the data view in Figure 5.7(c) shows that
the Data(1) edge from u2 to u6 is inferred based on the data dependency from d5 to d3. Note
that, u2’s r2 didn’t depend on the results of any other runs in this simple example, so in the
run view (Figure 5.7(b)) no additional information other than the run, i.e., r2, that generated
d5 is provided. Once u2 analyzes and understands the context of these collaborations, their
nature and strength, he may or may not choose to acknowledge u3 and u6 in his article.
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Figure 5.7: Acknowledgement view for data artifact d5 based on the observables for the
scenario in Figure 5.1.

5.6.2 Usage Trail of a Data Artifact

The second example usecase is the generation of a usage trail view for a data item. There are
multiple scenarios for using such a view. An obvious one is users querying for the impact
of the data they published. Let’s assume that a user, ud published a dataset, du. Some time
later, he is trying to find out how du was used and if it impacted any scientific results. Using
the collaborative provenance views, he can generate a full trace of how du was used. An
even more important scenario occurs once a data artifact is found to be faulty and tagged
through the data stores. Let’s now assume that ud found out that du has a problem and
tagged it as faulty. Using collaborative provenance queries, the system can now identify all
the workflow executions and data that depended on du using the usage trail view, tag all the
data that dependent on this data as potentially faulty with attached explanation similar to the
acknowledgement veiw, and notify the users, e.g., via email, that were effected by du for
correction.
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In addition to this conceptual queries, in Chapter 7, we will provide example scientific
usecases based on example studies in the CAMERA (Sun et al. 2010) and the Virolab (Sloot
et al. 2009) projects, and show how collaborative views can help such studies.

5.7 Advantages of the Collaborative Provenance Approach

Advantages of a collaborative provenance approach as described in this chapter are many
since it is all about recording the e-Science activities, specifically, capturing the relation-
ships between human users, workflow executions and data. Firstly, it builds upon existing
knowledge and extends it without a re-architecturing of the components in a collaborative
e-Science platform. Secondly, it allows for extensions to collaborating entities, e.g., instru-
ments and other system modules, as long as the provenance is kept as system-wide assertions
that adhere to a global data model. Most importantly, while minimizing the interrupts to
scientists and the way they do their work, it impacts the effectivity of the collaborative re-
search by adding value by assisting scientific work. This value comes from being able to
analyze collaborations and track the footprint of data. In sum, this approach brings together
consumers and producers of data and other e-Science objects together allowing for proper
tracking and acknowledgement mechanisms.

Summary

In this chapter, we introduced a new collaborative provenance model which addresses the
need for inferring dependencies across multiple workflow runs and understanding user col-
laborations. We explain how our proposed collaborative provenance model allows to establish
the attributes for the nature of user collaborations, the strength of collaborations and self col-
laborations. We also provide some example collaborative provenance scenarios and collabo-
rative provenance queries. Next, we describe a data model to capture and query collaborative
provenance.
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6
Modeling and Querying Collaborative

Provenance

“In the long history of humankind (and animal kind, too) those who learned to
collaborate and improvise most effectively have prevailed.”

– Charles Darwin

This chapter describes a relational schema for implementing the model presented in the
previous chapter.

6.1 Collaborative Provenance Schema

Figure 6.1 shows the basic model we use for storing the various relationships that exist among
users, datasets, workflows, and workflow runs. Data artifacts are assumed to be globally
identified via the Data class, where data artifacts directly published by a user are represented
in UserData and artifacts generated as a result of a workflow run are represented in RunData.
Thus, all artifacts represented by the Data class represent either UserData or RunData. As
shown, data artifacts can depend on other data artifacts; and similarly runs can depend on
other runs. Specifically, in Figure 6.1 models that:

• a User performs one or more Runs, publishes (w-publishes) one or more workflows,
and publishes (d-publishes) one or more data,

• a Run executes a Workflow (where as a workflow can be executed by one or more runs),
produces one or more RunData, uses one or more Data, and depends (r-depends) on
one or more other runs, and

• a Data depends (d-depends) on one or more other data (and gets used by one or more
runs).

0This chapter is based on (Altintas et al. 2010d) and (Altintas et al. 2010f) co-authored by Altintas.
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Figure 6.1: UML-based model for representing collaborative entities and their relationships
(key attributes are underlined).

We consider the following relational schema based on Figure 6.1.

• user(u, n) denotes that u is a user with name n.

• workflow(w, u) denotes that w was a workflow published by user u.

• run(r, w, u) denotes that r was a run of workflow w and was executed by user u (i.e.,
u performed r).

• data(d, v, t) denotes that artifact identifier d had the data value v and type t, where t
is either rdata (RunData) or udata (UserData).

• publishes(d, u) denotes that artifact id d was published by user u. If
publishes(d, u) then we require that d is user data, i.e., that there is a value v
such that data(d, v, udata) is true.

• uses(r, d) denotes that artifact d was input to run r. Note that d can be either user or
run data.

• produces(r, d) denotes that artifact d was output by run r. If produces(r, d) then
we require that d is run data, i.e., that there is a value v such that data(d, v, rdata)
is true.

• ddep(dfrom, dto) denotes a dependency between output data dfrom and input data
dto.

• ddep!(dto, dfrom) denotes the transitive closure of the ddep relation.
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Note that above we represent the w-publishes relationship of Figure 6.1 between a User and
a Workflow using the workflow relation. Similarly, we represent the performs relationship
of Figure 6.1 between a User and a Run using the run relation. The w-publishes relationship
between User and Workflow, and d-publishes relationship between User and Data are defined
as one to many, but can be extended to many to many without a significant impact to the
model in the case of co-authored workflows and data. Potential extensions of the model for
co-authorship of workflows and data is discussed as a part of future work.

The schema captures the explicit dependency between outputs and inputs of a run (de-
noted d-depends on in Figure 6.1) using the ddep relation. (Most workflow engines capture
this as provenance information.) The r-depends on relationship is not defined as a base table
since it can be implicitly queried using ddep. We show below (see section 6.3.2) how run
dependencies can be computed from ddep. Typically, this information can be inferred by
performing a transitive closure of dependency relations between inputs and outputs of each
invocation (i.e., process execution) for a given run. We also perform pre-processing steps to
compute the transitive closure of data dependencies and store the result in the ddep! rela-
tion. This pre-computed transitive closure relation allows faster query execution, though it
has expensive storage overhead. The exact storage overhead depends on how the workflow
and the data dependencies are structured, and can go up to O(n2). Although it does not
impact the model discussed in this thesis, we discuss storage optimization as a part of future
work. We intend to use the reduction techniques discussed in (Anand et al. 2009b) for storing
both ddep and ddep! in reduced form.

6.2 Motivating Usecase Schema

To explain an instance of the described collaborative provenance data model, we will use
the example scenario shown in Figure 6.2. Note that this scenario is larger than the scenario
that motivated the definition of collaborative provenance (see Figure 5.1) and involves more
complicated data dependency relationships between workflow runs.

An instance of this schema is shown in Table 6.1, which corresponds to the example of
Figure 6.2. The same information is also illustrated as relational tables in Figure 6.4. As
mentioned before, here we assume that the data identifiers that are internal to the workflow
execution has already been mapped to global data identifiers once the data resulting from
workflow runs are published.

6.3 Generating Collaborative Provenance Views

The schema described above can be used to express a number of different provenance views
(see Figure 6.3(b), Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.7) using standard relational query languages.
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Figure 6.2: An example scenario for a typical scientific research project: (a) data
({d1, d2, d3}) published by users in {u1, u6}.; (b) ready to run workflows ({wf1.. wf5})
published by users in {u2, u4, u5}.; and (c) flow graph for published workflow runs (cus-
tomized through their parameters) and related data ({d1.. d10}) in user spaces ({u1, u2, u3}),
separated by horizontal lines.

6.3.1 Data Dependency View

We can directly retrieve the data dependency view (DATA-DEP), e.g., shown in Figure 6.3(b),
using the ddep relation.

DATA-DEP(dfrom, dto) :- ddep(dfrom, dto).
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Figure 6.3: (a) Combined workflow run graph that shows the flow of data through differ-
ent workflow runs, and (b) the complete data dependency view, based on the scenario in
Figure 6.2.

6.3.2 Run Dependency View

We can retrieve the run dependency view (RUN-DEP), e.g., as shown in Figure 6.5, by per-
forming a join between the ddep and produces relations.
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publishes := {(d1,u6), (d2,u3), (d3,u6)}
workflow := {(wf1,u4), (wf2,u2), (wf3,u2), (wf4,u4), (wf5,u5)}

run := {(r1,wf1,u1), (r2,wf2,u2), (r3,wf4,u3), (r4,wf3,u1), (r5,wf3,u2), (r6,wf5,u3)}
uses := {(r1,d1), (r2,d2), (r2,d3), (r3,d6), (r4,d4), (r4,d5), (r5,d5), (r5,d7), (r6,d7)}

produces := {(r1,d4), (r2,d5), (r2,d6), (r3,d7), (r4,d8), (r5,d9), (r6,d10)}
ddep := {(d4,d1), (d5,d2), (d6,d3), (d7,d6), (d8,d4), (d8,d5), (d9,d5), (d9,d7), (d10,d7)}
ddep! := ddep ! {(d7,d3), (d8,d1), (d8,d2), (d9,d2), (d9,d6), (d9,d3), (d10,d6), (d10,d3)}

Table 6.1: Relation instances of the provenance schema corresponding to the example in
Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.4: Relational tables of the provenance schema corresponding to the example in
Figure 6.2.

RUN-DEP(rfrom, rto) :- ddep(dfrom, dto),
produces(rfrom, dfrom),
produces(rto, dto).

An illustration of this join corresponding the motivating scenario in Figure 6.2 is provided
in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: RUN-DEP view can be generated by joining ddep and produces tables as shown.

6.3.3 User Collaboration View

Figure 6.7 shows a simple user collaboration graph that corresponds to the scenario in
Figure 6.2. However, it doesn’t show the attributes for user collaborations. As described
in Figure 5.3, user collaborations can be due to a published workflow (C-WF), published data
by users (C-Data), or due to run data being used as inputs (C-Run). In this section, we
present a set of queries to create user collaboration views ranging from least informed to
most informed as shows in Figure 5.5(a). The following query can be used to generate user
collaboration view, C(ufrom, e, uto), where e denotes the nature (WF, Data, Run) of the
collaboration:
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Figure 6.7: User collaboration view, based on the scenario in Figure 6.2.

C-WF(ufrom,WF, uto) :- run(r, w, ufrom),
workflow(w, uto).

C-Data(ufrom,Data, uto) :- run(r, w, ufrom),
uses(r, d),
publishes(d, uto).

C-Run(ufrom,Run, uto) :- run(r1, w, ufrom),
uses(r1, d),
produces(r2, d),
run(r2, w, uto).

The generation of C-WF, C-Data and C-Run tables for the example usecase schema are
shown in Figure 6.8. Note that the union of all of these collaborations

C(ufrom, e, uto) = C-WF " C-Data " C-Run
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Figure 6.8: Generation of (a) C-WF, (b) C-Data, and (c) C-Run views based on the scenario
in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.9: The CNSW̃ graph, based on the scenario in Figure 6.2.

gives the user collaborations with edges labelled according to these attributes, where user
ufrom shares a collaboration of type e with another user uto. User collaboration C captures
the nature of collaboration and the “self collaboration”. This information is visualized by
Figure 6.9 for the scenario in Figure 6.2. C can be extended to include the nature and weight
of each kinds of collaborations by performing the following operations on C:

1. Perform a group by operation over C with concatenation of (ufrom || e || uto), such
that ‘ufrom e uto’ becomes a column; and

2. Over the group condition generated in (1), retrieve the number of occurrences (n) for
each unique tuple.

The number of occurrences of each type can be displayed as e(n) for each kind of edge,
and appended with a colon “:” to show the full collaboration label, e.g., WF(1):Data(2). The
“group by” and “count” operations are standard operations in many relational database query
languages (e.g., SQL).

Figure 6.10 shows the CNWS graph generated by performing these operations. Next,
using simple Datalog rules (and SQL operations when necessary), we show how these views
can be used to answer the example queries in Figure 5.5(a).
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Figure 6.10: The CNWS graph, based on the scenario in Figure 6.2.

6.3.4 Querying for Combinations of Collaborative Attributes

Below, we make use of SQL to provide a list of queries for combined user collaboration
graphs from least informative (CÑW̃ S̃) to most informative (CNWS):

• CÑW̃ S̃ = SELECT distinct ufrom, uto

FROM C(ufrom, e, uto)
WHERE ufrom <> uto

• CNW̃S̃ = SELECT distinct ufrom, e, uto

FROM C(ufrom, e, uto)
WHERE ufrom <> uto

• CÑWS̃ = SELECT ufrom, uto, count(ufrom||# ||uto) as w
FROM C(ufrom, e, uto)
WHERE ufrom <> uto

• CÑW̃S = SELECT distinct ufrom, uto

FROM C(ufrom, e, uto)

• CÑWS = SELECT ufrom, uto, count(ufrom||# ||uto) as w
FROM C(ufrom, e, uto)
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• CNW̃S = SELECT distinct ufrom, e, uto

FROM C(ufrom, e, uto)

• CNWS̃ = SELECT ufrom, e, uto, count(ufrom||e||uto) as w
FROM C(ufrom, e, uto)
WHERE ufrom <> uto

• CNWS = SELECT ufrom, e, uto, count(ufrom||e||uto) as w
FROM C(ufrom, e, uto)

As demonstrated by the complexity of these queries, it is not always easy for users to
write collaborative queries from scratch. Higher-level query constructs, i.e., expressions, are
needed to simplify the generation and optimize the evaluation of collaborative queries. In the
following section we extend the data model presented here to additionally support lineage-
based path queries using Query Language for Provenance (QLP) (Anand et al. 2009c). Our
approach provides a simple mechanism for filtering dependency graphs to answer provenance
queries such as those for the collaborative provenance attributes.

6.4 Expressing Collaborative Queries in QLP

We use QLP (Anand et al. 2009c) for expressing lineage queries, and in particular, to fil-
ter the dependency graphs described in Section 5.2. In general, answering standard prove-
nance questions (including those of Table 5.1) requires the generation of recursive queries
over lineage graphs. Such queries are often complex to express and expensive to evalu-
ate (Moreau et al. 2010, Anand et al. 2009a, Cohen et al. 2006, Heinis and Alonso 2008).
As summarized in Section 3.3.1, QLP provides a simple, declarative, path-based language
(similar, e.g., to XPath) for expressing such queries, and optimization techniques have been
developed that make answering QLP queries over large provenance repositories feasible
(Anand et al. 2010b). QLP queries work over sets of lineage edges, e.g., represented by
the DerivedFrom relation. A QLP path query p can be viewed as a filter that selects match-
ing paths within the lineage graph induced by the underlying edges. The result of a QLP
query is the set of edges along matching paths of the induced graph. Thus, QLP is a closed
language that returns a subset of a given set of lineage edges. Closed languages such as QLP
have a number of benefits including the ability to construct views, “incremental” querying,
and visualization (Anand et al. 2010c, Anand et al. 2010a).

QLP queries are expressed and evaluated against a selected provenance view, which can
be a single workflow run, the entire repository of runs, or the provenance view resulting from
a previous query. In the collaborative provenance query scenario, users can use QLP ex-
pressions to filter the various dependency views of Figure 5.2. Below we present the basic
constructs of QLP and show how QLP can be used to filter dependency graphs (and subse-
quently answer the queries of Table 5.1; see Table 6.3).
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Lineage-preserving path queries (examples)

* .. en Lineage graph that resulted in nodes in en

en .. * Lineage graph for nodes derived from nodes in en

en1 .. en2 Lineage graph for paths from nodes in en1 to nodes in en2

en1 .. ri .. en2 Lineage graph for paths from nodes in en1 to en2 passing through run ri

Functions over lineage path queries

exists(p) True if the selected view contains a path defined by path query p

runs(p) The runs of the lineage graph returned by path query p

workflows(p) The workflows of the lineage graph returned by path query p

artifacts(p) The data nodes of the lineage graph returned by path query p

inputs(p) The source nodes of the lineage graph returned by path query p

outputs(p) The sink nodes of the lineage graph returned by path query p

users(x) The users associated with entity x; x is a set of workflows, runs or artifacts

Views over lineage path queries

DATA-DEP(p) Data dependencies (Figure 6.3(b)) of the lineage graph selected by path
query p

RUN-DEP(p) Run dependencies (Figure 6.5) of the lineage graph selected by path query
p

COLLAB-DEP(p) Collaborations (Figure 6.9) of the lineage graph selected by path query p

C-ATT(p, a) Collaborations (Figure 6.9) with user selected attributes, a, for the lineage
graph selected by path query p

Table 6.2: Basic QLP constructs and functions, where en is a node expression comprised
of either a data artifact identifier, a run identifier, a data artifact type (denoting the set of
artifacts having that type), or a workflow (denoting the set of runs of the workflow). We use p
to denote a QLP path query, and ri to denote a run. a is attribute for user collaboration graph,
which can be either of these {", N, W, S,NW,NS, WS, NWS}.

In the scenario illustrated by Figure 6.2, the lineage information is recorded at a “coarse-
grain” level, where only the lineage relationships between inputs and outputs of a run are
stored. In the following, we restrict the underlying lineage model of QLP to be over workflow
runs, as opposed to the standard use of QLP that supports queries over individual processes
within runs (thus modeling lineage at a “fine-grain” level).

Table 6.2 introduces some of the basic constructs and functions of QLP, together with the
extensions described here, including the users, DATA-DEP, RUN-DEP, COLLAB-DEP,
and C-ATT, functions. As a simple example of a QLP path query, the expression “* .. d7”
returns lineage edges denoting paths starting from any node in the lineage graph and ending
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Table 6.3: Example queries expressed using the dependency functions defined for QLP.

Q1
Which data artifacts were used explicilty or
implicitly to generate data artifact d? artifacts( * .. d )

Q2
What is the data dependency graph that led
to data artifact d? DATA-DEP( * .. d )

Q3
Which runs were used in the generation of a
data artifact d? runs( * .. d)

Q4
What is the run dependency graph that led to
data artifact d? RUN-DEP( * .. d)

Q5
If data artifact d is detected to be faulty, which
runs were affected by d? runs( d .. * )

Q6 Which users depended on data artifact d? users( d .. * )

Q7
Which user collaborations were involved in the
derivation of artifact d2 from artifact d1? COLLAB-DEP( d1.. d2 )

Q8
Who are the potential acknowledgements for a
publication of a data artifact d? COLLAB-DEP( * .. d )

at node d7. Similarly, the query “d2 .. *” returns lineage edges denoting paths starting at
node d2 and ending at any node in the lineage graph. Both “ends” of a path can be fixed in
QLP, e.g., the query “d5 .. d9” returns all edges on paths in the lineage graph that start at d5

and end at d9. QLP queries can restrict paths to include intermediate objects, e.g., the query
“#r2 .. d6 .. #r5 .. *” returns the set of lineage edges denoting paths that start at run r2, go
through artifact d6 followed by (via one or more lineage edges) run r5, and end at any node.

6.4.1 Filtering Collaborative Provenance Views using QLP

The DATA-DEP, RUN-DEP, and COLLAB-DEP functions construct data, run, and collab-
oration dependency graphs, respectively, that result from evaluating a QLP query over the
current provenance view. Thus, these functions, unlike the DATA-DEP, RUN-DEP, and C
relations defined in Section 6.3, create views purely out of lineage relations.

Filtering Data Dependency Views. We write v(p) to denote the set of lineage edges of the
form $d2, r, d1% & L returned after evaluating a QLP path query p over a set of lineage edges
L (Anand et al. 2010b). We directly use this evaluation to define the DATA-DEP function as
follows.

DATA-DEP(p) := {$d2, d1% | 'r : $d2, r, d1% & v(p) ( d1 )= d2}

As shown in Table 6.3, we can use the DATA-DEP function to answer Q2 of Table 5.1,
which returns the subset of the data-dependency graph that ends at artifact d. Note that the
DATA-DEP function computes a subset of the DDep relation restricted to lineage edges.
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Filtering Run Dependency Views. Similarly, to construct a filtered run-dependency graph,
we again use the evaluation function as follows.

RUN-DEP(p) := {$r2, r1% |' d1, d2, d3 : $d3, r2, d2% & v(p) ( $d2, r1, d1% & v(p)(
d1 )= d2 )= d3}

Note that each output of a run within a lineage graph returned by a QLP query is required
to be dependent on some input (since only derivation edges are considered). Thus, the run
dependencies returned by the RUN-DEP function have the additional constraint that each
output is dependent on some input (within the query result) of the run. This can be viewed
as restricting the RDep relation to only selecting from Produced edges instead of Output
edges. We can use the RUN-DEP function to answer Q4 of Table 5.1, as shown in Table 6.3.

Filtering User Collaboration Views. We define the COLLAB-DEP function as:

COLLAB-DEP(p) := C-DEPWF (p) " C-DEPDATA(p) " C-DEPRUN (p),

where the functions C-DEPWF , C-DEPDATA, and C-DEPRUN are defined as follows.

C-DEPWF (p) := {$u2,WF, u1% |' r, w : Run(r, w) ( Published(u1, w) (
Performed(u2, r)}

C-DEPData(p) := {$u2,Data, u1% | 'd1, d2, r : Published(u1, d1) ( Performed(u2, r)
( $d2, r, d1% & v(p)}

C-DEPRun(p) := {$u2,Run, u1% |' d0, d1, d2, r1, r2 : Performed(u1, r1) (
$d1, r1, d0% & v(p) ( $d2, r2, d1% & v(p) ( Performed(u2, r2)}

The COLLAB-DEP function can be used to answer queries Q7 and Q8 of Table 5.1, as shown
in Table 6.3.

COLLAB-DEP returns a user collaboration view which associates to C(uto, e,
ufrom) in Section 6.3. To support querying of this view using different collabora-
tive provenance attributes, we extend QLP with C-ATT(p, a), where a is selected from
{“"", “N "", “W "", “S"", “NW "", “NS"", “WS"", “NWS""}.

6.5 Relation Between the Collaborative Model and OPM

The Open Provenance Model (OPM) (Moreau et al. 2010), as described in Section 3.2.1,
has emerged from the e-Science community, and has evolved as a standard representation to
facilitate the exchange of information between multiple provenance systems. OPM is based
on a model and set of inference rules for directed acyclic provenance graphs, which repre-
sent causal dependencies between data products and processes. OPM defines three primary
entities (nodes): (1) Artifacts: immutable piece of data; (2) Processes: actions or series of
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Table 6.4: Mapping of basic Open Provenance Model nodes and edges to the collaborative
entities and relationships.

Open Provenance Model Collaborative Provenance Model
Nodes

Artifact Data
Process Run
Agent User
- Workflow

Dependencies
used Used
wasGeneratedBy Produced
wasControlledBy Performed
wasTrigerredBy r-depends on
wasDerivedFrom d-depends on
- wasPublishedBy
- wasExecutedIn

Inference Rules
- hasDataCollaborationWith
- hasRunCollaborationWith
- hasWFCollaborationWith

actions performed on or caused by artifacts; and (3) Agents: entities that enable, facilitate,
control, or affect execution of processes. OPM also defines five primary types of causal de-
pendencies (edges) that comprise provenance graphs: (1) used: a process used artifact(s); (2)
wasGeneratedBy: an artifact was generated by a process; (3) wasTriggeredBy: a process was
triggered by another process(es); (4) wasDerivedFrom: an artifact was derived from another
artifact(s); and (5) wasControlledBy: a process was controlled by an agent. In this section,
we explain a mapping of the basic OPM entities to the collaborative provenance model and
our extensions to the OPM model to represent these the relationships for publishing of data
and workflows.

As it stands, the OPM specification focuses on the provenance for past executions of
workflows. The nodes and dependencies related to past workflow runs in the collaborative
provenance model can be mapped one-to-one to the basic OPM model as shown in Table 6.4.
Artifiact and Process nodes in OPM associate to Data and Run in the collaborative prove-
nance model, respectively. The used dependency in OPM is mapped to the Used edge be-
tween a Run and Data in our model. Similarly, Users in the collaborative model can be
viewed as a form of Agents in OPM, where Performed edges are similar to wasControlledBy
edges in OPM. Produced relationship can be captured by the wasGeneratedBy edge in OPM.
Note that the direction of the edges for Performed and Produced relationships change when
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Definition 3 (Agent). Contextual entity acting as a cat-
alyst of a process, enabling, facilitating, controlling, or af-
fecting its execution.

The Open Provenance Model is a model of artifacts
in the past , explaining how they were derived. Likewise,
processes also occurred in the past, i.e. they have already
completed their execution; in addition, processes can still
be currently running (i.e., they may have not completed
their execution yet). In no case is OPM intended to de-
scribe the state of future artifacts and the activities of
future processes.

To facilitate understanding and promote a shared vi-
sual representation, we introduce a graphical notation for
provenance graphs. Specifically, artifacts are represented
by ellipses; processes are represented graphically by rect-
angles; finally, agents are represented by octagons.

3.2. Dependencies
The Open Provenance Model aims to capture the causal

dependencies between the artifacts, processes, and agents.
Therefore, a provenance graph is defined as a directed
graph, whose nodes are artifacts, processes and agents,
and whose edges belong to one of the following categories
depicted in Figure 1. An edge represents a causal depen-
dency, between its source, denoting the e!ect, and its des-
tination, denoting the cause.

Figure 1: Edges in the Open Provenance Model: sources are e!ects,
and destinations causes

The first two edges express that a process used an arti-
fact and that an artifact was generated by a process. Since
a process may have used several artifacts, it is important
to identify the roles under which these artifacts were used.
(Roles are denoted by letter ‘R’ in Figure 1.) Likewise,
a process may have generated many artifacts, and each
would have a specific role. For instance, the division pro-
cess uses two numbers, with roles dividend and divisor,
and produces two numbers, with roles quotient and rest.

Hence, roles are similar to parameters of a function, ex-
cept that they are used to distinguish inputs and outputs.
Consequently, roles are meaningful only in the context of
the process where they are defined. The meaning of roles
is not defined by OPM but by application domains; OPM
only uses roles syntactically (as “tags”) to distinguish the
involvement of artifacts in processes.

A process is caused by an agent, essentially acting as a
catalyst or controller: this causal dependency is expressed
by the was controlled by edge. Given that a process may
have been controlled by several agents, we also identify
their roles as controllers. We note that the dependency
between an agent and a process represents a control re-
lationship, and not a data derivation relationship. It is
introduced in the model to express easily how a user (or
institution) controlled a process.

Even though an artifact A2 may have been generated
by a process that used some artifacts, this does not tell
us which artifact A2 actually depends upon. Hence, to
make this dependency explicit, it is required to assert that
artifact A2 was derived from another artifact A1. This
edge gives us a dataflow oriented view of provenance.

It is also recognized that we may not be aware of the
exact artifact that a process P2 used, but that there was
some artifact generated by another process P1. Process P2

is then said to have been triggered by P1. In contrast to
edge was derived from, a was triggered by edge allows for
a process oriented view of past executions to be adopted.
(Since these edges summarize some activities for which all
details are not being exposed, it was felt that it was not
necessary to associate a role with them.)

As far as conventions are concerned, we note that causal-
ity edges use past tense to indicate that they refer to past
execution. Causal relationships are defined as follows.

Definition 4 (Causal Relationship). A causal relation-
ship is represented by an arc and denotes the presence of a
causal dependency between the source of the arc (the e!ect)
and the destination of the arc (the cause).

Five causal relationships are recognized: a process used an
artifact, an artifact was generated by a process, a process
was triggered by a process, an artifact was derived from
an artifact, and a process was controlled by an agent. By
means of annotations (see Section 8), we allow edges to be
further subtyped from these five categories.

Multiple notions of causal dependencies were consid-
ered for OPM. A very strong notion of causal dependency
would express that a set of entities was necessary and su"-
cient to explain the existence of another entity. It was felt
that such a notion was not practical, since, with an open
world assumption, one could always argue that additional
factors may have influenced an outcome (e.g. electricity
was used, temperature range allowed computer to work,
etc). It was felt that weaker notions, only expressing neces-
sary dependencies, were more appropriate. However, even
then, one can distinguish data dependencies (e.g. where
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the extended Open Provenance Model.

depicted as wasControlledBy and wasTriggeredBy. r-depends on and d-depends on (see
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Figure 6.1) relationships can be captured using wasTriggeredBy and wasDerivedFrom. For
example, $d4, r1, d1% lineage relation stating that artifact d1 was used by the run r1 to produce
artifact d4 can be captured as artifact d4 wasDerivedFrom artifact d1 and artifact d4 wasGen-
eratedBy workflow run r1. Adjacent lineage relations, e.g., $d7, r3, d4% and $d4, r1, d1% state
that run r3 wasTriggeredBy run r1. However, to the best of our knowledge, OPM does not
provide support for recording when users publish data and workflows, which is essential in
the collaborative model proposed here for creating the various types of user collaborations.

Table 6.4 also shows the extensions to the OPM to represent the publishing relationships.
A special Workflow node was added and is defined as “a specific kind of artifact that refers
to the workflow description that is published by the user, and gets executed in one or many
processes (workflow runs)”. Using a wasPublishedBy edge between an agent and workflow
or data is added to the model. We also capture the relationship between a workflow and a run
(process) that executes this workflow explicitly using the wasExecutedIn edge. Figure 6.11
illustrates the nodes and edges that were added to the OPM to complete the mapping to the
collaborative model.

Finally, Figure 6.12 shows the collaborative provenance model in Figure 5.3 using the
defined OPM extensions. hasWFCollaborationWith, hasRunCollaborationWith, and hasDat-
aCollaborationWith in Figure 6.12 can be inferred using the extended nodes and edges as
follows:

• If process p1 wasControlledBy agent a1, and workflow w1 wasPublishedBy agent a2

and wasExecutedIn p1, then we can infer that a1 hasWFCollaborationWith a2.

• If process p1 wasControlledBy agent a1 and used artifact a1 that wasPublishedBy agent
a2, then we can infer that a1 hasDataCollaborationWith a2.

• If process p1 wasControlledBy agent a1 and used artifact a1 that wasGeneratedBy pro-
cess p2 that wasControlledBy agent a2, then we can infer that a1 hasRunCollabora-
tionWith a1.

The formal definition of the OPM extensions and the formal equations for how these
inference rules are left out of this thesis since the latest OPM specification in (Moreau et
al. 2010) does not include a formal definition of OPM.

Summary

We described a data model that is effective to capture collaborative provenance scenarios.
Based on this data model, we presented queries to generate collaborative views and showed
how it can be used to answer collaborative provenance views queries ranging from CÑW̃ S̃

to CNWS . We discussed extensions to the QLP for collaborative querying and a mapping
of the collaborative provenance relationships to OPM. In the next section, we will present
application usecases for collaborative provenance.
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7
Collaborative Provenance Usecases

“That by listening to some music, by reading some books, by looking at paint-
ings, and most important by hanging out with one another - by collaborating
with one another and creating your own network - you can achieve something
that is much better than what is out there.”

– David Amram

This chapter provides example applications for collaborative provenance for drug ranking
drawn from ViroLab1 and CAMERA2 projects respectively. For Virolab, we discuss a sce-
nario and provide how different collaborative provenance views can be used to improve the
infrastructure. For CAMERA, we provide a simplified usecase from the actual infrastructure
and answer some of the queries that collaborative provenance model can help with.

7.1 Virolab Virtual Patient Experiment Scenario

7.1.1 Components of the Virtual Patient Experiment

HIV is one of the most destructive pandemics in recorded history. It has been proven that
use of a suitable combination of drugs tailored for the individual antiretroviral therapy leads
to greater clinical success. The fundamental issue is to prescribe the most suitable combina-
tion of drugs fitting the patients viral genotype. For this purpose various Decision Support
Systems (DSS) have been designed.

ViroLab (Sloot et al. 2009) developed a virtual laboratory (Bubak et al. 2007) for decision
support in viral diseases treatment. Figure 7.1 demonstrates the conceptual process (See
Figure 7.1 (a)) and data flowing between processes (See Figure 7.1 (b)) for a patient scenario

0This chapter is based on (Altintas et al. 2010e), (Sloot et al. November 2006), (Altintas et al. 2010a), (Altintas
et al. 2010c), (Sun et al. 2010) and (Altintas et al. 2010f) co-authored by Altintas.

1Virolab website: http://www.virolab.org
2CAMERA website: http://camera.calit2.net

http://www.virolab.org
http://camera.calit2.net
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Figure 7.1: Virtual Patient Experiment (VPE): (a) Combined Workflow and (b) Data Flow
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using ViroLab. ViroLab consists of complementary, multi-level computational tools among
which there are:

• Comparative Drug Ranking System (cDRS) is a first order logic, rule based classifica-
tion system. Its rules are derived from expertise and literature. It takes patient’s viral
sequence (or mutations), aligns it with the default viral sequence revealing the set of
mutations in the patient’s viral sequence. Then, it provides the suggestions from three
widely accepted DRSs (HIVdb, ANRS and REGA) for this mutation set.

• Molecular Dynamics Simulations (BAC) takes as an input the patient’s viral mutations
it calculates the binding affinity of the drug-protein complexes, from which one can
derive the theoretical fitness of the virus for the suggested drug.

• Patient Data Retrieval (PD) is a secure patient data retrieval system. It allows the
clinician to run combined-queries for patients that have the same set (or subset) of
mutations to view similar patient treatment histories.

• Literature Mining (LM) searches all the abstracts in PubMed for the pairs of mutations
and drug(s) under consideration.

The Virtual Patient Experiment (VPE) has been implemented as a Ruby script (Malawski
et al. 2010). The provenance of all these steps are captured by the system via assertions into
the virtual laboratory’s provenance data store (Balis et al. 2009). However, these components
are run as multiple set of steps for added decision support often repeating some of the steps
multiple times. We can infer the overall “combined workflow” generated by such dynamic
courses of actions using the data and run dependency views in our collaborative provenance
model. In addition, in a scenario where different steps are run by different users, we can
create a view over user collaborations of implicit and explicit nature.

7.1.2 Collaborative Provenance for VPE

Once the clinical researcher works with the Virolab portal, she starts with executing cDRS
and, based on the results of cDRS, she may or may not choose to execute the rest of the steps
in the VPE. Similarly, she may execute some of the steps multiple times, experimenting with
different test results. Additionally, a couple of clinical researchers could be collaborating on
the drug ranking of a patient, executing different parts of the VPE at different times. The
provenance of all of these activities are captured. However, as mentioned before, the steps
are currently implemented as scripts, not as workflows. For the rest of this subsection, to mo-
tivate our collborative provenance for combined workflow approach, we assume a conceptual
implementation of the VPE in different scientific workflow environments, namely, Kepler
(Ludäscher et al. 2006), Taverna (Oinn et al. 2006) and WSVLAM (Korkhov et al. 2007).

Based on the focus of each workflow system and scientific workflows implemented pre-
viously, we assume that PS and cDRS are Kepler workflows, BAC is a WSVLAM workflow,
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Figure 7.2: The detailed view for a VPE collaboration scenario where users Annemieke,
Charles and Peter work together on different parts of the same combined workflow and de-
pend on each others workflow executions. The figure also shows user actions along with data
used and produced by these workflows.

and LM is a Taverna workflow. Also, for simplicity, we assume that all the provenance infor-
mation captured by these systems conforms to a model of provenance (Ludäscher et al. 2008),
e.g., OPM (Moreau et al. 2010), allowing for their interoperability. This is not an unlikely
case as Kepler, WSVLAM and Taverna teams all participated in the Third Provenance Chal-
lenge3 and was able to demonstrate their capability to collect (or export to) provenance data
that conforms to OPM.

Figure 7.2 illustrates a collaborative project between three clinical researchers working
in the Virolab Virtual Laboratory. Note that, in this scenario, the collaboration is of explicit
nature, i.e., Annemieke, Charles and Peter know that they are working on different parts of
the same problem and depend on workflow executions of each other. This might not be the
case for other collaborations where users might not even be aware of each other, but use each
others publicly published data and workflows, forming an implicit collaboration. Also note
that, for simplicity, we assume that the workflows and initial data items, d1 and d2, were made
available by the system as public without any associations to any users. In Figure 7.3(a),

3Third Provenance Challenge Wiki: http://twiki.ipaw.info/bin/view/Challenge/
ThirdProvenanceChallenge

http://twiki.ipaw.info/bin/view/Challenge/ThirdProvenanceChallenge
http://twiki.ipaw.info/bin/view/Challenge/ThirdProvenanceChallenge
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Figure 7.3: Simpler views over the VPE collaboration scenario showing: (a) Users Anne-
mieke, Charles and Peter working on their parts of the combined workflow by running work-
flows and using data from the system and saving the provenance of their workflow runs.; (b)
Run dependency view for Figure 7.2.; (c) Data dependency view for Figure 7.2.; (d) User
collaboration view for Figure 7.2.

Annemieke executes cDRS and PD in Kepler multiple times with various inputs, Charles
executes BAC workflow in WSVLAM multiple times using the data from Annemieke’s cDRS
runs and Peter runs LM in Taverna also using the data from Annemieke’s cDRS runs, all
through the virtual laboratory. (A detailed view showing data and relationships between these
workflow runs is shown in Figure 7.2.) At the end of their analysis work, they get together
and go through their combined results, potentially coming up with a decision or new input
data to run these steps again. This process continues until a decision is made. In addition, the
generated run dependency view can be saved as workflows in the system. So if Annemieke,
Charles and Peter wanted to run their collaborative combined workflow again with more data,
they can just enter the new data and run through the combined version of all the workflows
they have done before.

A partial run dependency view for all the runs by Annemieke, Charles and Peter is il-
lustrated in Figure 7.3(b). Based on the scenario in Figure 7.2, Figure 7.3(c) shows the data
dependency view. The simple user collaboration view in Figure 7.3(d) shows the CNWS
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graph for this partial run dependency view. The collaborative provenance views in Figure 7.3
(b), (c) and (d) convert the otherwise complicated collaborative work graph in Figure 7.2 to
three different focused views, thus, providing a simple and clear picture of the overall collab-
orative effort.

A very important contribution illustrated in this scenario is that such a combined work-
flow puts users actions and working methods as the basis for the research instead of requiring
users to use built in workflows to benefit from the advantages of large e-Science infrastruc-
tures. The contribution of this thesis ties together the user actions with data and different
computational entities, i.e., workflows, in an e-Science project as long as different pieces
conform to a common collaborative provenance model allowing for interoperability. This
approach puts the user and collaborations in the center of the conducted research and makes
the users freely choose between different technologies used to solve parts of the problem at
hand allowing workflows and scripts to be executed within the same infrastructure.

7.2 Collaborative Metagenomics in CAMERA

CAMERA (Community Cyberinfrastructure for Advanced Marine Microbial Ecology Re-
search and Analysis) is a collaborative e-Science platform, wherein scientific workflows
(Altintas et al. 2010a) enable the use of various community tools that are shared by a metage-
nomics (Committee on Metagenomics: Challenges and Functional Applications 2007) re-
search community. CAMERA enables the microbial ecology community to manage the
challenges of metagenomics analysis, and has more than 3000 users in over 75 countries
worldwide.

7.2.1 Scientific Workflow-Driven Science in CAMERA

CAMERA provides a component-based infrastructure that includes the Kepler scientific
workflow system (Ludäscher et al. 2006). The Kepler scientific workflows used within CAM-
ERA support the interaction of automated computational tools and human inspection and in-
teraction. Kepler is also used to record the provenance of data products stored within the
central CAMERA data repository that were produced through CAMERA workflows.

CAMERA enables users to create, share, and execute workflows specific to their own
experiments. Currently, the core CAMERA workflows make the following metagenomic
analyses available to researchers: data quality control (specifically, QC Filter and 454 Dupli-
cate Clustering), read assembly (454 Read Assembly), functional annotation and clustering
(Metagenomic Data Annotation and Clustering), taxonomy binning (Taxonomy Binning),
BLAST, and additional downstream analysis methods. The scientific goals and technical de-
tails for these workflows are explained in (Altintas et al. 2010a), (Altintas et al. 2010c) and
(Sun et al. 2010).

Figure 7.4 shows an example scenario with different observables of shared data, work-
flows, and workflow runs in CAMERA, where all or part of the output of workflow runs can
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Figure 7.4: A typical scenario for different observables of shared data, workflows and work-
flow executions (runs) in CAMERA: (a) data {d1, d2, d5} published by users {u2, u3, u5};
(b) workflows {QCF, Asbly, Taxon, Annot, Comp} published by users {u2, u4, u5}; and
(c) flow graph for workflow runs (customized through their parameters, p1) and related prove-
nance data {d1 . . . d7} in user space {u1, u2, u3}.

be used as input to subsequent runs. Figure 7.4(a) shows that datasets d1, d2 and d5 are pub-
lished by users u2, u3 and u5, respectively, in the shared data store. Similarly, Figure 7.4(b)
shows workflows {QCF, Asbly}, {Taxon, Annot}, and Comp being published by users u2,
u4, and u5, respectively, in the workflow repository. A critical aspect of the CAMERA work-
flow environment is that these workflows can be organized into a systematic network (a.k.a.
combined workflow), in which outputs of one workflow execution can be used as inputs for
subsequent workflows, as shown in Figure 7.5. This allows researchers to build a complete
end-to-end analysis stream by choosing to use different combinations of workflows based on
their specific data and analysis needs. For instance, one possible end-to-end analysis stream
(see Figure 7.5) for researchers with raw sequencing data may entail: (1) use of the QC filter
for data quality control (QCF); (2) assembly of the resultant reads to longer contigs (Asbly);
(3) assignment of taxonomic information to each contig (Taxon); (4) annotation of genes
against COG, Pfam, TIGRFAM, and other reference databases and clustering of genes to the
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Figure 7.5: A possible end-to-end analysis stream in CAMERA with raw sequencing data.

desired level (Annot); (5) execution of a statistical comparison, obtaining a comparison graph
(Comp); and so on. The first four steps of this workflow execution scenario are illustrated in
Figure 7.4(c), where a run node identifies the provenance of a previous workflow run and the
data dependencies between inputs and outputs of workflow execution are shown by dashed
arcs between data nodes. One can identify the flow of workflow executions leading to a data
artifact that is published as a “scientific discovery” by chaining together the interrelated runs
(where outputs of runs can be used as inputs to other runs). The provenance information
related to all these activities is captured in the common provenance store (see Figure 1.1).

In Figure 7.4(c), user u1 performs a run r1 of workflow QCF with parameter settings
p1 and input datasets d1 and d2. Run r1 produces data d3 as its output, and dependencies
between the output and inputs of run r1 are shown using a dashed arc. Similarly, user u2

performs a run r2 of workflow Absly with parameter settings p1 and input dataset d3. Run
r2 produces data d4 as its output, and dependencies between the output and input of run r2

are shown with a dashed arc. User u3 performs a run r3 of workflow Taxon with parameter
settings p1, using the output data d4 from run r2. User u1 also performs run r4, using data
from a previous run, i.e., d4 from r2, along with other published data d5, and produces d7 as
its output. In run r4, d7 depends on d4 and d5. Although not shown in this figure, in general,
the output of a run may depend on some but not necessarily all inputs of a run. This explicit
dependency information is provided to our provenance schema by the underlying provenance
engine and might not always be captured. For example, the Kepler Provenance Recorder uses
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publishes := {(d1,u2), (d2,u3), (d5,u5)}
workflow := {(QCF,u2), (Asbly,u2), (Taxon,u4), (Comp,u4), (Annot,u5)}

run := {(r1,QCF,u1), (r2,Asbly,u2), (r3,Taxon,u3), (r4,Annot,u1)}
uses := {(r1,d1), (r1,d2), (r2,d3), (r3,d4), (r4,d4), (r4,d5)}

produces := {(r1,d3), (r2,d4), (r3,d6), (r4,d7)}
ddep := {(d3,d1), (d3,d2), (d4,d3), (d6,d4), (d7,d4), (d7,d5)}
ddep! := ddep ! {(d6,d3), (d6,d2), (d6,d1), (d4,d2), (d4,d1), (d7,d3), (d7,d2), (d7,d1)}

Table 7.1: Relation instances of the provenance schema corresponding to the example in
Figure 7.4.

an implicit dependency mechanism that assumes that each output depends on all of the inputs
where as the COMAD model provides explicit data dependencies between input and outputs.
The details of COMAD’s implicit data dependency mechanism is discussed in (Anand et
al. 2009b). The statistical comparison step (i.e., the comp workflow contributed by user u5 in
Figure 7.4(b)) merges and compares the outputs of the Taxon and Annot workflow runs has
been left out of the current scenario for simplicity.

An instance of the collaborative schema is shown in Table 7.1, which corresponds to the
example CAMERA scenario of Figure 7.4. This instance can be used to generate the data
dependency (see Figure 7.6(a)), run dependency (see Figure 7.6(b)) and user collaboration
(see Figure 7.6(c)) views using DATA-DEP, RUN-DEP and CNWS queries from Section 6.3,
respectively.

7.2.2 Answering Example Queries

Using the collaborative provenance instance in Table 7.1 to capture the basic observables in
Figure 7.4 for CAMERA, below, we give the Datalog queries for answering example collab-
orative provenance questions. We denote query results below via the ans relation.

1. Which data artifacts were used directly or indirectly to generate d7? (Answer:
{d1, d2, d3, d4, d5})

ans1(dto) :- ddep!(dto,d7).

2. Which runs were used in the generation of d6? (Answer: {r1, r2, r3})

ans2(r) :- ddep!(dto,d6),produces(r, dto).
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Figure 7.6: Collaborative provenance views in CAMERA: (a) data dependency; (b) run de-
pendency; and (c) user collaboration (based on Figure 7.4).
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3. If data artifact d2 is detected to be faulty, which users should be notified of the error?
(Answer: {u1, u2, u3})

ans3(u) :- ddep!(d2, dfrom),produces(r, dfrom),
run(r, w, u).

4. What are all the datasets that depended on d2, i.e. the “impact” of d2? (Answer:
{d3, d4, d6, d7})

ans4(dfrom) :- ddep!(d2, dfrom).

5. Which users depended on data artifact d1, directly or indirectly? (Answer:
{u1, u2, u3})

ans5(u) :- ddep!(d1, dfrom),produces(r, dfrom),
run(r, w, u).

6. Which users did u1 depend on, i.e., “collaborate with”, directly? What is
the nature and strength of each collaboration? (Answer: u2, u3, and u5 via
WF(1):Data(1):Run(1), Data(1), and WF(1):Data(1), respectively)

ansu
6 (uto) :- C(uto, e,u1).

ansn
6 (e) :- C(uto, e,u1).

answ
6 (e, n) := SELECT e,COUNT (e) AS n

FROM C

WHERE ufrom = u1

GROUP BY e

Note that we use SQL above to perform the necessary grouping and aggregation for
answ

6 , which gives the number of different kinds of collaborations e(n) between users
u1 and uto.
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7. Who are the potential acknowledgements for a publication involving d7, i.e., which
user collaborations were involved in the derivation of d7? (Answer: {u1, u2, u3, u5})

ans7(u) :- produces(r,d7),
run(r, w, u).

ans7(u2) :- produces(r,d7),
run(r, w, u1),
workflow(w, u2).

ans7(u) :- ddep!(dto,d7),
produces(r, dto),
run(r, w, u).

ans7(u) :- ddep!(dto,d7),
publishes(dto, u).

ans7(u2) :- ddep!(dto,d7),
produces(r, dto),
run(r, w, u1),
workflow(w, u2).

Note that a data can either be published by a user or be the result of a workflow ex-
ecution. So, we formulate queries which union these conditions. The above query is
explained as: (1) returns the user that created the data d7 through execution of a work-
flow; (2) returns the user who published the workflow whose execution created data d7;
(3) returns users who ran workflows, such that the workflow results shared a transitive
dependency (ddep!) relation with data d7; (4) returns users who published data such
that those data shared a transitive dependency relation with data d7; and (5) returns
users who published the workflows such that their execution by other (or same) users
resulted in data that shared a transitive dependency relation with data d7.

As can be seen from the datalog queries as described above, expressing collaborative
provenance queries can be very complex in any standard query language. So, we have adopted
and extended QLP to enable users to easily and concisely express collaborative queries. Ta-
ble 7.2 and Table 7.3 show the QLP expressions associated to these queries using the collab-
orative provenance extensions.
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Summary

Through usecase scenarios for drug ranking and bioinformatics, we demonstrated how the
collaborative provenance model and queries can be applied to effectively understand and
analyze users collaborations in scientific discoveries driven by scientific workflows. Next,
we present an implementation of the collaborative provenance database in PostgreSQL and
evaluation of the execution of collaborative views and queries using the CAMERA usecase
as an application.
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8
Collaborative Provenance Database

Implementation and Evaluation

“Everything that can be counted does not necessarily count; everything that
counts cannot necessarily be counted.”

– Albert Einstein

To validate the data model and queries presented in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, we have
implemented a collaborative provenance database in PostgreSQL based on a snapshot of the
CAMERA Provenance Database. In this chapter, we explain the preparation of this database,
the reasons for simplification of the CAMERA database, and an evaluation of the perfor-
mance of the queries.

8.1 Database Implementation

8.1.1 CAMERA Workflows and Provenance Database

For the testing of the collaborative provenance database, we used the existing workflows in
CAMERA (Sun et al. 2010, Altintas et al. 2010a) and the CAMERA Provenance Database
(Altintas et al. 2010c) associated to the runs of these workflows. Currently, CAMERA sup-
ports 27 metagenomics workflows, including QC Filter, 454 Duplicate Clustering, different
versions of BLAST, Gamma and Alpha Diversity (Rohwer), and RAMMCAP for Metage-
nomic data annotation and clustering. These workflows take metagenomics sequences (NT,
protein, etc.) in one or more (*10) FASTA files, and can handle the reads (processing) of
1 million sequences. As illustrated by Figure 7.5, the CAMERA workflows are designed to
fit together, allowing a user to pick a few of them and create her own methodical scientific

0This chapter is based on (Altintas et al. 2006a), (Altintas et al. 2010c) and (Altintas et al. 2010f) co-authored
by Altintas.
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Figure 8.1: An example workflow execution; Ai illustrates Kepler’s processing components
(Actors), and di illustrates data.

process by executing the workflows of interest in the preferred order. To date, the CAM-
ERA workflows have been executed using from a few thousand to hundreds of thousands
of sequences as input over Sun Grid Engine-enabled resources. The provenance for each
workflow execution is stored in an Oracle database. Over the past year (2009-2010), around
6000 workflow executions have been performed in the system, and the size of the provenance
information for all workflow executions amount to around 3.7 GB.

With its large user base, diverse set of workflow executions and ever-growing data submis-
sions, CAMERA is an ideal infrastructure for the testing of collaborative provenance model.
Through a mapping tool (Altintas et al. 2010c) that was built to map workflow data identi-
fiers to global data identifiers in CAMERA, the users can export workflow data (outputs) to
the CAMERA database and workflows can exchange data with other workflows. However,
the current CAMERA system is not ready for being used as it is for testing the collaborative
usecase scenarios as discussed here. The current Kepler Provenance Schema1 in CAMERA
does not have complete data to answer the collaborative provenance queries. As mentioned
in Chapter 6, the ddep and ddep* tables should be generated in order to answer collaborative
queries in addition to collecting system-level information about users, data they published
or workflows they ran. Therefore, we based our database implementation on the actual runs
and created a synthetic scenario based on these runs as discussed in the next section. The
CAMERA usecase and the data model discussed in this thesis are being used as a basis for
the design of collaborative provenance analysis framework in CAMERA.

8.1.2 Preparation of Collaborative Provenance Experimental Dataset

While Kepler’s Provenance Schema keeps track of process-level data dependencies, collabo-
rative provenance model requires dependencies to be captured (or inferred) at the workflow
execution level. For instance, Figure 8.1 illustrates a workflow run with inputs d1, d2, and
d3, and the final output d6. Through a set of Kepler API calls, the process-level dependen-
cies can be determined as {(d4, d1), (d4, d2), (d4, d3), (d5, d4), (d6, d5)}. However, the
collaborative provenance data model needs a mapping of these process-level dependencies to

1The latest Kepler Provenance Schema is explained at:
https://code.kepler-project.org/code/kepler/trunk/modules/provenance/docs/provenance.pdf.
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workflow run-level dependencies, i.e., dependencies between initial inputs and final outputs
of a workflow (ddep). This relationship is described in the ddep table in our schema with the
attributes datato, and datafrom. Thus, the ddep table associated to the scenario in Figure 8.1
consists of {(d6, d1), (d6, d2), (d6, d3)}.

Figure 8.2 depicts the tables in the relational schema of the Kepler Provenance Database.
Using the CAMERA database based on this schema, we retrieve the data for collaborative
provenance from four tables, namely, workflow, workflow exec, actor fire, and port event.
workflow and workflow exec provide the w for the workflow(w, u) table and r in the
run(r, w, u) table in the collaborative provenance schema. The remaining two tables (ac-
tor fire and port event) provide the direct data dependencies, i.e., data for ddep(dto, dfrom),
in the collaborative provenance schema. The table actor fire records information about actor
firings for a particular actor (actor id) in a particular workflow execution (wf exec id). When
a workflow is executed, there are many intermediate inputs and outputs. Multiple compo-
nents (actors) in the workflow might produce intermediate outputs as intermediate inputs for
other components before the final output(s) is produced. The actors that process the data and
produce the output(s) for a particular workflow have the same foreign key (wf exec id) in the
actor fire table. However, for populating the collaborative provenance database, we are only
interested in the data dependencies between the initial inputs and final outputs of the particu-
lar workflow run. In order to retrieve these run-level input and output data dependencies, we
need to determine which data among the data processed by actors are the initial inputs and
final output(s). In this case, port event table records the read or write event of a particular
actor whenever the actor fires. Each token2 read or write is stored as a row in this table. A
port event occurrs at a time, on port port id, and on channel from actor firing fire id. The
token’s value is referenced by data id. If the data is a file, a reference to the contents of the
file is in file id. If the port event represents a read, write event id is the port event.id of the
port event that generated the token, otherwise (port event is a write) write event id is #1.

For the transformation of this existing process-level data into a workflow run-level dataset
that conforms to the designed collaborative provenance data model, we implemented scripts
to infer run level data dependencies from process level data dependencies in the CAMERA
provenance database. The algorithm we followed in these scripts to retrieve records for ddep
table is as follows:

1. Retrieve all the tokens involved in a workflow execution.

2. Retrieve all the actors involved in this specific run.

3. For each token, determine whether there has been a write event from an actor that
processed it. If there has not been a write event, which processed the token, then it
is the initial input. In Figure 8.1, data tokens d1, d2, and d3 do not have an actor that
processed a write event to these tokens. Therefore, they are initial inputs.

2Actor inputs and outputs are wrapped as tokens in Kepler.
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4. Also for each token, determine whether there has been a read event from an actor to
process the token. If there is no read event, which processed the token, then it is the
final output. In Figure 8.1, data token d6 is the final output since there was no read
event that processed it.

To make the query execution faster, we decided to compute and materialize the transitive
closure of ddep relation (ddep*). In addition, since the Kepler Provenance Schema does not
have information about user specific actions through the CAMERA portal (publishing data
and workflows, executing workflows), we created a mapping to capture this information from
the CAMERA database.

8.1.3 Implementation

The collaborative provenance schema was implemented as a PostgreSQL database. We
retrieved fifty workflow executions from the CAMERA provenance database and deter-
mined the run-level data dependencies (ddep) for each workflow using the steps described
in the previous subsection. After inserting the retrieved data in the ddep table, we used the
WITH RECURSIVE function in PostgreSQL to compute the transitive closure on the ddep
table and populated the result in ddep* table. After all the necessary data for the collabora-
tive schema is inserted in the new database, we expressed and ran all the queries and views in
SQL against the PostgreSQL database. Table 8.1 shows the queries for collaborative prove-
nance views in SQL, and Table 8.2 and Table 8.3 show the example queries and the query
expressions in SQL. All of these queries were executed in PostgreSQL for the evaluation of
the model.

To measure the scalability of the implementation, we gradually increased the datasets
by having the run-level dependencies expanding from 5 to 10, 25, and 50 workflow runs.
Table 8.4 shows the number of rows in each table of the experimental database for each
increment. Note that DB 5 in Table 8.4 matches the example scenario provided in Figure 7.4
with an extra workflow run, and the rest of the database is populated similarly to expand the
run and corresponding data dependencies.

A preliminary implementation of an online collaborative provenance browser based on
HTML5 and CSS3 is currently under development. The browser provides three different
querying interfaces for visualizing data dependencies, run dependencies and user collabora-
tions. The implemented database is queried based on the parameter selections by the users.

8.2 Evaluation

In this section, we present a short evaluation of the proposed collaborative provenance model
and the implemented PostgreSQL database. This evaluation has two primary goals:

1. A validation of the possibility of implementing the proposed data model in correctly
answering collaborative queries.
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Table 8.1: Collaborative provenance views for data dependency, run dependency and user
collaboration expressed in PostgreSQL.

DATA-DEP

SELECT *
FROM ddep star
;

RUN-DEP

SELECT t.run, f.run
FROM ddep AS d
INNER JOIN produces AS f
ON d.data from = f.data

JOIN produces AS t
ON d.data to = t.data

;

USER-COLLAB

CREATE VIEW userCollab AS

SELECT r.executed user AS uto,
w.id AS e,
w.published user AS ufrom

FROM workflow AS w
INNER JOIN run AS r
ON w.id = r.workflow id

UNION

SELECT r.executed user AS uto,
u.data AS e,
p.users AS ufrom

FROM run as r
INNER JOIN uses AS u
ON r.id = u.run

JOIN publishes AS p
ON u.data = p.data

UNION

SELECT r1.executed user AS uto,
u.run AS e,
r2.executed user AS ufrom

FROM run as r1
INNER JOIN uses as u
ON r1.id = u.run

JOIN produces as p
ON u.data = p.data

JOIN run as r2
ON p.run = r2.id

;
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Table 8.2: Example CAMERA queries Q1 through Q6 expressed in PostgreSQL.

Q1

Which data artifacts were used
directly or indirectly to generate
data with id 194119?

SELECT data from
FROM ddep star
WHERE data to = 194119

Q2
Which runs were used in the
generation of data with id 183215?

SELECT run
FROM ddep star
INNER JOIN produces
ON data=data from
WHERE data to = 183215

Q3

If data artifact with id 49774
is detected to be faulty, which users
should be notified of the error?

SELECT distinct (executed user )
FROM ddep star AS d
INNER JOIN produces AS p
ON d.data to= p.data

JOIN run AS r
ON p. run = r.id

WHERE d.data from = 49774

Q4

What are all the datasets that
depended on data artifact with id
49774, i.e. the “impact” of 49774?

SELECT data to
FROM ddep star
WHERE data from = 49774

Q5
Which users depended on data
artifact 49775, directly or indirectly?

SELECT distinct(executed user)
FROM ddep star
INNER JOIN produces
ON data to=data

JOIN run ON run = id
WHERE data from= 49775

Q6

Which users did user with id 11111
depend on, i.e., “collaborate with”,
directly? What is the nature and
strength of each collaboration?

SELECT uto
FROM userCollab
WHERE ufrom=11111;

SELECT e
FROM userCollab
WHERE ufrom= 11111;

SELECT uto, e, COUNT(e)
FROM userCollab
WHERE ufrom= 11111
GROUP BY (e,uto);

2. An analysis of the changes in the cost of the collaborative views and example queries
over an increasing number of run and data dependencies.
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Table 8.3: Example CAMERA query Q7 expressed in PostgreSQL.

Q7

Who are the potential
acknowledgements for a
publication involving data with
id 194119, i.e., which user
collaborations were involved
in the derivation of data with
id 194119?

SELECT distinct (executed user )
FROM produces
INNER JOIN run ON run=id
WHERE data = 194119;

SELECT distinct (w.published user)
FROM produces AS p
INNER JOIN run AS r
ON p. run = r.id

JOIN workflow AS w
ON r.workflow id =w. id

WHERE data = 194119;

SELECT distinct(executed user)
FROM ddep star
INNER JOIN produces
ON data from = data

JOIN run ON run = id
WHERE data to = 194119;

SELECT distinct(users)
FROM ddep star
INNER JOIN publishes
ON data from = data
WHERE data to = 194119;

SELECT distinct (w.published user)
FROM ddep star
AS d JOIN produces AS p
ON d.data from = p.data

JOIN run AS r ON p.run = r.id
JOIN workflow AS w
ON r.workflow id = w.id

WHERE data from = 194119;

For the evaluation, we executed the collaborative provenance views, and the example
queries on datasets DB 5 through DB 50 to measure the feasibility and effectiveness of our
implementation. Table 8.6 shows the execution times for collaborative provenance views,
DATA-DEP, RUN-DEP and USER-COLLAB, along with the execution times for queries Q1
through Q7. The columns represent the query response time in milliseconds for SQL queries
over PostgreSQL and the rows represent the datasets that were used to run these queries.
Note that the execution time for Q6 and Q7 show the sum of the execution times for each
sub-query, specifically, three sub-queries for Q6 and five sub-queries for Q7.
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Table 8.4: The size of database (in number of tuples) for different datasets.
Table DB 5 DB 10 DB 25 DB 50

users 5 10 25 50

workflow 5 10 25 50

run 5 10 25 50

data 11 16 31 56

publishes 6 6 6 6

uses 9 14 29 54

produces 5 10 25 50

ddep 12 17 32 57

ddep* 17 52 307 1232

Table 8.5: The query execution time (in ms) for collaborative provenance views over datasets
of 5, 10, 25 and 50 run dependencies.

DATA-DEP RUN-DEP USER-COLLAB

DB 5 0.121 0.439 1.132

DB 10 0.252 0.933 1.475

DB 25 0.981 1.128 2.468

DB 50 3.872 1.187 3.230

Table 8.6: The query execution time (in ms) for evaluation queries 1 through 7 over datasets
of 5, 10, 25 and 50 run dependencies.

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7

DB 5 0.12 0.215 0.426 0.091 0.426 1.777 1.215

DB 10 0.146 0.251 0.476 0.104 0.472 1.961 1.544

DB 25 0.254 0.444 0.671 0.189 0.671 2.539 2.090

DB 50 0.542 0.967 0.743 0.483 0.743 3.058 3.748

Figure 8.3(a) shows the query response time for data dependency (DATA-DEP), run de-
pendency (RUN-DEP), and user collaboration (USER-COLLAB) views on the datasets DB 5
through DB 50 on a linear time scale. Although the execution time for the DATA-DEP view
looks like it grows exponentially, Figure 8.3(b) on a logarithmic scale shows that all three
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Figure 8.3: Query execution time cost for data dependency view, run dependency view and
collaboration view in: (a) linear time scale, and (b) logarithmic time scale. 5, 10, 25 and 50
indicate the number of run dependencies in the dataset.
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Figure 8.4: Query execution time cost for evaluation queries 1 through 7 in: (a) linear time
scale, and (b) logarithmic time scale. 5, 10, 25 and 50 indicate the number of run dependen-
cies in the dataset.

queries scale linearly. However, the response time clearly shows that the execution time for
DATA-DEP view is effected by the large number of datasets that share dependency relation-
ships, as expected.

Similarly, Figure 8.4 is a plot of the query times for example queries Q1 through Q7. Q6
and Q7 take a longer time compared to queries Q1 through Q5 as expected since they are com-
bined (added) cost of multiple sub-queries. Although the linear time scale in Figure 8.4(a)
looks like the query execution times do not grow too fast, a plot of the data on a logarithmic
scale in Figure 8.4(b) shows that the execution times for test queries grow exponentially with
increasing number of data and run dependencies except for the execution times for queries
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Q5 and Q6.
Through this database implementation, we have shown that the proposed model can be

implemented over a larger number of runs relative to the example scenario. The model is
able to answer the collaborative provenance views and example queries in a reasonable time
for our experimental datasets. Although the data dependencies in the dataset were not very
complicated, the evaluation demonstrates that as the number of data dependencies increase
the queries that rely on these dependencies take longer. We identified the views and queries
that are taking longer time as potential queries to be optimized, which we endeavor to do as
part of our future work as discussed in the conclusions of this thesis. We also plan to expand
the evaluation dataset with more dependencies.

Summary

We provided an initial implementation of the relational collaborative provenance data model
in PostgreSQL. Using the CAMERA workflow executions and provenance database as a
basis, we executed and evaluated the example queries. Next, we discuss the technical chal-
lenges and our existing work related to interoperability in collaborative provenance scenarios
involving scientific workflows implemented in different systems.
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9
Addressing Interoperability in Collaborative

Provenance

“Ordinary language carries with it conditions of meaning which it is easy to
recognize by classifying the contexts in which the expression is employed in a
meaningful manner. ”

– Paul Ricoeur

Throughout the previous chapters of this thesis, we focused on collaborative provenance
where scientific collaboration involves data and workflow sharing between separate groups
and data products of scientific workflow runs are published and then used by other researchers
as inputs to their workflows. This requires linking of not only workflow provenance, but also
the data artifacts that flow through these systems using descriptive metadata. For the purposes
of the explained data and querying model, we assumed that data is linked through a global
identification scheme and data identifiers are shared between different workflow executions
and their provenance. In the presence of multiple workflow systems executing on a set of data
repositories and collecting provenance information in their local provenance models, there
are significant challenges that need to be addressed for analysis of collaborative provenance.
This chapter discusses our initial approaches as a step towards solving this problem.

9.1 Interoperability of Scientific Workflows and Their Provenance

Scientific workflow interoperability has been an evolving discussion in the context of scien-
tific workflow systems. These studies are motivated by a number of scenarios where complex
data artifacts that lead to a scientific discovery may result from processes that involve multi-
ple scientific workflow systems and middleware tools. The workflow system interoperability
discussion have been explored in multiple aspects including linking design execution envi-
ronments with other model of computation (MoC) (Mandal et al. 2007) and the workflow
language (Elmroth et al. 2010) at workflow and sub-workflow levels.
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A relatively newer aspect of the workflow interoperability discussion is achieving interop-
erability through workflow-related data based on the provenance information that is collected
for workflow design and execution. For such a scenario to be possible, integration of prove-
nance models (Ludäscher et al. 2008) coming out of different systems through an overarching
standard is required (Davidson and Freire 2008). Provenance Challenges1 brought together
provenance models from multiple systems facilitating discussions for the development of
Open Provenance Model (OPM) (Moreau et al. 2010).

Interoperability through provenance and data related to scientific workflows also requires
an ability to link multiple workflow runs where the data generated by one workflow run can
be used as an input by another workflow run (Missier et al. 2010a). A connection between
workflow provenance and the data provenance at the data repository and identification level
needs to be achived (Altintas et al. 2010c) similar to the CAMERA usecase explained in
Chapter 7. In (Altintas et al. 2010c), we describe how this is achieved in using a mapping tool
between workflow related data artifacts and CAMERA’s semantic-aware database. (Missier
et al. 2010a) extended this approach, focusing on a model for provenance sharing and a set
of interoperability problems that emerge from the heterogeneity of workflow systems, data
formats, and provenance models. Through an implementation of our model that we developed
in the context of the Data Observation Network for Earth (DataONE2) project and that can
stitch together provenance records for runs from different Kepler and Taverna workflow runs,
we provided a prototypical framework for seamless cross-system, collaborative provenance
management and can be easily extended to include other systems. This approach is one
of the first examples to workflow interoperability not only through often elusive workflow
standards but through shared provenance information from public repositories through a set
of operators.

In addition, in order to achieve provenance interoperability, (Ellqvist et al. 2009) de-
scribed a mediator-based architecture for integrating provenance information from multiple
sources through two key components: (i) a global mediated schema that is general and capa-
ble of representing provenance information represented in different model, and (ii) a query
API. Through a usecase study, the authors described a new system-independent query API
that is general and able to express complex queries over integrated provenance information
from different sources.

9.2 Interoperability Scenarios based on Provenance Challenges

As an example to provenance interoperability between executions of scientific workflows
implemented in different systems, we created a scenario, derived from the Third Provenance
Challenge (PC3) along some prototypical collaborative queries.

1Provenance Challenges website: http://twiki.ipaw.info/bin/view/Challenge/
2http://dataone.org

http://dataone.org
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Figure 9.1: Conceptual process for the Provenance Challenge 3

9.2.1 PC3 Usecase

The workflows selected for PC3 are part of an image-processing pipeline in the Pan-
STARRS3 project. A next generation panoramic telescope surveys the sky looking for as-
teroids or comets that may impact the Earth. The telescope may generate several Terabytes
of data nightly, which must be reduced and stored into an object data management framework
that is publicly accessible by astronomers. Based on this usecase, the main PC3 workflow in-
gests CSV files containing readings from the telescope into an SQL database and the plotting
workflow creates histograms of the ingested data.

To build a collaborative workflow environment, we assume that we executed the frag-
ments of these PC3 workflows in three different workflow systems as shown in Figure 9.1. In
this scenario, Taverna (Oinn et al. 2006) performs the initialization and pre-loading checks,
WS-VLAM (Korkhov et al. 2007) loads the CSV files into the database and updates the
column counts, and Kepler (Ludäscher et al. 2006) creates the histograms. We chose this
division of the PC3 workflows to evenly and logically divide the tasks among the workflow
engines.

An example history of observables and actions within this usecase is shown in Table 9.1.
In this scenario, all three workflow engines use the same database when executing their subset
of the PC3 workflows. In the pre-load tasks, Taverna verifies the contents of the input CSV
files and creates the tables in the database. Next, WS-VLAM reads the contents of the CSV
files into these tables, and verifies the row counts and data values. Finally, Kepler produces
histograms from these data. For example, the second row refers to run1 performed by u2

3http://pan-starrs.ifa.hawaii.edu

http://pan-starrs.ifa.hawaii.edu
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Table 9.1: The publish and run observables in interoperable PC3 scenario. The contents of
the table shall be read as follows: e.g., the second row refers to run1 performed by u2 using
wfpreload published by u1. In run1, u2 used dJ062941 as an input and the run produced
dJ062941#1 as its output.

u1 Published wfPreload

u2 Performed run1 Used wfPreload Used dJ062941 Produced dJ062941"1

u3 Performed run2 Used wfPreload Used dJ062942 Produced dJ062942"2

u4 Published wfLoad

u5 Published wfV isualize

u2 Performed run3 Used wfLoad Used dJ062941"1 Produced dJ062941"2

u3 Performed run4 Used wfV isualize Used dJ062941"2 Produced dhistogram

u3 Published dhistogram

using wfpreload published by u1. In run1, u2 used dJ062941 as an input and the run produced
dJ062941#1 as its output.

Collaborative PC3 Queries

Once the information such as the one in Table 9.1 is captured, it becomes possible to an-
swer queries involving provenance data coming out of multiple workflow systems using the
collaborative provenance model. The example collaborative provenance queries below show
how our QLP extensions can be used to express such queries without writing complex SQL
queries.

Q1. What data contributed to dhistogram?
DATA-DEP( * .. dhistogram )

Q2. If dJ062942#2 is determined to be faulty, what other data products may be faulty based
on dJ062942#2?

DATA-DEP( dJ062942#2 .. * )

Q3. What runs contributed to the generation of dJ062941#2?
RUN-DEP( * .. dJ062941#2 )

Q4. Which users contributed workflows that produced dhistogram?
COLLAB-DEP( * .. dhistogram )

9.2.2 PC1 Usecase

A similar example based on the First Provenance Challenge was implemented in the context
of a DataONE student project called Data Tree of Life (DTOL). This scenario was published
in (Moreau et al. 2010). The DTOL solves the problem of instance level bridging of prove-
nance information that is a fundamental requirement for querying collaborative provenance.
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Figure 9.2: DToL system architecture, implementing workflow run provenance interoperabil-
ity between Kepler and Taverna: data is published by copying from local stores ST , SK to
the public store SP , generating public identifiers in the process. Local provenance records
are mapped to a common model and published, replacing local data references with global
ones in the common provenance store, CPS.

Figure 9.2 shows the implemented prototype provenance sharing architecture, using the Ke-
pler and Taverna scientific workflow systems as testbeds.

To test the hypothesis that provenance records for runs from different workflows and
systems can be joined together, we have taken the First Provenance Challenge (Moreau et
al. 2008) workflow, and split it into two parts. Both sub-workflows were encoded in Kepler
and Taverna, and combined in a “crossing-over” manner in several ways. Overall, three dif-
ferent models of computation (MoCs) and corresponding designs were used,Taverna, “con-
ventional” Kepler (Altintas et al. 2006a), and Kepler/COMAD (McPhillips et al. 2006), a
novel MoC with its own provenance recorder to handle fine-grained dependencies within
nested data collections (Bowers et al. 2007, Anand et al. 2009c).

In the implementation, we have used a combination of native provenance models, avail-
able from both workflow systems, as well as OPM provenance graphs derived from those
models (Fig. 9.2). The former include all the read and write observable events, as well as
the information about the workflow structure, while the latter contains instances of the data
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dependency relation.
The Kepler and Taverna native provenance models differ in their data model, but can be

mapped to the common provenance model with relatively little effort. The mapping tools
obtain their source provenance information using an API that operators over a relational rep-
resentation of the native provenance model, as well as over the OPM provenance graphs.
In the case of Kepler and Taverna, the common model turns out to be less expressive than
the native model, specifically with regards to the representation of nested lists, the only data
structure used in Taverna (and one of many data structures supported by Kepler). This is not
a problem, however, because the representation of the data structure (essentially a tree) is still
maintained in the common data store.

The Kepler and Taverna storage models follow our conceptual model closely, in that
all process data is stored in an internal, system-dependent data store. Provenance instances
for workflow executions typically contain data references, but can also have embedded data
values (for small data sizes).
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Figure 9.3: Architecture for answering collaborative queries

9.3 QLP-based Interoperable Query Framework for Provenance

An important aspect of a provenance framework is being able to query the collected data,
including collaborative provenance. This has been demonstrated by the simplicity of the
QLP queries compared to the conventional queries in this thesis. Adoption of and extensions
to the high-level Query Language for Provenance (QLP) with additional constructs allows
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non-expert users to express collaborative provenance queries against this model easily and
concisely.

For this purpose, we have designed an architecture that can be deployed on top of an exist-
ing systems to execute both standard and collaborative queries expressed in QLP. Figure 9.3
shows the design of this end-to-end framework that can be plugged into any scientific infras-
tructure with the ability to publish data and workflows, to execute workflows using different
workflow engines, to collect workflow provenance and to express and evaluate QLP queries.

In this architecture, workflows use a shared data space with common data identifiers. To
generate data dependency views, using the QLP mapping to OPM, the QLP Querying Engine
transforms users QLP queries into OPM queries. In addition, the same querying engine
routes the mapped queries to distinct provenance stores using the developed SQL (RDBMS),
XQuery (XML) and SPARQL (RDF) interfaces. This allows for execution of interoperable
collaborative queries using a common data model similar to the one explained in the previous
section. In addition, it allows for lower-level data and process dependencies (in one workflow
run) using the provenance models and query engines provided by different workflow systems.

Summary

The interoperability of the provenance information collected by different scientific workflow
systems is key to achieving a collaborative provenance framework since the ability to link
workflow runs at large depends on it. The requirements and challenges for interoperable
workflow provenance is summarized. Through interoperability scenarios based on Prove-
nance Challenge workflows, prototype architectures towards solving interoperability during
workflow stitching and provenance querying is presented. Next other future work plans and
conclusions will be discussed.
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10
Conclusions and Future Directions

“The future is not a result of choices among alternative paths offered by the
present, but a place that is created–created first in the mind and will, created
next in activity. The future is not some place we are going to, but one we are
creating. The paths are not to be found, but made, and the activity of making
them, changes both the maker and the destination.”

– John Schaar

10.1 Summary of Contributions

The ideas in this thesis started with the following question:
“How can the provenance information collected for execution of workflows using shared

data and workflows in a collaborative e-Science environment be used to analyze the nature
and strength of implicit connections between users, potentially leading to an analysis of user
networks based on system observables for data publishing, workflow publishing and workflow
runs?”

Starting with this question, a new collaborative provenance model which addresses the
need for inferring dependencies across multiple workflow runs and understanding user col-
laborations was introduced. How the proposed collaborative provenance model allows to
establish the attributes for the nature of user collaborations, the strength of collaborations and
self collaborations was explained. A new collaborative provenance model which addresses
the need for inferring dependencies across multiple workflow runs and understanding user
collaborations was defined. A relational collaborative provenance data model to capture and
query collaborative provenance was presented. The presented model supports collaborative
provenance attributes for determining the nature (or type) and strength (or weight) of col-
laboration between multiple users and analysis of a researchers independent work (i.e., their
“self collaborations”).
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Through the adoption of and extensions to a high-level query language for provenance
called QLP, complex collaborative provenance queries were expressed. Using the defined
relational data model, the implicit user collaborations in a QLP-based query model using the
workflow, run and data dependencies in an e-Science infrastructure and for generating views
on top of them was investigated. The results showed how our data model can answer both
standard provenance queries as well as queries over the collaborative provenance attributes
for determining the nature of collaborations, their strength, and for finding self relationships.
A mapping between the presented collaborative provenance data model and OPM was estab-
lished.

Finally, the feasibility of the approach on collaborative queries was demonstrated through
bioinformatics usecases from from the CAMERA project, a drug ranking usecase scenario
from the ViroLab project and workflows inspired by Provenance Challenge usecases for PC1
and PC3.

In addition, the interoperability requirements and challenges for collaborative provenance
were summarized and prototype architectures towards solving interoperability during work-
flow stitching and provenance querying were presented.

This is the right time to introduce such provenance models and query languages as col-
laborative research projects are ever growing and Web2.0-oriented scientific sharing environ-
ments, e.g., myExperiment, are being introduced to allow for sharing and execution of work-
flows in different workflow systems by groups of users. Thanks to the Provenance Challenge
efforts, OPM is starting to be adopted by workflow systems participating in the challenge
pushing OPM as a standard for provenance data.

As it was described in Chapter 5, there are many advantages of a collaborative prove-
nance approach since it is all about recording the e-Science activities, specifically, capturing
the relationships between human users, workflow executions and data. Firstly, it builds upon
existing knowledge and extends it without a re-architecturing of the components in a col-
laborative e-Science platform. Secondly, it allows for extensions to collaborating entities,
e.g., instruments and other system modules, as long as the provenance is kept as system-
wide assertions that adhere to a global data model. Thirdly, keeping a history of data and
workflow provenance throughout the system increases the trustability of these artifacts and
provides mechanisms for users to judge the impact of their work, and, in turn, encourages
users to reuse data and workflow from other users and publish theirs. Most importantly,
while minimizing the interrupts to scientists and the way they do their work, it impacts the
effectivity of the collaborative research by adding value through assisting scientific work.
This value comes from being able to analyze collaborations and track the footprint of data.
Shortly, this approach brings together consumers and producers of data and other e-Science
objects together allowing for proper tracking and acknowledgement mechanisms, leading to
development of systems that increase interoperability and reusability of workflow results by
integrating provenance coming out of different workflow systems and, in turn, enhancing
efficiency in modern collaborative research.
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10.2 Possible Extensions to the Model

The collaborative provenance model discussed throughout this thesis was built upon three
main user actions: users publishing workflows, users publishing data and, users running
workflows. The three presented collaborative relationships were identified based on these
actions. An opportunity for the extension of the model comes extending these actions and
relationships. As a short term extension, we plan to add co-authorship of workflows and data
to the model. This will be achieved by revising the model to change the publish relation-
ship between the user, and the workflow and data tables from one-to-many to many-to-many.
Through this extension, we can infer a co-working relationship between user publishing data
and workflows. In addition, in a scenario where users download, repurpose and publish ex-
tensions of existing workflows, a need for capturing workflow attribution chains arises. For
capturing such a case, we plan to extend our model with extends relationships for workflows
and data.

A natural extension to the model comes from scientific workflows that are built out of sub-
workflows, e.g., composite actors in Kepler. We plan to apply the presented model not only
to the collaborative relationships between users running multiple workflows, as described in
the thesis, but also with hierarchical or compound workflows using composite actors. We
plan to add extensions to Kepler’s provenance framework in order to track and analyze such
collaborations.

We are also working on further analysis of scaling of the model and query performance
by extending the database, potentially, to all the runs in the CAMERA Provenance Database.
As mentioned before, an implementation of an online collaborative provenance browser that
uses the experimental database that was discussed in Chapter 8 is in progress.

In addition to working on the above-mentioned open issues in the near term as next steps,
we plan to focus this work on topics towards achieving the future directions as outlined below.

10.3 Future Directions

This thesis defined a notion of collaborative provenance based on three relationships, namely,
users sharing workflows, users sharing data and users running analysis by executing the work-
flow using the shared data. A number of future work options are considered and planned as
extension to this original model. In this chapter, some of these future work plans are de-
scribed.

10.3.1 Interoperable Collaborative Provenance

As described in the previous chapter, interoperability is one of the biggest challenges to
achieve collaborative science. We plan to extend our current interoperability approach for
linking different provenance models to go beyond Kepler and Taverna. We are also actively
working on the evaluation of the developed collaborative provenance model for different
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types of collaborative platforms (Altintas et al. 2010f). The extensions to the QLP engine as
defined by the architecture in Figure 9.3 is under development.

10.3.2 OPM Profile for Collaborative Provenance

OPM Profiles (Moreau et al. 2010) are encouraged by the standard to formalize usage of
the standard for specific purposes. They can be used as best practice guidelines for purpos-
ing provenance information as a specialization of OPM. We plan to create an OPM profile for
collaborative provenance including a controlled vocabulary for collaborative provenance rela-
tionships, e.g., WasDerivedFromRunResults as a substype of WasDerivedFrom; WasCopied-
From to map workflow data identifiers to global data identifiers.

10.3.3 Restricted User Spaces

One of the basic assumptions in this thesis was the public nature of data, where the data
and workflows were shared publicly at all times and the workflow run provenance was made
publicly available. However, most of the existing infrastructures provides support for data
and analysis privacy letting the users share parts of the information. In such scenarios, infor-
mation related to a collaborative chain might not be available or might be available partially,
e.g., results are available but not the run provenance. To date, a few models for preserving
privacy for standard provenance analysis (Davidson et al. 2010) and data mining (Aggarwal
and Yu 2008) have been published. We plan to seek such scenarios in existing systems and
create techniques for data anonymity (Backstrom et al. 2007) and including data policies of
infrastructures into account.

10.3.4 Optimization of Collaborative Query Evaluation and Visualization

This thesis focused on generating a first generation data model and query language for collab-
orative provenance. Expressing queries over lineage relationships can be very cumbersome
and difficult to understand, even for experts. We presented extensions to express the col-
laborative provenance queries in a high-level query language for provenance (QLP), which
provides specialized constructs for formulating lineage queries (Anand et al. 2009c). Based
on this data model, we plan to extend our work in (Altintas et al. 2010d) with implementation
of the QLP based collaborative query engine. As a part of our future work, we intend to use
the “pointer-based” efficient storage techniques to store the transitive closure in reduced form
(Anand et al. 2009b). We also want to implement this model by using the query optimiza-
tions techniques developed in (Anand et al. 2010b) to execute the provenance queries faster.
In addition, for visualization of collaborative provenance views, we would like to extend the
Provenance Browser (Anand et al. 2010a), to display data dependency, run dependency, and
user collaboration views spanning across multiple workflow runs.
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10.3.5 Semantic Collaborative Provenance Analysis using RDF

Semantic provenance has been a focus area of provenance research community (Groth et
al. 2009) bringing significant advances to data interpretation. The semantic provenance
frameworks (Sahoo et al. 2008, Abraham et al. 2010, McGuinness et al. 2007) for e-Science
infrastructures apply domain-specific provenance ontologies to management of provenance
data. The Resource Description Framework (RDF1) is a common storage representation for-
mat for such approaches. We plan to extend our collaborative provenance framework with
the ability to add provenance-aware RDF triples on top the current relational collaborative
provenance model.

10.3.6 Social Network Analysis using Collaborative Provenance

At the heart of it, the user collaboration view for collaborative provenance is a 2-user inter-
action graph for a social network. As a part of our future work, we plan to apply quantitative
social network analysis techniques (Scott 2000) to 2-user interactions. Using these tech-
niques, we plan to get more insight into the various roles in a collaboration, e.g., connectors,
mavens, leaders, bridges, isolates. These techniques can also be used to identify research
clusters and who is in them, who is the most influential and which users contribute or utilize
the most resources. In particular, we plan to measure:

• Influence as a metric for how a user’s work affected other users, i.e., degree centrality
(Stephenson and Zelen 1989).

• What expertise is key to the network as well as evaluation of rare expertise and poten-
tial areas of growth based on the expertise of users in the network, i.e., betweenness
centrality (Freeman 1977)?

• Who has integrated the work from other users and who has contributed to the resource
the most, i.e., closeness centrality (Freeman 1979)?

• Potentially connected research networks, i.e., network reach (Otte and Rousseau 2002).

• Who has reach to and combined different research contributions from otherwise sepa-
rate cliques, i.e., boundary spanners (Yang and Tang 2003)?

10.3.7 Going Beyond Scientific Workflows and Data

The collaborative provenance notion that was defined in this thesis are based on three entities:
users (i.e., people), workflows and data. It assumes that users only have one role and there
are no other entities. We plan to extend this model to measure the relationships and flows
between people with different roles and other system components that act as information

1Resource Description Framework (RDF) Model and Syntax Specification: http://www.w3.org/TR/
PR-rdf-syntax/

http://www.w3.org/TR/PR-rdf-syntax/
http://www.w3.org/TR/PR-rdf-syntax/
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or knowledge entities, e.g., instruments, services, etc. This is an important requirement for
traceability of transactions in large-scale observatory systems and other networked scientific
instruments, e.g., electron microscopes.
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Samenwerkende Oorsprong Informatie voor Workflows in
Wetenschap en Ontwerp

İlkay Altıntaş, December 2010

Met de groei van wetenschappelijke kennis en de stijging van het aantal studies die ge-
bruik maken van informatie van verschillende wetenschappelijke disciplines wordt de com-
plexiteit van systematisch wetenschappelijk onderzoek aanzienlijk vergroot. Om de “grand
challenge” wetenschappelijke vragen te beantwoorden, gebruiken wetenschappers computer
gebaseerde methodieken die bijna dagelijks aangepast worden. Echter, de standaard “sci-
entific method” blijft hetzelfde, maar wordt telkens getransformeerd door de verbeteringen
in de computer wetenschap en technologie van de laatste decennia. Deze veranderingen
in de computer wetenschap en technologie hebben geleid tot een verzameling van gereed-
schappen specifiek ontworpen om het wetenschappelijke proces meer efficiënt en sneller te
maken. Deze gereedschappen zijn in staat om de creatie en uitvoering van opeenvolgende
en coherente computer gestuurde taken te vereenvoudigen en zijn bekend onder de naam van
“wetenschappelijke workflows”.

Behoorlijke ontwikkelingen in computer technologische hebben plaats gevonden vanaf
de initiatie van de wetenschappelijke workflows aan het eind van de jaren negentig en de
eerste toepassingen van wetenschappelijke workflows voor het oplossen van uitdagingen
in visualisatie. Wetenschappelijk workflows zijn geëvolueerd om te voldoen aan verschil-
lende wetenschappelijke eisen, computer gebaseerde technologieën en wetenschappelijke
aanpakken die de “scientific method” hebben getransformeerd in een zwaar computer getuurd
proces. Bovendien, terwijl wetenschappers meer leren over het efficiënt ontwerpen en uitvo-
eren van de wetenschappelijke workflows, wordt het belangrijk om in de gaten te houden hoe
en wanneer specifieke wetenschappelijke informatie wordt verkregen, d.w.z. het vastleggen
van de oorsprong van de informatie (provenance tracking).

Het vastleggen van de oorsprong (provenance tracking) is een belangrijke eigenschap van
wetenschappelijke workflow systemen omdat het hulp biedt in het bijhouden van de origine
van wetenschappelijke eind produkten en het valideren en herhalen van computer gebaseerde
methodieken die gebruikt waren voor de afleiding van deze wetenschappelijke produkten.
Het vastleggen van de oorsprong in wetenschappelijke workflows begint met het ontwerp en
executie van de wetenschappelijke workflow en de vergaarde informatie moet de mogelijk
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bieden om de associaties tussen workflow ingang variabelen, workflow uitgang variabelen,
workflow definities en tussenliggende gegevens te creëren en te onderhouden. De oorsprong
van een produkt bestaande uit gegevens bevat informatie hoe het produkt was verkregen en
is cruciaal voor wetenschappers om eenvoudig de wetenschappelijke resultaten te begrijpen,
herproduceren en verifiëren.

De meeste modellen voor het vastleggen van de oorsprong worden tegenwoordig ont-
worpen om alleen de oorsprong van een enkele executie en veelal door een enkelvoudige ge-
bruiker vast te leggen. Wetenschappelijke ontdekkingen zijn echter vaak het resultaat van een
systematische executie van verscheidene wetenschappelijke workflows met meerdere verza-
melingen van gegevens geproduceerd op verschillende tijdstippen bij één of meer gebruikers.
Om de uitwisseling van informatie te bevorderen en mogelijk te maken tussen meerdere work-
flow systemen die oorsprong informatie toelaten, de Open Provenance Model (OPM) is door
de wetenschappelijke workflow gemeenschap voorgesteld. Standaards zoals OPM bieden de
mogelijkheid oorsprong informatie van verschillende wetenschappelijke workflows executies
uitgevoerd op verschillende systemen te verbinden. Dit leidt tot een impliciete samenwerking
tussen de gebruikers die de wetenschappelijke workflows ontwerpen en uitvoeren.

Dit proefschrift presenteert vier belangrijke bijdragen op het gebied van het vastleggen
van oorsprong informatie in samenwerkende workflows, genaamd “collaborative prove-
nance”. Ten eerste wordt een overzicht gegeven van het effect van wetenschappelijke work-
flows op hoe wetenschappelijk onderzoek plaats vindt met een concentratie op het vastleggen
van oorsprong informatie als een specifieke voordeel van wetenschappelijke workflows. Ten
tweede wordt een definitie gegeven voor oorsprong informatie in impliciete samenwerk-
ing tussen gebruikers dat gegenereerd kan worden met oorsprong informatie verkregen van
wetenschappelijke workflows van een on-line gemeenschappelijke verzameling van gelijke
gebruikers. Ten derde wordt een nieuw zoekopdracht (query) model beschreven dat de im-
pliciete samenwerking tussen de gebruikers kan omvatten, laat zien hoe dit model omgezet
kan worden naar de OPM en de mogelijkheid biedt om een antwoord te geven op vragen met
betrekking samenwerking, bijv. de identificatie van van gecombineerde workflows en de bij-
dragen van gebruikers die samenwerken in een project gebaseerd op de resultaten van vooraf-
gaande workflow executies. De aanpassing en uitbreiding van het hoge-niveau Query Lan-
guage for Provenance (QLP) met additionele concepten stelt gebruikers die geen experts zijn
in staat om eenvoudig en precies samenwerkende oorsprong vraagstellingen te formuleren.
Tenslotte wordt in dit proefschrift een data model geformuleerd dat effectief is in het vast-
leggen van scenario’s in samenwerkende oorsprong informatie. Het wordt aangetoond hoe dit
data model gebruikt kan worden om antwoorden te formuleren op computer gestuurde vraag-
stellingen met betrekking tot samenwerkende oorsprong informatie, bijv. identificatie van
gecombineerde gegevens, workflow executie, en bijdragen van gebruikers die samenwerken
in een project gebaseerd op de resultaten van voorafgaande workflow executies.

De voornaamste bijdragen in het vastleggen van samenwerkende oorsprong informatie in
dit proefschrift leiden tot de ontwikkeling van computer systemen die interoperatief samen-
werken en de herbruik van workflow resultaten vergroten. Hierdoor zal de effectiviteit en
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produktiviteit van moderne wetenschappelijke samenwerking toenemen. Dit effect is ook
gedemonstreerd in dit proefschrift via de wetenschappelijke test scenario’s voor het oprichten
en begrijpen samenwerkende studies via interoperatieve workflow oorsprong informatie.
Specifiek, de Virolab scenario, Provenance Challenge 1 en 3 workflow, en meerdere on-line
gemeenschappelijke gelijke gebruikers van het CAMERA project zijn aangepast als samen-
werkende en interoperatieve test scenario’s, waarbij verschillende gedeeltes van de workflow
uitgevoerd worden als verschillende workflows en mogelijkerwijs ook in verschillende work-
flow omgevingen.
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A WORD is dead
When it is said,

Some say.

I say it just
Begins to live

That day.

Emily Dickinson (183086) in XI., Part One XI: Life (Complete Poems -1924).


